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A few headlines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Voter in Paignton  
84% Yes   12% No 
4% Not answered 

Do you support the draft Plan  
proposed ? 

90% Yes   8% No 
1%  Not answered 

Any changes you wish to see ?  
28% Yes   64% No 
8% Not answered 

0-16   1% 
16-24   2% 
25-34   4% 
35-44   6% 
45-54   14% 
55-64   25% 
65-74   30% 
75+   13% 

Not answered 5% 
Total   100% 

 

Responses  
204 Written Submissions from 

192 Respondents 
45% Online    55% Direct 

Age Group of Respondents 

  

    

Final document cover colour 
preferred 

34%  Blue   61% Green 
5%  Not answered 
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Contents 
 

 

This Appendix shows the Pre-Submission consultation results received in full. 

They are shown in alphabetical order by each group listed and include where change to the Plan has been made as a result. 

Personal details of individuals have been redacted. 

 

 
 Respondents  Page 
Individuals  Person Submissions  
 

  

Appendix 11(a) - Supporting the draft Plan 150 4 
Appendix 11(b) - Not supporting the draft Plan 14 43 
Appendix 11(c) - No preference stated 2 58 
   
Organisations  Submissions  
 

  

Appendix 11(d) - Supporting the draft Plan 9 61 
Appendix 11(e) - Not supporting the draft Plan 3 80 
Appendix 11(f)  - No preference stated 8 112 
   
Statutory Bodies  Submissions  
 

  

Appendix 11(g) - All 6 121 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A146 A There are areas that could be improved. 

However the main plan to put employment 
as a priority over more development is 
important. To rejuvenate existing properties 
is also important before new sites are 
developed. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A122 A A great deal of work has been put into this 
proposal and it would appear to be 
sympathetic to conserving the area in 
general and benefiting the residents. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A162 A More need to be held to account for their 
decisions concerning our town 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A137 A _ _ Support noted. 

A022 A The plan stops the overdevelopment of 
rural and urban areas of Paignton.  Proven 
figures show there is no need for further 
development for the foreseeable future.  
Figures within the plan show there is no 
growth in this area and properties which 
are being built are so highly priced for a low 
income area. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A136 B Considered approach based upon job 
growth rather than housing growth whilst 
taking advantage of previous brown field 
sites to support housing needs. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A139 B _ _ Support noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A156 B _ _ Support noted. 

A083 B Regeneration of Oldway - to be used as a 
museum, art gallery and a place for music 
and performing arts productions for both 
locals and tourists to enjoy.  Regeneration 
of Crossways - new shops and a 
supermarket (a M&S foodhall would be a 
nice addition).  Regeneration of the Old 
Town of Paignton - encourage independent 
shops and restore run-down buildings.  
Preservation of all parks in Paignton,  
Regeneration of Torbay Road - make it 
look more attractive and well cared for, for 
visitors to the town. 

6.86 Policy PNP11, page 41 - please add a clause to 
pedestrianise Well Street to help preserve this 
Conservation Area.  If it cannot be pedestrianised, then 
can HGV's and coaches be banned from using this 
road ?  I would also request improved signage for this 
road being a 20 mph zone to reduce speeding 
dramatically ! 

Support and reason noted. 
 
Agreed the Well Street concern needs 
help to progress a solution via the 
Local Transport Plan or other ways. 
Amend PNP11 d) with text to read: 
 
“ …..and improvement of residential 
amenity in Well Street; …..” 
 
(see similar requests below Appendix 
11(a) Submission A088, A085, A039, 
B013), 
 

A080 B This is extremely comprehensive and 
highlights the need to maintain green 
spaces in the town and to focus more on 
redevelopment of existing areas / brown 
sites.  It also highlights the need to improve 
tourist and resident facilities, such as more 
public toilets at station and square and 
seafront areas.  Bus / train hub is very well 
placed and should stay put.  Clean-up of 
block opposite station is desirable as is 
general flora attractions in Winner Street 
and Victoria Street.  Crossways must be 
demolished and fresh start on site - 
residential ? 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A012 B Having attended many Forum meetings 

over the last few years I realise the hard 
work carried out by the chairman and other 
Forum members to produce this excellent 
plan.  Adoption of the Neighbourhood Plan 
will ensure a positive improvement in 
Paignton for present and future residents 
and tourists. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A166 B _ _ Support noted. 

A050 B Fully support the Paignton NP.  Excellent, 
clear documents and photography, maps.  
Puts the Council to shame - and all this 
done by volunteers. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A066 B Very well argued.  Impeccably supported 
with hard evidence.  Very much time, 
expertise and intelligent knowledge has 
gone into the compilation of this document. 

PNP11 - Wholly endorse the commitment to enhancing 
and promoting the built historic heritage of Paignton.  I 
strongly emphasize the need to capitalise on the 
existing assets of Paignton and so strengthen and 
sustain its tourist based economy.  This is its future and 
enables the town to attract a wider and different visitor 
interest.  I would agree that its potential in this respect 
is currently seriously neglected. 

Support and reason noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A101 B I entirely endorse the Plan's emphasis on 

the environmental and heritage attributes of 
the area, and the recognition of how this 
crucially influences the quality of life of 
residents and the quality of holiday 
experience for visitors (C1+C Consultation 
Draft, 11.31 etc.).  As such the assets 
identified are shown to underpin the tourist-
based economic sustainability of the area. 
(The term 'sustainability' is here correctly 
defined as the preservation and 
enhancement of the assets and 
environmental resources on which the 
future stability and prosperity of the district 
depends, in opposition to the finance-
driven short-termism currently favoured by 
the Council).   In its meticulous supportive 
evidence, Paignton's Neighbourhood Plan 
supplies clear statistical evidence of the 
incompatibility of housing projections and 
actual population growth and job creation 
(SE Consultation Draft, p. 12-14, Appendix 
1; Population Change - Actual and 
Predicted, p. 31-32); it rightly states that 
development must be proportionate to 
proven local need and downscaled if 
growth predictions are not fulfilled (SE 
Consultation Draft, 2.4.7, p. 14). The 
document correctly emphasises the need 
for rigorous habitat assessments to 
precede any development of noted 
landscape or wildlife value (Part 4, SA + 
HRA) and for brownfield alternatives to be 
sought first in preference to greenfield sites 

_ Support and reason noted.. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
(Consultation Draft Plan, Part 6, p. 51 - 
etc).   It rightly acknowledges the need to 
respect the critical drainage status of such 
places as Collaton St. Mary and 
consequently to allow only limited and 
appropriate development in this vulnerable 
area (Policy PNP 24, Consultation Draft 
Plan, page 61; 3.31, SA + HRA 
Consultation Draft).  The entire document 
shows professional rigor and an impressive 
command of facts combined with a respect 
for the character of the area which carries 
authority and deserves to be accorded 
legal status. 

A067 B The emphasis on jobs led growth is correct.  
Particularly with reference to tourism and 
high-tech jobs which have low impact, and 
can help preserve, the rural character of 
the area. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A130 B It is a well researched, well thought out, 
realistic plan giving clear guidance for the 
future development of Paignton.  The 
sooner it can be in force the better. 

Minor amendment: Figure 6.8 of Paignton on page 46 
points to the Apollo. That cinema chain was taken over 
by Vue a few years back, and to add clarity I would 
suggest the amendment says 'Vue Cinema'. Thanks 

Agreed – Amend Fig 6.8 reference to 
read: 
“Vue Cinema (Formerly Apollo)” 

A102 B The prospect of preserving green spaces. 
Houses to be built when and where 
necessary. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A133 B Linking jobs to homes and population 
increase, preserving green spaces which 
make Paignton a more pleasant place to 
visit and live in. Allowing all of Paignton 
residents a chance to air their views and 
help to plan for a happier and better 
environment. 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A105 B It seems to be a sensible route to grow 

business in Paignton.  There is no point in 
building houses if the employment is not 
there for workers to fill the houses. 

I'd like to see "Old Town", in particular Winner Street, 
Policed more frequently, cleared of HMO's and 
generally cleaned up. 

Support and reason noted.   Police 
patrolling and clearing away HMOs are 
not deliverable by the Plan – no change is 
appropriate. 

A116 B I think this plan provides a well-thought-out 
long-term view of Paignton's needs. I like 
the strategies of matching housing 
increases with employment opportunities 
and the preservation of green spaces for 
the benefit of local communities. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A120 C If we don't plan for the future, Paignton is 
dead in the water 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A011 C _ _ Support noted. 

A149 C There has been local consultation of this 
plan throughout its formation. It seeks to 
enhance our town and the natural 
environment which attracts visitors. It seeks 
to develop the job opportunities to help 
local residents and businesses prosper. It 
does not support blanket unsustainable 
development and huge numbers of green 
field developments which will have a 
detrimental effect on rare local species. I 
hope that it will have a positive effect on 
the seemingly indiscriminate building of 
housing estates being passed by Torbay 
Council. 

PNP 23 figure 6.12 - The borders of the Yalberton 
Valley are at times wide and other places very narrow. 
Can these borders be reassessed and a made more 
uniform dimension? - So that the valley is all protected. 

Reason for support noted. 
 
The boundary shown in PNP23 results 
from the Local Green Space assessment 
made, which links into element a) of 
PNP23.  The wider Valley area falls within 
the scope of Policy PNP19 which has as 
its objective protecting and enhancing the 
Valley as shown in associated Figures 
6.10 and 6.11 – no change necessary. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A148 C Because, as a result of many years of 

careful and detailed consideration and 
consultation, it has made reasoned and 
balanced proposals which incorporate the 
need for development, together with the 
focused concerns of local people when 
proposed development threatens their 
needs and priorities.  It also harmonizes 
the dynamics of 'localism' in examining the 
range of practical possibilities, while 
insisting on the retention of a high quality 
environment for residents. 

Figure 6.12, PNP 23. The boundary should include the 
historic listed buildings of the Lower Yalberton hamlet. 
Perhaps the boundaries of the Yalberton Valley should 
be reconsidered as they seem arbitrary, sometimes 
wide, sometimes narrow. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
The response above (A149) applies 
here also to the “issue raised”. 
 
 

A121 D An improved heritage offer is important for 
tourism, which is a major source of 
employment. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A023 D I totally agree the plan should be jobs led.  
Jobs first then houses. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A024 D I agree with the proposed plans.  
Employment must be the priority. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A111 D Green spaces protected. _ Support and reason noted. 

A065 E _ _ Support noted. 

A074 E It is about time that Paignton was made 
attractive for tourists of all ages.  Opening 
Oldway Mansion would help make money 
to restore it.  Contact someone like Richard 
Branson, or Prince Charles, Prince Harry. 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A076 E Apprenticeships to be brought back for 

trades possibly starting with 1 day a week 
release from school at the age of 16 years.  
Homes which are affordable for everyone 
taking into account wages in the area.  
Help employers to be able to afford higher 
wages.  Encourage holiday makers to 
come to Paignton by doing guided tours 
around the Old Town with disabled people 
in mind offer wheelchair or light weight 
mobility scooters, price to added to cost of 
tour.  Stricter control on Council spending, 
independent co. to check costs i.e. 
developers costs rising !!  Council to make 
more use of empty houses e.g. 
Tweenaway 2 houses empty for over 10 
years.  Re-open Oldway Mansion to make 
money.  Apply to Lottery Commission for 
funds to renovate Rotunda and swimming 
pool for children with a small charge.  
Parkfield to have locked gates taken away 
and more incentives to hold BMX and 
skateboard meetings similar to BMAD.  
Dog friendly areas for locals, beach 7pm-
8am all year. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A075 E Paignton has been stagnant for far too long 
and a lot of overlooked potential is falling 
behind the times (e.g. shops, bins, 
pavements and roads).  A lot is being done 
for tourism but not for the residents of 
Paignton (i.e. shops). 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A077 E Dogs to be allowed on all beaches during 
seasonal time during the hours of 19:00 to 
07:00am. 

_ Support noted.  Dog access to every 
beach as suggested would conflict 
with attracting those tourists who 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
would want a dog free beach – no 
change is appropriate. 

A003 E Good for the town and people.  Improves 
amenity and surroundings. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A031 F _ _ Support noted. 

A015 G It has been planned for the people by the 
people of the area, taking into 
consideration of resident’s wants and 
needs and for the countryside / farming / 
environment.  

_ Support and reason noted. 

A038 G From what I can see, this is an extremely 
well thought out plan - taking into account 
the fundamental requirements of the town 
such as flood defence, work, housing, 
regeneration etc.  I have lived in Paignton 
for 7 years and very much appreciate the 
improvements which have already taken 
place i.e. the new library etc.  Crossways 
area / Winner Street/ Church St badly need 
attention (though there has recently been 
encouraging signs of this - the station - 
where people first arrive and walk creates a 
lasting !! impression !!  Apollo Cinema - 
yes.  Let's please continue with these plans 
for making Paignton realise its full potential.  
Thank you to the team for all works 
involved. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A165 G Tries to protect the prettier parts of 
Paignton 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A054 G _ _ Support noted. 

A138 H _ _ Support noted. 

A092 H _ _ Support noted. 

A160 H It has been produced by the people of 
Paignton, who know the town best, it 
includes the saving of our Green Spaces 
and some  interesting policies that  would 
help our town, develop in a more eco-
conscious way, then it has done in the 
past, bringing exciting new thinking to how 
we develop while consciously planning for 
a less damaging future built environment . 
The valiant effort to include many our 
precious green spaces, is essential to the 
future of our town, that even with careful 
foresight will suffer from the strain of the 
level of development required, these 
breathing spaces must be respected, and 
the neighbourhood plans seem to reflect 
what would have been my main concerns. 
Also maintaining/creating space for food 
production, thus creating jobs and 
supporting the need to grow local, shop 
locally is great forward thinking. The 
inclusion of segregated cycle routes were 
possible is necessary to cut the level of 
traffic already using very congested space, 
and make way for a fitter healthier Torbay.  
So on the whole, thumbs up from me. 

It is essential that the plans include all the small 
woodlands we have remaining in Paignton, failure to do 
so will severely affect the biodiversity of the area and 
also further contribute to the decline in the positive  
attributes of our overall living space, woodland and 
trees add tremendous value to the quality of life for all, 
please also include the following. Butts Hill Copse   
Ramshill Copse Blagdon woods I ask this as a 
concerned lifetime local resident, and also as an active 
member of the Woodland Trust. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
The “issue raised” is the subject matter of 
PNP1 Annex 1 and PNP19. 
 
See also below “Rams Hill Copse” under 
Appendix 11(d) Submission  B013 below. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A047 H _ _ Support noted. 

A044 H _ _ Support noted. 

A159 H Somebody needs to keep Torbay Council 
and the developers in check. 

Page 16 para 6.15  Unclear where Fig 6.1 is located 
(Fig 6.1 on page 23 does not seem to fit the bill!)  
Annex 1 to PNP1 1.  Easier to reference if bullets 
labeled a) thru k) like Annex 2.  2. (Annex 1 continued 
next column) has not been applied to the bottom of the 
2nd column, p20.   Annex 2 to PNP1   Add to paras n) 
thru r)   Minimum 2 parking spaces per household 
(rationale our close has over 35 vehicles per 17 
houses.  On modern developments parking in the road 
converts it to a one way streets as there are no passing 
places, and No hilltop and ridge lines to be developed 
to preserve open views to attract and maintain tourism 
in Paignton and Torbay.  Add new para w) p28  Where 
development necessitates new road infrastructure 
connecting cycle-ways and footpaths must be included.  
Para 6.118   Conclude paragraph with the inclusion of 
cyclists. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
On “issues raised” 
 
Agreed incorrect reference of (Fig 6.1) 
used – amend to read:  “(para.6.8)”. 
 
Referencing of bullet points as proposed 
would cause confusion with Policy text 
that takes priority – no change appropriate 
 
Agreed add at page 20 “(Annex 1 
continued next column)”  
 
The Local Plan contains the applicable 
parking standards – no change 
appropriate 
 
PNP19 addresses the countryside matters 
raised  
 
Agreed add to PNP1 – Annex 2 under last 
sub-heading new item to read: 
“xx) include connecting cycleways and 
footpaths where development involves 
new road infrastructure…….”  
 
Agreed, amend para. 6.118 to read 
 “ …travel by commuters, schoolchildren, 
cyclists  and tourists.” 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A179 H 1. It's good that the community has been 

involved with this draft plan.  2. The 
balance of new houses should be in 
proportion to new jobs being created.  3  
Support is given to the idea of Local Green 
Spaces and the preservation of existing bio 
diversity. 

More should be included to ensure the safety of 
walkers, cyclists and horse riders within the Yalberton 
Valley lanes and roads. Pinch points to restrict the size 
of vehicles and slow vehicles down would be 
welcomed. 

Reason for support noted. 
 
See response to Submission 
A176/A178 below. 

A051 H _ _ Support noted. 

A019 I _ _ Support noted. 

A021 I _ _ Support noted. 

A174 J It is very thorough, but I think that the 
infrastructure for a growing population will 
be tested regarding GP Surgeries, hospital 
provision, schools and transport for a 
predominately older population. 

_ Support and reason noted.  Provision of 
health facilities forms part of the Council’s 
Section 106 and Community Infrastructure 
Levy requirements as appropriate – no 
change is necessary. 
 

A032 J Victoria Park is a focal point and enjoyed 
by many of all ages, it must not be allowed 
to be developed on. 

_ Support and reason noted.  Policy 
PNP9 addresses this - no change 
necessary.  

A126 J It's imperative to preserve our green 
spaces, particularly in urban and seafront 
areas.  It's important for the Community to 
have its say when it comes to allocating 
spare land for new housing.  The PNF have 
Members with expert knowledge of a wide 
range of issues relating to coastal flooding, 
existing sewerage and road infrastructure, 
drainage and downstream water courses, 
and these insights have been brought to 

I would like to have seen some mention of the 
contemporary need to encourage more mortgage-free, 
self-build opportunities, particularly for single, 
conscientious people who have not been able to 
become home-owners due to the impact of temporary 
contracting in recent decades.  The days when people 
can take on 30 year, 100% mortgages and hope to 
meet their payments over a lifetime are long gone, 
apart from a very small fragment of the population.  A 
mature Neighbourhood Plan would have acknowledged 

Support and reason noted. 
 
PNP1 item e) gives express support 
to a wide range of housing provision 
methods to help support meeting the 
“issue raised” – no change is needed. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
bear when compiling Paignton's 
Neighbourhood Plan.  The Neighbourhood 
Plan differs intrinsically from the Local 
Authority's Local Plan in that it is not 
influenced by financial or commercial 
considerations, particularly those relating to 
S106s, CILs and other local authority 
funding streams.  The PNF is 
representative of a cross-section of 
Paignton's community and includes the 
views of local Green Party Members, trade 
unionists, farmers and those of a 
conservative political persuasion.  An 
enormous amount of work and local 
research has gone into the production of 
the Neighbourhood Plan over the past two 
years. 

this important cultural trend, particularly given that we 
are planning for the next 20 years.    There are a 
number of leading UK architects who have raised 
people's awareness of the opportunities to live 
mortgage or rent free thanks to new building 
innovations and adaptations. But many of us in rural 
areas feel we are being held back by earlier 
generation's sense of denial about housing options and 
tendency to live in the past.  Clearly, there are vested 
interests in trying to preserve the status quo, 
particularly among buy-to-let landlords and those who 
have 'benefited' unfairly from unprecedented levels of 
house price inflation in recent decades. But, in the long-
term, self-builds pose much less of a threat to rural 
prosperity than higher interest rates and inflation, which 
will be the inevitable consequence of this exploitative 
inertia in the end, anyway. 

A164 J It is a very detailed plan well carried out 
with the needs of the future. It has also 
been carried out to ensure that as little 
damage as possible is done to the 
remaining area. It seems to take in the 
wishes of the majority of resident’s views 
and needs.  We need to make sure that 
there are plans for going forward and that 
we do not just build housing, roads and 
provide facilities without looking at the 
whole picture. This plan has done just that 
and should be adopted to ensure we do not 
make changes in isolation in the future 
which will in the end prove costly and 
disruptive to future necessary changes. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A053 K _ _ Support noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A057 K _ _ Support noted. 

A036 K _ _ Support noted. 

A006 K Local environment, heritage and jobs need 
much more support. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A132 K _ Annex 1 to Policy PNP1. Megafarms -  mega relates to 
size, and it’s highly unlikely that proposals for large 
farms covering 1000’s of acres will come forward. With 
the aim being to avoid adverse social or environmental 
impacts and to encourage small scale (sustainable) 
farming methods, more specific wording is needed, 
possibly ‘intensive livestock units’. In addition, the NP 
should include guidance as to the type and scale of 
agricultural buildings, including siting to minimise 
cumulative negative impact. 

Support noted. 
 
Mega-farms are defined in the 
Appendix 1 Glossary of Terms at the 
back of the Plan.  Agreed that few 
proposals are likely were planning 
consent would be required.  The 
intent of the policy is to make it clear 
such proposals would require very 
careful assessment. 

A082 L It nicely fills several large gaps in the 
Council's 'Local Plan'. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A070 P _ _ Support noted. 

A017 L _ _ Support noted. 

A016 L _ _ Support noted. 
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Appendix 11(a)– Individuals Submissions  (in alphabetical order) – Supporting the Plan for the reason where given  

ID Name Question 1 - Reason given Question 2 - Issue raised Response summary 
A112 L The Plan is an excellent future road map 

for everyone with an interest in the town 
and its surroundings – residents, visitors, 
developers, businesses and investors. It 
seeks to promote investment in the area, 
help guide new development to the most 
suitable sites, protect valuable assets, 
secure improvements of all kinds, give a 
continuing voice to the community, and 
promote a better quality of life for current 
and future generations. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A004 L The plan is based on original and ongoing 
surveys (SWOTS and consultation) of the 
Paignton neighbourhood community, so 
reflects the hopes and wishes of the local 
community for their neighbourhood - for 
Paignton. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A176 L This consultation version of the Paignton 
Neighbourhood Plan represents the scale 
and scope of community consultation 
entailed in its preparation and production. 
Paignton Neighbourhood Forum has 
recorded the hopes and fears expressed by 
members of the local communities 
consulted, and indicated their wishes for 
Paignton's future, in a plan prepared by 
very many community members separately 
and together contributing to single or 
multiple aspects.     The plan emphasises 
Paignton's environment and ecology - its 
geology and geography, its landscape of 
rolling hills and secluded stream valleys, its 
rural character of fields and orchards, and 
its biodiversity  - alongside its sociocultural 

PNP 1    As an area-wide policy it should indicate 
particular features of policy that can be practically 
realised through specific pragmatic approaches.  A 
network of cycle ways, lanes and paths can help 
achieve strategic economic, social and environmental 
aims, for reducing increasing overload on transport and 
water infrastructure, enabling employment use of  
decentralized sites without major road-building, 
improving surface drainage by incorporating water-
permeable materials, be integrated with water-drainage 
management elements along roadsides, encourage 
and facilitate economic, social, physical and mental 
well-being, enhance the landscape and enable 
resident, visitor and tourist access, and provide 
construction work and sustainable retail opportunities. 
 
While cycle and footpaths and/or networks are 

Support and reason noted. 
 
On  “issues raised”: 
 
Footpath and Cycleway network - 
PNP1c), PNP12, PNP22 and other 
parts of the Plan provide a sufficient 
policy steer in a land use role of a 
Neighbourhood Plan for more detailed 
transport proposals to be taken 
forward through the regular review of 
the Devon and Torbay Joint Local 
Transport Plan and at planning 
application stage.  
 
To assist this, the Neighbourhood 
Plan can be strengthened by the 
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and socioeconomic history and heritage 
from Saxon settlement to the railway's 
arrival, in attractiveness and attractions for 
several sorts of tourism and for high-tech 
industry and innovation, and training and 
education in environmental, outdoor and 
energy-efficiency fields.     The plan shows 
clearly that appropriate recognition and 
adequate safeguarding of Paignton's 
natural and cultural assets, with realization 
of capacity constraints inherent in its 
geology and geography, is the only way to 
preserve and enhance environmental and 
economic sustainability, in continuing to 
attract tourism and industry to provide 
sustainable well-paid work for Paignton's 
residents and enhance the economic, 
social and ecological environment for local 
communities and visitors to enjoy in 
abundance. 

mentioned in various policies, an overall policy for 
sustainable and safe travel by foot and/or cycle or other 
wheeled HPV is not clearly identified, and the 
contributions such a network could make to realizing 
many of PNP's strategic aims is not clearly indicated.     
 
It is difficult to see where an area-wide cycle network 
policy could be inserted into either/both area-generic 
and -specific policies, but PNP 1 b), c) and j) allow 
mention of b) sustainable solutions in relation to 
infrastructure needs c) including sustainable travel and 
j) low carbon [..] commuting, which in indicating the 
importance of sustainable transport might open the way 
for more consistent and prominent mentions of it in 
subsequent policies.   b) new employment development 
on sites able to meet infrastructure needs by 
sustainable solutions with biodiversity enhancement;    
c) taking particular advantage of the scope  for jobs 
engaged in decentralised  locations to enable 
sustainable travel,  involve new technologies, and will 
assist  moving towards a low carbon economy.   j) 
enhancement of local identity, heritage  features, 
renewable and low carbon  energy, construction and 
commuting   solutions, with all development required to  
comply with the Design Guide in  Annex 2; 
 

following change to draw attention to 
the role that such more sustainable 
forms of transport would have in 
supporting the land-use objectives of 
the Neighbourhood Plan: 
 
Agreed add  text at PNP1 first 
paragraph to read: 
 
“….In all parts of the Paignton 
Neighbourhood Plan Area a balanced 
delivery of growth, biodiversity 
enhancement and more 
sustainable means of travel  will be 
supported by:…..” 
 
(For note: the addition relating to 
biodiversity enhancement arises from 
the submission by Natural England 
(see Appendix 11(g) below at C006) 
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A178 L Reasons for support already stated in 

previous submission to consultation: mainly 
that PNP provides evidence-based 
deliverable policies and plans for a 
sustainable future for Paignton, drawn from 
the views, hopes and wishes of members 
of  Paignton's communities for the 
protection and enhancement of Paignton's 
employment and economy, social culture, 
and natural and built environment. 

Previously submitted suggestions for additions and/or 
amendments to PNP 1, that could represent the 
potential of a sustainable travel and transport network 
through, across and around Paignton, for helping to 
achieve many of PNP's aims and policies for economic, 
ecological and environmental sustainability, in regard to 
facilitating immediate employment opportunities in 
existing decentralised sites without advance major road 
construction, supporting sustainable use of existing 
infrastructure for drainage while mitigating development 
and urban creep by incorporating permeable-surface 
cycleways and road-edge cycle lanes to provide water-
management systems that can assist in attenuating 
road surface water storm event capacity issues, using 
planting that can improve air quality, at the same time 
contributing to restoration of Paignton's historic 
character as a garden town connected through 
networks of paths and lanes. 
 
Having submitted brief suggestions for rewording of 
PNP 1, submitting the review of PNP policies out of 
which the suggestions emerged seems sensible, 
insofar as in indicating the range of references to cycle 
path networks, it may also indicate the potential 
salience and viability of incorporating an area-wide 
policy for foot and cycle networks to address PNP's 
main aims. This document is copied and pasted below.    
My interest in local neighbourhood planning reflects 
hopes for development of an effective foot- and cycle-
path network to enable access to local education, 
employment and amenities using sustainable, healthy, 
safe and fun transport means and modes, especially 
including people’s own human power.  
 

Support and reason noted. 
 
(For note – this submission (A178) 
expands on the previous submission 
above (A176) by the same 
respondent..  Duplicated text, where 
submitted, has not been removed in 
order to maintain the accuracy of all 
submissions received and 
documented in the Appendix. 
 
The response above (to A176) 
therefore applies to this submission 
also 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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The current submission to the consultation intends to 
show that a cycle/footpath network would contribute 
strategically to realisation of many PNP aims, and to 
provide examples and explanations to assist 
incorporation if and where feasible and useful, into a 
post-consultation review of PNP.    In recording and 
representing local community aspirations and national 
policy aims to achieve economic, social and 
environmental sustainability, enhance Paignton's 
historic heritage and realise its 'garden town' potential, 
PNP offers unique opportunities to restore a foot-and 
cycle-based connectivity that once would have 
characterised movement around the town and between 
town and country.   
 
Footpaths and cycleways are mentioned in several 
parts and policies of PNP, but in an inconsistent and 
subordinate capacity. The strategic role of development 
of a foot/cycle network in helping to realise the central 
main aims of PNP as represented in PNP1 and 
annexes - more jobs, more homes, protecting local 
identity, sustainable balance and design - could receive 
emphasis in its own right.  An effective foot/cycle 
network could help protect local identity, assist in 
achieving low carbon and air quality goals, increase 
infrastructural sustainability (re surface water drainage), 
and improve physical and mental health.     PNP1 is an 
Area Wide Policy, so is probably the most suitable 
policy into which to insert an area-wide requirement 
and agenda for providing a network of foot/cycle-ways 
in implementing specific policy elements and aims; a 
similar approach could be adopted for PNP1 and 
annexes, and in other policies.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above. 
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Given reports of community comments reflecting wider 
perceptions of a need for foot/cycle networks, it might 
be possible and sensible to integrate the various 
'mentions'' into a comprehensive policy addition, or 
devise another means of highlighting the importance of 
foot/cycle network for realising PNP aims. 
 
Additions could be made to PNP 1 sections on jobs and 
sustainable design, and to Annexes 2 and 3    To make 
our town and surroundings more attractive to tourists 
and an outstanding place to live and work    Policy 
PNP1– Area Wide Policy  In all parts of the Paignton 
Neighbourhood Plan Area a balanced delivery of 
growth will be supported by:    More jobs: Priority will be 
given to securing job led growth by supporting a net 
increase in permanent full time well paid jobs through:  
a) more intensive use of existing employment locations 
to achieve ‘spaceless’ growth;  b) new employment 
development on sites able to meet infrastructure needs 
and biodiversity enhancement;  c) taking particular 
advantage of the scope for jobs engaged in 
decentralised locations that reduce travel needs, 
involve new technologies, and will assist moving 
towards a low carbon economy.    More homes:    
Housing growth appropriate to meet local needs, 
including affordable housing, will be supported through:  
d) bringing back into use existing homes that have 
been vacant for 6 months or more;  e) a provision of net 
additional homes achieved by a wide variety of supply 
that includes conversions, more efficient use of vacant 
buildings in all use classes, self build, and encouraging 
community housing enterprises wherever possible;  f) 
discouraging the provision of houses in multiple 
occupation (HMOs) where they would adversely affect 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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the tourism offer, worsen concentrations of deprivation, 
create conditions of community conflict, or conflict with 
the Article 4 Direction produced by the Council.    
Protecting Local Identity    Ensuring that key areas of 
rural landscape, Local Green Space, and food 
production are safeguarded and enhanced to ensure 
an uplift in tourist appeal, enhanced biodiversity and 
community well being by:  g) applying the policies of 
Annex 1 to all development proposals that may affect 
these areas.    Sustainable balance and design     
Ensuring a balanced provision of new development at 
all times through:  h) job led growth and housing 
provision being kept in balance by regular (annual) 
reviews;  i) population growth and food retail floorspace 
additions being kept in balance at all times;  j) 
enhancement of local identity, heritage features, 
renewable and low carbon energy and construction 
solutions, by all development being required to comply 
with the Design Guide in Annex 2; and,  k) details that 
accord with Annex 3 of proposed foul and surface 
water drainage and other key infrastructure being 
required when development applications are first 
submitted, and  not being dealt with subsequently by 
conditions.  Proposals that achieve a) to k) will be 
supported and those that conflict will be treated as a 
departure that can expect to be refused.    Additions 
and amendments are suggested for b), c), and j) to 
indicate the potential for sustainable travel and 
transport infrastructure especially including cycle 
networks to enable achievement of strategic aims. 
Illustrative examples of proposed additions and/or 
amendments can show possible wording for insertions.  
 
Examples maintain identical columnar layout and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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spacing to minimise whole-document-page alterations.     
b) new employment development on sites  to meet 
infrastructure needs with sustainable   solutions and 
biodiversity enhancement;    c) taking particular 
advantage of the scope  for jobs engaged in 
decentralised  locations to enable sustainable travel,  
involve new technologies, and assist in  moving 
towards a low carbon economy.    j) enhancement of 
local identity, heritage  features, renewable and low 
carbon  energy, construction and commuting   
solutions, with all development required to  comply with 
the Design Guide in  Annex 2; and,      PNP 1  In all 
parts of the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan Area a 
balanced delivery of growth will be supported by:    
More jobs: Priority will be given to securing job led 
growth by supporting a net increase in permanent full 
time well paid jobs through:  a) more intensive use of 
existing employment locations to achieve ‘spaceless’ 
growth;  b) new employment development on sites able 
to meet infrastructure needs and biodiversity 
enhancement;  c) taking particular advantage of the 
scope for jobs engaged in decentralised locations that 
reduce travel needs, involve new technologies, and will 
assist moving towards a low carbon economy.    More 
homes […]    Protecting local identity […]    Sustainable 
balance and design: Ensuring a balanced provision of 
new development at all times through:  h) job led 
growth and housing provision being kept in balance by 
regular (annual) reviews;  i) population growth and food 
retail floorspace additions being kept in balance at all 
times;  j) enhancement of local identity, heritage 
features, renewable and low carbon energy and 
construction solutions, by all development being 
required to comply with the Design Guide in Annex 2; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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and,  k) details that accord with Annex 3 of proposed 
foul and surface water drainage and other key 
infrastructure being required when development 
applications are first submitted, and not being dealt with 
subsequently by conditions.  
 
PNP 1 could make further specific mention of 
cycleways, cycle lanes and cycle paths as a means to:  
(a) enable more intensive but much safer use of roads 
and pavements, in a nearly spaceless growth of 
transport infrastructure  (b) enable new employment to 
be developed on sites able to meet some infrastructure 
needs without the need for major road construction in 
advance or potentially even at all, and so enhancing 
biodiversity   (c) take advantage of the scope for jobs in 
decentralised areas so reducing travel needs and major 
road-building, engaging new travel and transport 
technologies, and assisting in moving towards a low 
carbon economy.    In Annex 2, in the context of local 
food, cycle and footpath networks are mentioned, 
however, only as occasion for a network of edible 
hedgerows, and with reference to minimising conflicts 
between traffic and cyclists or with pedestrians: "e) the 
creation of a network of dual purpose edible hedgerows 
throughout new cycle and footpath networks to provide 
food and help minimise conflicts between traffic and 
cyclists or with pedestrians".    For Annex 3, cycle 
paths/ lanes along road edges, with permeable 
surfaces and lane demarcation planting, could 
contribute to sustainable drainage aims 

 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 

A005 L _ _ Support noted. 
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A173 L Very thorough PNP23 Add specific instruction to prevent Torbay 

council from reopening or using Yalberton Quarry in 
any way.  PNP23 Add statement to protect and improve 
the surface of Lidstone lane to promote environmentally 
friendly access.  PNP23 Add specific statement to link 
Lidstone Lane to nearby South Devon College by 
designating it as a cycle path 

Yalberton Quarry - Neighbourhood 
Plans are prohibited by legislation 
from including policies that relate to 
mineral working (Basic Conditions 
Statement paragraph 3.8). 
Lidstone Lane – see response to 
A176/A178 below that applies here 
also. 
 
 

A163 L As a past business owner in Paignton and 
member of the BID committee I am fully 
aware of the brick walls and lack of funding 
the town has come up against. Also as an 
artist I am hugely disappointed at the total 
lack of facilities for artisans and cultural 
needs 

Unable to open document but I have clear ideas for 
change. My main issues are: lack of facilities for art and 
culture eg workshops, gallery, lack of understanding 
the connection between parking charges and facilities 
with tourist/shopper length of stay in town.  Eg a family 
of 4 will find parking charges every day eating into their 
hard earned holiday money.  It’s much cheaper to go to 
other towns like Teignmouth where charges are half. 
Business rates and rentals do not equate to facilities 
nor do they follow realistic costs. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
On the cultural/arts issue raised, See 
response below (Appendix 11(b) 
Submission B105) that applies 
equally here. 

A084 M Regeneration of 'Old Paignton'.  
Maintaining all green spaces.  
Regeneration of Station Square.  
Promoting Tourism. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A055 M _ _ Support noted. 

A056 M _ _ Support noted. 

A009 M _ _ Support noted. 
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A008 M _ _ Support noted. 

A007 M _ _ Support noted. 

A088 M Protect Paignton's green spaces and 
history and protect Paignton's identity. 

6.86 add new paragraphs to Policy (G) to pedestrianise 
Well Street and stop off at Well Street / Cecil Road 
junction.  H) to save green spaces both sides of Cecil 
Road near Well Street as Local Green Space. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
Agreed the Well Street concern needs 
help to progress a solution via the 
Local Transport Plan or other ways. 
Amend PNP11 d) with text to read: 
 
“ …..and improvement of residential 
amenity in Well Street; …..” 
 
(see similar requests above Appendix 
11(a) Submission B083) 
 

A085 M Protect Paignton's green spaces and help 
protect Paignton's identity. 

6.86 Policy PNP11 page 41 - add new paragraphs to 
Policy G) pedestrianise Well Street and stop off* at 
Well Street / Cecil Road junction.  H) save greenspaces 
both sides of Cecil Road  near Well Street as Local 
Green Space.  (* petition to permanently close Well 
Street in 2014 from Colley End Road entrance was 
signed by over 40 residents.) 

Support and reason noted. 
 
See amendment above (A088) which 
applies here too. 
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A152 M An awful lot of work has gone into the plan 

and I would like to think many wishes were 
taken into account. We can’t say no to 
everything so have hopefully identified 
acceptable areas for development. 

The plans to build in The Great Parks, King's Ash and 
Collaton St Mary areas which are green field sites, or in 
the case of Great Parks, woodland should be reviewed. 
The area in which they lie is a beautiful valley or couple 
of valleys.     Instead of being earmarked for building 
upon the area should be redesigned as a SSSI.  If 
encroachment continues westward as it has done to 
QED and in such a tasteless way to Blagdon Barton 
and along the Totnes Road the special environment of 
the Blagdon valley will be completely lost as it has been 
in the Yalberton valley. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
This will be a matter for the Local 
Plan 5-yearly Review to decide which 
is required to take place in 2020 in 
accordance with the adopted Local 
Plan.  In the meantime, the Local Plan 
makes it clear that development of 
these locations can only be approved 
if the infrastructure and legally 
protected habits issues are resolved 
satisfactorily. 
 

A155 M It's taken a lot of work and was a good idea 
to ask the locals. 

The plans to build in The Great Parks, King's Ash and 
Collaton St Mary areas which are green field sites, or in 
the case of Great Parks, woodland should be reviewed. 
The area in which they lie is a beautiful valley or couple 
of valleys.     Instead of being earmarked for building 
upon the area should be redesigned as a SSSI.  If 
encroachment continues westward as it has done to 
QED and in such a tasteless way to Blagdon Barton 
and along the Totnes Road the special environment of 
the Blagdon valley will be completely lost as it has been 
in the Yalberton valley. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
As above for Submission A152 
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A154 M It's good idea. The plans to build in The Great Parks, King's Ash and 

Collaton St Mary areas which are green field sites, or in 
the case of Great Parks, woodland should be reviewed. 
The area in which they lie is a beautiful valley or couple 
of valleys.     Instead of being earmarked for building 
upon the area should be redesigned as a SSSI.  If 
encroachment continues westward as it has done to 
QED and in such a tasteless way to Blagdon Barton 
and along the Totnes Road the special environment of 
the Blagdon valley will be completely lost as it has been 
in the Yalberton valley. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
As above for Submission A152 

A153 M Because it a great idea to ask the local 
people to air their views and offer 
opportunities rather than saying no to 
everything. 

The plans to build in The Great Parks, King's Ash and 
Collaton St Mary areas which are green field sites, or in 
the case of Great Parks, woodland should be reviewed. 
The area in which they lie is a beautiful valley or couple 
of valleys.     Instead of being earmarked for building 
upon the area should be redesigned as a SSSI.  If 
encroachment continues westward as it has done to 
QED and in such a tasteless way to Blagdon Barton 
and along the Totnes Road the special environment of 
the Blagdon valley will be completely lost as it has been 
in the Yalberton valley. 

 Support and reason noted. 
 
As above for Submission A152 
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A171 M We welcome the reinforcement of the need 

to conserve and protect the rural character 
areas (PNP1).  To the extent that the 
proposed Neighbourhood Plan provides 
more protection against inappropriate 
development than does the current Torbay 
Local Plan, we support the objectives of 
limiting new development to those which 
are consistent with the objective of 
retaining the existing rural character of the 
identified areas. (PNP19) 

In PNP19 the control on development states that only 
"development proposals that prevent this policy from 
being achieved will not be approved."  Given the 
sensitivity of the areas identified in PRP 19 where 
objectives are in most cases to conserve the status of 
the land (and in others either to enhance or restore it) it 
seems to us that the threshold of preventing the 
achievement of the policy is not rigorous enough.  We 
would suggest instead that any applications for 
changes of use or additional facilities for existing 
development should only be acceptable if they do not 
prevent the objectives of the policy being achieved.  
But in the case of proposed new development, the test 
should be that only those proposals which actually 
deliver the objective of conserving/enhancing/restoring 
(as appropriate) the areas should be acceptable.  We 
are particularly concerned that the Torbay Local Plan 
boundaries for new development should be carefully 
restricted to reflect the needs of an adopted 
Neighbourhood Plan so that new housing development, 
and development for support of new housing, should 
not be allowed to creep into the areas protected by 
Policy PNP19. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
As above for Submission A152 

A061 M _ _ Support noted. 

A090 M _ _ Support noted. 

A089 N _ _ Support noted. 
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A033 N We need to concentrate on attracting 

industries (not hotel chains) to provide well 
paid jobs so that local people (especially 
younger ones) can afford to buy a property 
and keep young blood in the area.  Green 
spaces must be preserved else pollution 
levels will rise affecting people’s health and 
further burdening the NHS. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A181 P Good community involvement  - Insightful 
research on housing need  - More decent 
jobs needed  - support of local green space 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A151 P 1. Pleasing to see that it has been 
community driven and does not hold back 
on challenging some aspects of the Local 
Authority's Local Plan e.g. actual housing 
need. 
 
2. The Neighbourhood Plan addresses the 
importance preserving ever decreasing 
green spaces within the Unitary Authority 
both LGS and Rural Character Areas both. 
 
3. Preservation of such spaces in para 2. 
above are important for: a) the bio-diversity 
of the area that includes endangered 
species  b) the health and well-being of 
local communities c) tourism. 
 
4. The emphasis placed on securing net 
high quality employment opportunities with 
house building proportionate to this 
demand. 
 

PNP4 -  Seafront: Apollo / Flagship building is not in 
keeping with the area.  It spoils the sea views and 
should be re-located within the Town e.g. Crossways. 
This would also increase the footfall within the Town. 
 
PNP20 and PNP 23 - Great Parks / Yalberton Valley: 
 
a) the cycle way needs to be extended into Yalberton 
Valley and on down Stoke Gabriel with 'pinch point' at 
either end of Long Road to encourage cycling and 
discourage inappropriately sized vehicles and speeding 
motorists from using the network of lanes. 
 
b) The following phrase is used for Great Parks and 
should also be included for Yalberton Valley: 'Further 
proposals that enable local initiatives to boost market 
gardening, agro forestry, orchards, allotment spaces, 
horticulture and separated cycling facilities in the area 
will be supported'. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
On ‘issues raised’: 
 
PNP4 
Relocation of the Vue (formerly 
Apollo) complex is a long term 
objective as indicated in the policy.  
Meanwhile PNP2 enables relocation 
elsewhere in the town centre to be 
supported as suggested – no change 
necessary. 
 
PNP23 
Agreed – to provide a reference for 
S106 opportunities as they arise and 
next update of the Devon and Torbay 
Joint Local Transport Plan, 
add item h) to PNP23 to read: 
 
“h) securing the provision of 
separated cycling facilities through 
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5. Future development reflecting 'good 
design principles' and retaining local 
identity - new builds at White Rock, for 
example, do not reflect this. 

and into the area with appropriate 
safety ‘pinch points’ at either end of 
Long Road to encourage cycling and 
discourage inappropriately sized 
vehicles……..” 
 
PNP23 -  See Appendix 11(d) 
Submission B013 below and the 
expanded definition.  In combination 
with existing PNP23 f), this will 
embrace the range of initiatives 
supported by Policy PNP23f) without 
needing to alter the Policy wording. 
 

A161 P I agree that too many new houses are 
proposed in the Local Plan and that house 
building should be built when there is local 
need dependant on net new jobs being 
created - the new link road should be 
attracting large national companies!    The 
draft N Plan seems to be doing everything 
possible to preserve the few green spaces 
we have left in the area. Builders are riding 
rough shod on beautiful areas and pay lip 
service to protected species and bio 
diversity. More needs to be done to 
challenge the Local Authority. 
 

Yalberton Valley is enjoyed by cyclists, walkers & horse 
riders therefore the draft N Plan needs to include more 
ideas to restrict speeding vehicles and prevent 
inappropriately  sized vehicles from accessing the lane 
networks e.g. pinch points would prevent large lorries 
and caravans getting stuck on the bends! 

Support and reason noted. 
 
See A151 above that applies equally 
to this submission received. 

A018 P At least locals are being listened to. Para 6.117 to 6.120  I was disappointed that there is no 
mention of a time scope for the completion of the Kings 
Ash Brixham Road development (road widening). 

Support and reason noted. 
 
The issue raised will be for the Devon 
and Torbay Joint Transport Plan to 
consider and fund with contributions 
from nearby developers where 
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appropriate. 

A180 P _ _ Support noted. 

A034 P _ _ Support noted. 

A035 P _ _ Support noted. 

A010 P _ _ Support noted. 

A107-8 P Preservation of green spaces. Houses built 
linked to jobs growth. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A079 P Regeneration of the community. Green spaces - There is limited account taken of the 
opportunities for walking without using the car first.  
Needs much more about wellbeing supported by 
walking - not just at the coast.  Green space alone are 
not productive in terms of well being and we need to 
support the growth of a mentally well community. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
The Local Green Space designations 
proposed and their proximity to the 
walking community served will assist 
in the well being improvement sought. 
 

A045 P _ _ Support noted. 

A046 P _ _ Support noted. 

A106 R As a community led plan it deserves to be 
given as much weight as possible in future 
development 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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A048 R It is so important that Paignton keep the 

Green Open Spaces for the future 
generation, and the senior citizens to enjoy 
now today.  Parkfield was given for the 
people of Paignton, and the youth Hub was 
really great - certainly not another school to 
be built in the grounds. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A049 R Keep our green open spaces. _ Support and reason noted. 

A140 R Please note that the area of green open 
land west of the ringroad between 
whiterock primary & hunters tor drive has 
been designated by the coast & 
countryside trust in 2011 (fig 6.1) as a rural 
wildlife corridor. I ask that when a private 
developer finally submits plans to develop 
this land (Inglewood) great consideration is 
given to keeping this area as a wholly 
undeveloped green open space. 

_ Support and comment noted. 
 
See also Appendix 11(e) Submission 
B010 below. 

A071 R To keep the green areas that the area is 
known for.  Priority use of brownfield sites 
before using greenfield areas. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A087 R _ _ Support noted. 

A037 R _ _ Support noted. 

A078 R Area needs employment.  I agree if this is 
to do with the Paignton Neighbourhood 
Plan. 

I said no to the 'Inglewood' Plan. Support, reason and comment noted. 
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A025 R The sewage system requires to be 

updated, there is a problem at this point in 
time.  No parking at the school and it would 
have to be built to be capable of so many 
more children ? 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A109 R Jobs to houses. Protection of green 
spaces. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A060 R _ _ Support noted. 

A124 R _ _ Support noted. 

A115 R The draft plan is detailed and realistically 
positive in its approach. 

The Winner Street section: have the team considered 
creating a Paignton Heritage Museum? The history of 
the town could be a visitor attraction and the location 
would be best suited to the 'Old Town'. This could be a 
natural repository for the Tony Moss materials. 
 
The Station square section: the building adjacent to the 
railway station is in a very poor state of repair (and a 
poor first impression for visitors). Could the owner of 
the property be persuaded to maintain the facade? This 
also applies to Victoria Street and Torbay Road e.g. 
gutters are dangerous and unsightly particularly to 
visitors. 
 
The old NTL site: if there are to be new industrial units 
built could the council provide a financial 'start up' 
incentive to new businesses?  Ref affordable, mixed 
accommodation: in my opinion, the more 
accommodation provided in the town centre, the better. 
This could be a mix of retirement and social housing. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
A Heritage Museum is a matter more 
appropriate for the Heritage Society to 
take forward as the collection holder. 
 
 
The issues raised on maintenance 
are currently being taken forward by 
discussions more appropriately 
outside of the Plan preparation. 
 
 
 
All of the measures identified have 
been considered. 
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The plan already highlights a number of potential sites 
but have the team considered the conversion of the 
church which is adjacent to the bus station? 
 
Local produce: maybe the local cider could be 
marketed more professionally in the bay? This is a local 
heritage product and could be more specifically linked 
to the bay. 
 
The Goodrington section: I couldn’t find it mentioned 
but the existing Cliff Walk could be much more 
attractive at little cost e.g. additional maintenance plus 
LED coloured lighting. 
 
General: some seaside towns have sea gull proof litter 
bins. They would be beneficial near the sea front and 
parks plus more of them required. 

 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
Proposals of this nature lie outside 
the scope of the Plan. 
 
 
 
Taken into account in Policy PNP1  
Annex 2 Design Guide for new 
developments, other provision is not 
within the scope of the Plan. 
 

A059 S _ _ Support noted. 

A013 S The right balance. _ Support and reason noted. 

A014 S Agree the sewage system is a problem. _ Support and reason noted. 

A110 S Keeping green spaces and linking houses 
to jobs. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A030 S The Draft Neighbourhood Plan is more in 
keeping with the locality of this particular 
area and gives thought to the countryside 
in our area i.e. Collaton St. Mary. 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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A123 S I wish to be guided by the Forum 

committee members 
_ Support and reason noted. 

A069 S _ _ Support noted. 

A068 S _ _ Support noted. 

A135 S _ Remove housing sites on North side of Totnes Road Support noted. 
It is not clear which area north of 
Totnes Road is being referred to.  
 
See response to Appendix  11(e) 
Submission B009 where a boundary 
change has occurred. 
 

A086 S _ _ Support noted. 

A026 S _ _ Support noted. 

A027 S _ _ Support noted. 

A028 S _ _ Support noted. 

A029 S _ _ Support noted. 

A062 S _ _ Support noted. 
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A134 S I can see a great deal of work and 

consultation has gone into this plan and I 
am happy to approve it. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A147 T In overall principal I agree with the plan 
being put forward.  The bays infrastructure 
needs to be sorted and improved first, 
gradually increasing house on suitable land 
as and when needed without impacting our 
seaside and countryside views that we our 
known for.  The only issues I feel is the 
retail side has to be prioritised to bring 
people to the towns as well as visual 
greenways.  As it stands at this point in 
time the council will not budget for greenery  
upkeep or improving the shop frontage until 
they are getting the income from parking 
and tax.  The cinema should be placed out 
of town like Plymouths with eateries and 
bowling facilities for rainy days and the 
building on the sea front could become a 
tropical aquarium linked to the zoo to 
maintain all weather attraction in town.  All 
of these things I'm sure will be dealt with as 
they arise so that's why I agree to this plan. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A052 T _ _ Support noted. 
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A073 T I broadly support the plan. PNP25 - It is unclear what the all-weather attractions 

are, I do not wish to see further buildings or hard 
surfaces in the valley. 
 
PNP24 - FGA SS2.2 areas B & C, I would like to see 
these areas protected from any building development.  
 
PNP8 - I see no purpose in replacing unwanted and  
underused retail premises, there are far too many 
empty shops in the town already.  Use the site almost 
entirely for residential purposes. 

Support noted. 
 
On ‘issues raised’: 
 
PNP25 – if any further hard surfaces 
or buildings were to be involved, they 
would have to consider how they fit 
with the other policy elements. 
 
PNP24 (and Fig 7.15) – comment 
noted. 
 
PNP8 – the preference raised is 
provided for in PNP8 b). 
 

A041 W Good to improve the Bay and keep it 
green. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A020 W _ _ Support noted. 

A001 W Supports what the community wants to 
see.  Very well balanced. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A117 W Well thought out plan by the people that 
live here and not forced upon us by the 
authorities 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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A104 W It is a very comprehensive plan and offers 

a strategy applicable in this modern age. I 
like the fact that it recognises keeping a 
sustainable retail town centre for Paignton, 
and boosting the tourism economy which 
helps the whole neighbourhood. As well as 
preserving green spaces and amenity. 6.98 
I endorse the re-location of a Tourist 
Information office to a more suitable site 
near the transport hub and provision of 
more toilets in Paignton town centre. 

6.74 & 6.76 & 6.89 Be more bold about re-focusing the 
retail town centre in Paignton. Remove excess capacity 
at CrossWays, as it is dead and no longer within 
shopper’s footfall. Turn it into a supermarket site or 
encourage redevelopment for housing residential use. 
Give priority regeneration to Victoria Square as it has a 
large car park behind and is on the main pedestrian 
corridor route to the seafront, down Torbay Road. 
6.87 Simplify the one-way road system/transport hub in 
Paignton. It is very confusing to motorists (day 
trippers/holiday makers). Somehow improve signage.    
6.69 Be bold and support as a first priority the 
pedestrianisation of Torbay Road. It really doesn't need 
car access. This links to 6.96 Victoria Street. 
6.114 Environment - there is a photo of the Former 
Nortel Site White Rock. Please include a provision to 
remove this eyesore and landscape the site. It is on a 
main gateway corridor to the area for visitors and 
residents alike. 
 6.66 & 6.91 & 6.149 General - I suggest a mention of 
the Torbay Air Show needs to be included in the Plan 
and its possibilities for showcasing Paignton/Preston 
seafronts and promoting the Neighbourhood for tourism 
income. 

 Support and reason noted. 
 
All of the ‘issues’ raised relate to 
lower case background information 
that is helpful but unnecessary to add 
to the Plan as presented. 

A072 W All matters affecting the people of Paignton 
seem to have been comprehensively 
covered.  

_ Support and reason noted. 

A058 W _ _ Support noted. 

A002 W I would like to conserve all the greens and 
town development 

_ Support and reason noted. 
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A114 W Seems to have covered every eventuality 

and will stop developers developing for its 
own sake.  Paignton needs more 
permanent well paid jobs - I see that is 
what Teresa May said the UK needed in 
her interview this morning. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A103 W The Plan will provide a blue print which the 
Council will have to refer to. 

It would make it much easier to navigate the Plan if a 
page number in square brackets was included after the 
reference to a supporting document and before 
referring to a 'fig' number.  The same would apply to all 
references directing the viewer to supporting 
documents within the text of the Plan. 

 Support and reason noted. 
 
Agreed, the suggestion made will be 
carried through into the layout of the 
final version submitted. 

A042 W I would be happy if a heart could be given 
back to Paignton.  I see this by the 
'Crossways' shopping centre either re-
developed or ideally knocked down as a 
green area or a place where stalls can be 
used to sell local goods or 'farmers market'. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A039 Y It appears to be a well constructed 
proposal.  I would however suggest that 
somehow a way should be found to curtail 
traffic using Winner Street as a "rat run" 
especially if you want to encourage new 
shops. 

_ Support and reason noted. 
 
See amendment re Well Street above 
at Submission A083. 

A064 Y _ _ Support noted. 

A063 Y _ _ Support noted. 

(Unamed persons)        
A040 G _ _   
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A170 Z Sounds logical to improve the area as a 

tourist spot, improve transport and maintain 
a great place to live. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A113 _ It is holistic and sustainable. _ Support and reason noted. 

A118 _ It's pretty comprehensive. Clearly I've not 
read every word as the various reports are 
long ... and comprehensive.  Q2 below 
asks if there are any changes I'd like to see 
- the answer's no, but I'd just like to say I'd 
hate for Paignton & Brixham to keep 
expanding until one runs into the other. 
This has already happened at the 
Paignton-Torquay end & is in danger of 
happening at the south end of Torbay. It 
may well be covered, but I've done 180 
pages already. Forgive me if it is. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A119 _ I am in favour of the local food and green 
drainage policies. I also like the fact that 
many green spaces will be protected. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A131 
 

_ _ _ Support noted. 
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A145 _ Plans generally to "smarten-up" the locale 

WITHOUT COMPROMISE TO THE 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT are welcome. 
A simple binary question (Yes/No 
response) to a 100+ page document is 
however a rather crude measure of 
support. 

In general, the document sets out a lot of information 
on 'strategy' (Aims) but very little on 'tactics'.  Measures 
to regulate quantity and quality (vehicle size) of traffic 
flow along Long Road, especially after developments 
near SDC are missing. 
6.125 The upper part of the Valley containing the 
hamlets of Higher and Lower Yalberton lie within 
Torbay Unitary Authority and where countryside and 
conservation designations require change.  What 
exactly does  "... designations require change." mean in 
this context?    ? greater risk of building and 
encroachment into the natural environment. 

 Support and reason noted. 
 
The policy wording has to strike a 
balance between identification of the 
overall Aims in a way that clearly 
show the outcome sought whilst at 
the same time not being too 
prescriptive in more detailed parts, in 
order to meet the requirements of the 
legislation and guidance that governs 
how the Plan is expected to be 
prepared. 

A150 _ It seems to be a bit long but I think it is  a 
positive step forward 

_ Support and reason noted. 

A175 _ It seems well thought through and 
considerate towards many of the situations 
faced by the area. 

_ Support and reason noted. 

Total 150 Respondents   
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A081 P That houses are not needed in such large 

quantities as locals cannot afford them.  
Some of the green land suggested will 
cause flooding in Collaton.  I am 
completely in favour of brownfield sites. 

Green fields behind the mobile homes at Collaton 
St.Mary should be removed from the plan altogether.  
We do not have the infrastructure for it.  We already get 
grid-locked in the summer. 

The sites referred to are those 
identified in the Torbay Local Plan 
(and Masterplan SPD).  Both make it 
clear that any development will only 
be approvable if they can overcome 
the infrastructure and protected 
habitat issues raised.  
 

A167 F I cannot support the plan in its present 
form for the following reasons:  Blagdon 
Valley has not been identified as an Area 
of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Bio 
Diversity, and surrounded by a buffer 
zone to protect it from the ecological 
sterility that comes from people , their 
pets and light pollution.  The possible 
development along the Totnes Road, 
Kings Ash Road and Great Park Lane 
come too close to the valley and make no 
allowance for the effect of development 
beyond its actuality.  Insufficient effort has 
been made to identify any future road 
expansion requirements and ensuring 
their possibility (as mentioned page 61, 
Policy PNP 24 – Collaton St Mary item 
i).).  The development of the car boot site 
behind Collaton St Mary Primary School is 
the wrong side of a major road which is 
already congested in the summer. Further 
developments of Great Park and Kings 
Ash will ultimately necessitate the 

Page 87 Figure 7.5  FGA SS2 12 Area E should be 
identified as a part of the Blagdon Valley and as such a 
conservation area to be protected.  Its development 
would hamper any future widening of one of the major 
routes into Paignton and result in the last view of the 
countryside before entering Paignton being lost.  Page 
53 1J   The Blagdons should be designated an Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty and Biodiversity and 
protected in the strongest way possible. 

On Reasons given for not supporting 
the Plan  -  
 
a)  AONB designation is not in the gift 
of a Neighbourhood Plan to change, 
though the view expressed is 
supported. 
 
b)  More detailed road proposals will 
only be possible to determine if and 
when planning applications are 
submitted. 
 
c)  ‘Sterile’ green spaces do not exist 
in Paigntion in either inner or outer 
areas.  They each give value as 
recognised in the Local Green Space 
and Rural Character Area 
assessments made. 
 
d)  Sites able to achieve 4 storeys are 
shown in the town centre area, but 
are not accepted as appropriate to the 
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expansion of the Totes road and Kings 
Ash road and by pass will then be 
required, right through the Blagdon Valley. 
Too much importance has been given to 
the ‘sterile’ green spaces in Paignton at 
the expense of the surrounding green belt 
with its rich Biodiversity.   Low rise 
development (four storey) is a great way 
of providing increased accommodation, 
sustainable public transport systems and 
sustainable local shops and restaurants. 
No areas of Paignton have been identified 
as suitable for this kind of redevelopment. 
It is important that Paignton not be 
allowed to rot from the centre and that 
green field sites handed over to 
developers because they are more 
profitable.  (We are supposed to be 
‘protecting the planet’ not preserving it in 
concrete. There is no going back.)  I also 
feel that a précis of the Policy Document 
would have been useful for the layman as 
506 pages of planning speak is hard to 
get through.   Notwithstanding these 
comments, I think this is a very good 
document to take forward and it's authors 
are to be commended. 

setting of the rural area. 
 
e) a summary of the main proposals 
was circulated to every property in 
Paignton in 2015 and an executive 
summary was included alongside the 
2017 pre-submission document set. 
 
f)  comment on support for the hard 
work of the community Forum is 
welcomed. 
 
On the “issue raised”:- 
 
Agreed that area ‘E’ has constraints 
that it will necessary for a developer 
to show can be resolved. (see also 
response to A081 above). 
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A144 G After studying the draft Neighbourhood 

plan I feel there are some issues relating 
to Collaton St Mary that need resolving 
before I can support it.     In the green 
insert 'Policy PNP24 -Collaton St. Mary 
Village' on page 61 it states that ' any 
further development beyond the present 
area shown on the inset plan (Fig1.2) will 
be supported only where proposals 
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j are achieved. But, fig 1.2 
on page 8 shows a large ring around 
Collaton St Mary.  Therefore, as the plan 
is at the moment, the conditions 
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j that should have been 
applied to Collaton St Mary will only have 
an effect outside Collaton St Mary.  It 
should read 'inside the area' not 'beyond 
the area' if  Policy PNP24 is to correlate 
correctly with fig 1.2.   It cannot correlate 
with fig 7.15 instead of fig1.2 either - as 
then the conditions a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j will 
then not apply to the council's presently 
proposed masterplan.    Not happy at all 
with it as it is. It needs serious attention. 

In the green insert 'Policy PNP24 -Collaton St. Mary 
Village' on page 61, I feel that there is another 
important condition ('k') that should be included.     If 
there is to be development on the scale shown on the 
Masterplan at Collaton St Mary, it cannot be done 
without a flood defence scheme on Yalberton river at 
Collaton St Mary. This defence has to be man made 
and would need constant maintenance for the rest of 
time in order to safeguard property, businesses and 
lives of those who live downstream from it. Climate 
change is now considered to be real with ongoing 
warmer and wetter weather. For our peace of mind the 
Neighbourhood Plan should include a condition 'k' for 
Collaton St Mary that states similar to:      'Before any 
development takes place at Collaton St Mary, people 
living downstream from it's flood defence scheme must 
be assured of their safety and it must be agreed who is 
to have responsibility for the safety of property, 
businesses, life and livestock in the event of a problem 
with the defence scheme. 

Agreed confusion could arise 
between (Fig. 1.2) and text of Policy 
PNP24 – amend text of PNP24 to 
read  
 
…..“Any further development beyond 
the present area shown on the inset 
plan (Fig. 1.2) will be supported only 
where the proposals: ….. 
 
On “issues raised” PNP24 d) and g) 
already pick up requiring proof of 
flood prevention before development 
is approved.  See also PNP1 k) 
Annex 3. 
 
 

A172 M Far too many greenspaces being 
proposed for development throughout the 
area 

Specifically I think the proposal FGA SS2.2 Area E 
goes far too far up Blagdon Road which is classified in 
your own Rural Character Management Strategy as 
Highly Sensitive and planning has already been 
refused in this area. Keep any development close to 
Totnes Road 

The sites referred to are those 
identified in the Torbay Local Plan 
(and Masterplan SPD).  Both make it 
clear that any development will only 
be approvable if they can overcome 
the infrastructure and protected 
habitat issues raised. 
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A129 P The plan needs more adjustments 

1). housing up the wasteland valley only 
to go in the first fields from main road not 
above skyline small plots for local builds   
2). countryside needs more protection and 
wildlife 
3). less green land inside the town 
boundary 
4) land for healthcare 
5) transport trams linking all 3 towns 
6) new road to go to Stoke Gabriel to 
Long Road 

As Q1 On Reasons given for not supporting 
the Plan: 
 
1)  The sites referred to are those 
identified in the Torbay Local Plan 
(and Masterplan SPD).  Both make it 
clear that any development will only 
be approvable if they can overcome 
the infrastructure and protected 
habitat issues raised.  It would not be 
appropriate for the Neighbourhood 
Plan to change this. 
 
2)  This is provided by PNP1 Annex 1 
and PNP19  
 
3)  Not agreed - green land inside the 
town is also important 
 
4) Healthcare facilities are already 
covered in the Council’s Section 106 
and CIL policy requirements for new 
development (see Basic Conditions 
Statement page 59 re Document 4) 
5) Trams have merit but go well 
beyond the scope of this first 
Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
6)  As 5 above. 
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A091 P See below See below As below 

A157 P I do not support the plan for many 
reasons. Prime amongst these are: 
 
1. Lack of ambition. As the plan itself 
describes, 5000 jobs is the target for 
growth. This number should be much 
higher, 5000 shows a short sightedness 
on what is needed for Paignton. The lack 
of ambition is also shown in the 
prioritisation for tourism in the plan, which 
therefore prioritises low wage, unskilled 
and insecure employment. This is not 
what we want to build the future of 
Paignton on. The plan also notes a 
decline in jobs but makes no attempt to 
plan to reverse this, in fact it notes itself 
that the assumptions on job growth have 
already been shown to be false, therefore 
on this point alone the plan must be re-
drafted. 
 
 2. The target for 5000 jobs and circa 
9000 new homes shows that it is planning 
for almost 4000 homes to have no 
employment in the Paignton area, 
necessitating travel out of area, 
contravening the NPPF, plus makes no 
provision for improving transport links in 
and out of the area. Some measures are 

The points upon which I do not support the plan above 
all need to be addressed in their relevant sections. 
Without these changes the plan is not a valid document 
submission for this form of action.    Also, who cares 
about the colour of the cover? It is the content I am 
interested in. 

On Reasons given for not supporting 
the Plan: 
 
1)  Net growth of 5,000 to 5,500 jobs 
is set by the adopted Torbay Local 
Plan and is not materializing.  A 
higher number would fail to be 
realistic under NPPFpara154.  This 
will be for the required Local Plan 
Review in 2020 to address. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2)  Agreed there is growing evidence 
of an unsustainable imbalance that 
the Local Plan says will be addressed 
at the Review required in 2020. 
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mentioned but no concrete thoughts 
communicated.  
 
3. The plan itself already states there is 
an over supply of housing in Paignton, 
therefore the housing growth numbers do 
not make logical sense  
 
4. I do not agree with the stated aims of 
the plan. As a Paignton resident, and 
never having been consulted, the 
prioritisation on tourism is madness. 
Important yes but the wellbeing and 
sustainable regeneration of Paignton 
through job led growth should be the 
priority, not making the place look pretty 
for tourists. 
 
5. The plan needs to detail how the 
garden town concept is to be delivered 
and presented, including addressing why 
the current developments in Yannons 
Farm, Devonshire Park and White Rock 
(circa 800 houses) do not comply to this 
concept, thus it makes this concept 
somewhat moot.  
 
6. Existing developments in the planning 
process do not comply with the detail on 
p27 & p28 which brings the importance of 
this plan to developers into question.  

 
 
 
3)  See 2 above 
 
 
 
 
4)  Extensive consultation has taken 
place as evidenced in the supporting 
Community Involvement and 
Consultation document that 
accompanies the proposed Plan.  
This shows how the community has 
identified and supported the stated 
aims throughout. 
 
 
5)  The Plan and supporting evidence 
expressly focuses on the need and 
justification to give greater attention to 
existing open space, landscape and 
biodiversity assets which then enable 
Paignton’s ‘garden town’ heritage to 
be retained and expanded. 
 
 
6)  Not accepted that failures in the 
past make it invalid to require better in 
the future. 
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 7. The overarching detail of homes v jobs 
is contradicted in para 6.10 which shows 
that ~9000 homes and 5000 jobs goes 
against the NPPF. The objectives noted 
on p16/17 contradict the overall aims of 
the plan (~9000 homes/5000 jobs) 
therefore either the ambition for jobs 
needs to be increased or the plan for new 
homes be reduced.  
 
 8. Harbour - the plan focuses on the need 
of tourists whereas it should prioritise the 
needs of local residents. Keep the 
harbour as a working harbour not let it be 
dragged into the marina style approach 
which prices out locals.  
 
9.  Station square - in general correct but 
does not address issues around vagrants 
and outflow from pubs like Winstons 
which is a definite turn off for visitors and 
residents alike.  Nothing to address the 
clean up of the square. 
 
10. Town centre/Torbay Road - the plan 
should proactively discourage arcades as 
these keep the areas where they are 
present in the 1950's and do not advance 
the quality of tourists coming to Paignton 
(does not increase general spend per 

 
7)  Agreed this will be the key issue in 
the Review of the Local Plan required 
to take place in 2020. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8)  Agreed appropriate to expand 
PNP3 b) to read “….continue the mix 
of traditional uses as a working 
harbour , including commercial and 
residential accommodation…..” 
 
 
9)  The specific concerns raised go 
outside the permitted scope of a land 
use plan. 
 
 
 
 
10)  PNP1 Annex 2 a) to d) and 
PNP18 are considered sufficient and 
proportionate to ensure these issues 
are addressed in applications when 
received.  These are additional to the 
Local Plan and Council’s retained  
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visitor). The plan should also discourage 
shops having individual display 
signs/facias/frontages. To be a more 
attractive tourist destination, uniformity of 
look makes for a better environment cf 
Bath, Oxford etc.  This also applies to 
Victoria Street shopfronts   
 
11. Transport/getting around - The plan 
does not address the single biggest issue 
to getting around in Paignton, traffic lights. 
These should be removed. Evidence 
shows that these cause more air pollution 
than other form of traffic control and was 
on the last Major's agenda to tackle. 
Removal of traffic lights, particularly on 
Brixham Road must be addressed. Also 
the road planning detail for the Collaton 
area does not take into account extra 
homes, or traffic volumes therefore needs 
completely revising.  
 
12. I disagree with 7.31 and 7.32 as these 
are contradictory to the objectives of more 
housing and jobs, if the area is forcibly 
kept the same it will just become a great 
big car park  
 
13. The plan notes its ambition to 
encourage employers in para 6.116, but 
the major ones so far are retail on 

Environmental Guide referred to in 
the Basic Conditions Statement at 
Document 1 (page XX) 
 
 
 
 
 
11)  These are matters for the Joint 
Local Transport Plan for Torbay and  
Devon to address. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12)  Comment noted and will be for 
the Review of the Local Plan to 
address. 
 
 
 
13)  PNP21 already gives clear 
support to the type of developments 
referred to.  
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Devonshire park.  These will be low skill, 
low paid jobs (the Range etc) - this is not 
a way to build a sustainable future, the 
evidence document supports this 
comment. The EPIC centre is something 
that will try to address the problem directly 
but it needs more support and 
infrastructure, not retail outlets around it. 
The EPIC centre development is not 
mentioned, included or referenced, a 
significant omission to the plan.  
 
14. On inclusion document it says that the 
forum has steady at 400 members. With 
43000 residents in Paignton how can this 
claim to be inclusive or representative? 
What evidence of wide participation is 
provided, beyond a 6 week period, that I 
for one was not consulted during?  
 
15. In the CI document the links to the 
SWOT analyses are not working therefore 
the referenced detail is unavailable to the 
reader. These documents should not be 
considered complete or valid to include 
until the SWOT analyses are made 
available to the public. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14)  See the Community Involvement 
and Consultation document which 
accompanies the Plan and describes 
the extensive consultation that has 
taken place since day 1. 
 
 
 
15)  Constant checks were, and are, 
made to ensure the links are working 
and have been found not to have any 
problem.  The link to view is the 
wording in blue and it may be the 
reason for the failed attempt was due 
attempting to access these via the 
text in black. 
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A169 R Concerns regarding too many houses 

being built-where are the potential buyers 
coming from?  The growing issue of lack 
of employment issues-jobs promise has 
not materialised  Danger of the traffic in 
lanes to cyclists /dog walkers -speed 
concerns-the whole of Lower Yalberton 
has been over developed and this area is 
now being seriously compromised as  a 
place to live   Nature concerns ref tree 
preservation/natural wildlife/bats totally 
ignored for the sake of further planning 

See above (left) Agreed the concern emerging of 
unsustainable imbalance between 
housing and job growth will need to 
be the main issue in the Review of the 
Local Plan required in 2020. 

A143 T Having read through the plan I feel not 
enough importance is given to protecting 
our green spaces.  These are rapidly 
disappearing under more and more 
housing developments. 

_ Reason given for not supporting the 
Plan is noted. 
 
Many other submissions received 
have supported the view that 
importance has been given to the 
growing need to protect and improve 
our green spaces. 
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A142 T I do not support the plan as it is based on 

a false premise.  Torbay's main purpose is 
a holiday resort and everything must be 
done to attract tourists.  That means easy 
access to clean beaches and open green 
spaces.  Over development in the form of 
industry and housing will not help in 
attracting tourists.  The population of 
Paignton is decreasing therefore more 
housing is not required.   I have no faith in 
the Planners in making the right 
decisions.  The South Devon Link road 
cost us heavily and was supposed to 
provide a boost to the economy.  It hasn't 
done so, in my own experience it now 
becomes much easier to drive out of 
Torbay to shop in Newton Abbot or Exeter 
than to join the snarl up into Paignton.  To 
sum up I don't agree with the plan as it 
supposes the only way forward is to 
create "growth" which hinders the 
maintenance of a restful holiday 
destination.  I also have no confidence 
that the Planners will make the right 
decisions, going on past experience. 

All of it. Reason given for not supporting the 
Plan noted. 
 
Considerable effort has been made to 
present accurate information 
throughout the Plan and supporting 
documents to provide the confidence 
in decision making sought 

(Unamed persons)     
A127 
 

_ No _ Noted that no reason for not 
supporting the Plan has been given. 

A128 _ Not enough affordable housing, in 
particular regulated rent secure tenancy 
social housing. 

More affordable housing, in particular regulated rent 
secure tenancy social housing. 

This is an agreed need already 
covered in PNP1 
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A141 _ - No housing! Comment noted. 
A158 _ The Paignton Cinema is not suitable as 

the ART CENTRE 
Torbay Council’s publication “On the crest of a wave” A 
Strategy for the Arts and Creative  Industries in Torbay 
2006-2016 page 19, states “Develop a multi-purpose 
centre with  particular emphasis on the visual arts for 
permanent and temporary exhibitions “ (This  ambition 
was also in the Councils earlier strategies ).  To 
address this and other cultural questions, the Council 
together with the Arts Council  called a meeting at the 
Riviera International Centre on the 17th Oct. 2012 
“What could Torbay’s cultural future look like? “  The 
wish of the majority of attendees was to facilitate the 
Councils stated aim of an Arts  Centre.  To that aim a 
group was formed “Torbay Action for Art -TAA “and 
formally constituted.  This group identified Parkfield 
House as being a highly suitable Council owned 
property that would meet the Councils stated 
objectives.  The TAA committee had discussions with 
Steve Parrock, Adrian Sheen, Marissa Wakefield, Cllr 
Dave Butt, Cllr Darren Cowell, and have had valuable 
assistance from Brian Roberts of Number One 
Consulting .  Cllr Dave Butt Executive Lead for Culture 
and the Arts referred to the possibility of an arts centre 
in his article in the Herald dated 24th April 2013.  As 
the project develops we would look for ongoing advice 
and support from the above as well as those we have 
had informal contact with:-  Carolyn Custerson English 
Riviera Tourism Company, Tracey Cabache 
Community  Development Trust: Anna Gilroy Torbay 
Council Arts Officer, Mischa Eligoloff Cultural  
Partnerships Officer, et al.  TAA’s committee sees the 

The Plan is geographically based, not 
topic based.  This meets community 
wishes throughout the preparation 
stages.  No priority is given of any 
one site over another that might prove 
suitable for an Art Centre, though 
location in the town centre is 
potentially capable of assisting 
achievement of Policy PNP2. 
 
Agreed add to text of PNP2 (Town 
Centre) to read 
 “      a) improve the vibrancy, cultural 
experience , appearance and layout 
of the area;…..” 
 
See similar submissions below 
Appendix 11(e) Submissions B105, 
B106, B107, pages XX to XX) 
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Council’s stated aim as admirable and of benefit to all 
ages and  groups in Torbay and tourists alike and have 
submitted our suggestions to be included in  the three 
towns Neighbourhood Plans.  The added benefit of 
providing this cultural facility is that Torbay could earn 
the reputation of “ Coast, Countryside and Culture” , 
thus raising the nature and number of its visitors.  It is 
recognised that thriving economies in the towns and 
cities of the UK invariably also have a thriving art 
scene.  Bodies such as the Arts Council and the United 
Kingdom Arts and Design Institutions Association 
(Ukadia) have acknowledged this in several 
publications by highlighting the £60bn the creative 
industries contribute to the economy and demonstrate 
why sustaining that contribution with continued 
investment, will become increasingly important to 
economic recovery.  The TDA have addressed aspects 
of the situation with their Innovation Centres, they are 
also giving guidance on writing a business plan 
(currently at draft stage) for the use of Parkfield House 
as Torbay’s Art Centre.  Are you on the electoral roll for 
the Paignton area so that you are able to vote on the 
Plan when it goes to Referendum? 

A168 _ The chance for most residents to see the 
plan is VERY limited.  It should be on 
show at more places eg. Sainsburys, 
Morrisons Churston library, Cinema. etc. 
Also it is to extensive and complicated for 
most residents to bother with. Plain 
English please. 

The whole concept. Part 3 of this Community Involvement 
and Consultation document describes 
the extensive consultation undertaken 
at each stage.  This included posters 
in Sainsburys and Morrisons, a plain 
English summary and a leaflet giving 
full details on where further 
 information could be viewed. 
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Total 14 Respondents   
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A043 M I recently received your leaflet and would like to make some comments on the Paignton 

Neighbourhood Plan.  Firstly, I would like to congratulate you on a fine and comprehensive 
document.   I live on St Marys Park in Collaton and because of my interest in this area would like to 
focus my comments on the plans for Collaton.   I feel that if development is going to happen in 
Collaton then we have the opportunity to create something great, something which benefits 
everyone, rather than being another high density estate tacked on to Paignton which is aimed at 
providing as many houses as possible. 
 
A few months ago I contacted the Council with some development plans I had for the village as an 
alternative to the Masterplan.   I have attached these plans as a PDF file (available to view (30 
pages) on Forum website at http://www.paigntonneighbourhoodplan.org.uk/PDF/Documents/2017-
05-13%20Comments%20on%20PNP%20(KM)%20Attachment.pdf  
 
As a quick summary, my idea is to create a large central park, as a focus point for the village, with 
low density, self build, energy plus houses together with many facilities for locals and visitors alike.   
The feedback from the council was that there was a lot of merit in many of the ideas but that the 
Masterplan had been agreed and that a lot of time and effort had already gone into that.  If that is the 
case then I wonder what influence the Paignton Neighbourhood plan can have.  Anyway, assuming 
that it still can influence the plans for Collaton I wanted to pass on my thoughts.   
 
Please have a look at the plans and then I have the following comments which I would 
add/incorporate into your section in the Neighbourhood Plan relating to Collaton. 
 

• Lower housing density, more space between houses and larger grounds.   The Masterplan 
proposes a housing density of 20-25 properties per hectare.   I believe this would simply 
create a housing estate instead of a village.  I would propose a density of 5 or 6 per hectare 
with lots of public open spaces that the whole village can use and be proud of. 

• Self build properties would help create a village feel and a community that grows with a 
shared vision and ethos.  People would want to be a part of a modern developing open 
village rather than just another high density housing estate tacked on to Paignton.   To make 
existing Collaton residents feel more part of the development the self build plots could be 

A concept of self-build on appropriate 
land at Collaton St Mary is capable of 
being supported by Policy PNP1, and 
PNP24, provided that any proposal is 
also able to overcome the significant 
infrastructure and protected habitat 
issues involved.  This requirement 
applies equally to Collaton St Mary 
Masterplan SPD which does not form 
part of the statutory development 
plan.  It is agreed the concept 
presented  has merit but requires 
considerably more information than 
currently shown and requires time to 
assemble.  No change to the present 
Plan would be appropriate. 
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offered to them before being offered to others. 

• Self build housing is more affordable providing the plots are not overpriced.  
• Insist on energy plus houses with sustainable drainage that have little impact on the 

environment 
• Community based power storage from solar roofs, ground heat exchange etc. for example 

using Tesla Powerpack storage.   Every solar roof would store unused electricity in these 
community battery units. This would be one way of making Collaton residents feel part of the 
new development and being able to benefit from it. 

• Large open area at centre of village to provide a focal point for events, exercise, leisure and 
nature.   Events could include music, outdoor cinema, something like the Marldon Apple Pie 
Fair, cross country runs etc. 

• Tourist attractions and employment opportunities.   Children’s/educational/community 
centre, pub/restaurant, viewing towers, tobogganing, cycle paths, shops, GP etc. 

• Only clean heating to prevent the increasing smog in winter months in the village.  Last 
winter there were about 7 days of smog over the village that I noticed due to wood/coal 
burning.   I believe all new houses in the village should be non air polluting. 

• Car air pollution during the school run on Totnes Road is becoming a big problem due to the 
stop/start nature of the traffic at that time and the high walls and buildings on either side of 
the road.   A solution would be to have no parking on that section and possibly have a 
pedestrian bridge rather than a pelican crossing.   These changes would keep the traffic 
flowing.   More parking would therefore be required which could be at the BMW garage site, 
at the fields on Stoke Road and possibly to the north of Totnes Road opposite the Parkers 
Arms.   Rather than traffic lights on the zebra crossing between Stoke Road and Borough 
Road a pedestrian bridge would keep the traffic flowing better and therefore reduce the air 
pollution. 

• The Neighbourhood Plan says - “do not detract from prominent landscape and other local 
features that give the area its identity and character”.   Agreed, however, I think more could 
be done to open up these areas as public spaces.   Green fields look nice but are private 
land and not accessible.   I would open them up for walks, cycle paths, exercise stations, 
viewing towers etc.   Even plant woodland or orchards or other natural environments. Again 
this helps to provide a village feel and encourages tourism to the area. 
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I feel this is an opportunity to dream big, create a village community and a place where people want 
to live. 
 

A125 
 

M _ _ As A043 above. 

(Unamed persons)     
A177 - - The Paignton and Brixham boundary line needs 

changing so Paignton have a greater say on the land at 
White Rock 

Noted though such change is not 
considered necessary. 

Total 2 Respondents   
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B005 Beechdown 
Park 
Residents 
Association 

We need to preserve our 'green spaces' for future generations.  The areas to the west of Paignton 
are especially important and need protection against future development.  Beechdown Park is 
surrounded by land which the Council has earmarked for building housing estates in the near future. 

Support and reason noted . 

B002 Campaign 
to Protect 
Rural 
England 
(Torbay.) 

CPRE Torbay supports the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan:   We commend the years of hard work 
carried out by dedicated volunteers, particularly for the clarity of the documents produced for such a 
massive project.  The evidence based documents are exceptional in the way Paignton NP Forum 
have understood, highlighted problems, aspirations and proposed solutions for the bay.  It is 
evidently clear the genuine frustrations that residents and businesses feel about the impact of soul 
less overdevelopment, loss of green space, lack of brownfield regeneration and poor infrastructure 
in the Paignton area.  Policy PNP1 Annex 1 defines the Rural area, Local Green Space and Local 
Food which CPRE fully support.  The Forum has a very clear vision of what needs to be achieved for 
a successful, sustainable, healthy future and deserves to be listed to. 
 
We draw to your attention the Government White Paper recently published which fully supports 
Brownfield first.  This is crucial to tourism and employment in Torbay where "Our Environment is Our 
Industry".  We do not support development of green fields where brownfield land is available, this 
has been highlighted in the Paignton NP. 
 
The Supporting Evidence Document sets out clearly what is happening to population and job 
numbers in the bay particularly pages 
 
9    (Job Loss and future growth, 
12  (Falling job numbers, 
13,14 (Falling population), 
17 (Increase in long term vacant homes. 
 
Therefore we continue to question the Housing Need and the number of additional dwellings for 
Paignton and the wider Torbay Local Plan of 8,900 dwellings.  Lack of employment data shows that 
job numbers in Torbay have recently decreased from 59,000 to 57,000 despite the opening of the 
Kingskerswell link road.  Empty homes have also increased by almost double. 

Support and reason noted . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed this will be the main issue for 
consideration at the Review of the 
Local Plan required in 2020. 
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  South West Water Sewage Capacity 
 
We remain concerned particularly as effluent was released yet again into Brixham Harbour January 
2017.  We understand there is a constant remedial work carried out at the plant involving removal of 
the roof and lorries to take effluent away. 
 
We refer to Policy PNP-1 I to K and Annex 3 Page 17 of 104 "Details that accord with Annex 3 of 
proposed foul and surface water drainage and other key infrastructure being required when 
development applications are submitted and not being dealt with subsequently by conditions".   
Torbay Council must be satisfied that the assessment on phasing supporting the conclusions 
reached on sewer capacity is fully justified.  In our opinion this policy should be amended so that K 
applies to anywhere in the Neighbourhood Plan area. 
 

 
 
Information noted. 
 
 
 
Agreed (see response also from 
Environment Agency Appendix 11(g) 
Submission C001, and Torbay Green 
Party Appendix 11(d) Submission 
B013 below). 
Amend Policy PNP1- Annex 3 as 
follows:- 
After main heading of “Surface Water” 
add underlined sub-heading to read 
“Area wide” 
Amend first paragraph to read: 
“Developments within the Rural 
Character Area defined in Policy PNP 
19 will be required to achieve…..”  
After before item a) add underlined 
sub-heading to read 
“Within the Rural Character Area 
defined in Policy PNP19” 

  White Rock 2  Page 53 of 104 
 
Consideration should be given including parts of undeveloped White Rock within the Rural 
Character Area.  We recently commented on the Brixham NP consultation in which we said "We 
support in particular the Brixham NP designation of Rejected Housing Sites which include White 

 
 
Agreed.  Add sentence at end of 
PNP21 after item f) to read: 
“Further development southward will 
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Rock 2."  Merging of settlements will destroy the Rural Character of the area. 
 

not be supported where it would result 
in the extension of Paignton into the 
adjoining Neighbourhood Plan area” 

  Importance of Habitats 
 
We support the conclusion of SA and HRA screening and suggest Paignton NP consider expanding 
PNP1 Annex 2 F to H safeguarding bio-diversity by adding a clarification similar to Brixham Policy 
E8.  This is especially important with respect to habitat South of White Rock which supports 
nationally rare or endangered species (such as Cirl Bunting and Greater Horseshoe Bat),  
 
CPRE Torbay members are resident in the Paignton area and on the electoral role.  Many of our 
members have worked on Neighbourhood Plan throughout Torbay for several years. 
 

 
 
Agreed.  At PNP1-Annex 2 after (h) 
add new item to read (and renumber 
all subsequent items): 
“Development will not be permitted 
where it would adversely affect the 
ecologies of Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSIs), Special Areas of 
Conservation (SAC’s) or any 
protected or endangered species. 

B007 English 
Riviera 
UNESCO 
Global 
Geopark 

The plan was discussed by the Geopark Management Group (GMG) at a meeting held on 17 May 
and the group have a number of comments: 
 
1.    The GMG welcomes that the significance of the geology of Yalberton Valley and Blagdon Valley 
has been recognised and that the plan includes an action to register Regionally Important Geological 
Sites (RIGS).   The GMG would support a survey taking place and the consideration of designation 
and is happy to help in any way it can   However the GMG would be grateful if any reference to the 
Geopark designation in relation to this be amended to the "English Riviera UNESCO Global 
Geopark". Use of "Torbay Geopark" on pages 58 and 59 is incorrect. 
 

 
 
 
Agreed.  Replace use of “Torbay 
Geopark” on pages 58 and 59 with  
“English Riviera UNESCO Global 
Geopark” 

  2.    The Geopark is an important international UNESCO designation that has a holistic approach 
integrating and recognizing geology, wildlife, environment, heritage, culture and community.   The 
designation covers the whole of Torbay and as such the whole of Paignton and all of its communities 
play an important role in helping maintaining the status.   It is felt that it would be good to recognise 
this within the document.  
 

Agreed.  Add further bullet point 
above Fig 6.12 page 59 to read: 
 
• “Continued community support for 

the Global Geopark” 

  3.    The GMG are pleased to see that the plan notes and considers the relevant wildlife and Agreed.  Not all sites referred to are 
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environment of the area in addition to its important built heritage.   However, historically geological 
sites of significance have often been overlooked.   The GMG are therefore keen for Paignton's 
existing two geological Sites of Scientific Interest (Roundham Head and Saltern Cove) and three 
RIG sites (Barcombe Mews - Shorton, Crystal Cove - Goodrington and Goodrington Quarry and Rd 
Cutting) be recognised and included in the plan in addition to their condition and management 
considered. 
 

within the Plan area. 
Amend PNP1 Annex 2 sub-heading to 
read 
“Safeguard of Biodiversity and 
Geodiversity ”…. 
Add new item after h) to read 
“ x) ensure that features of 
geodiversity value are protected and 
wherever possible enhanced in their 
condition and future management.” 

  4.       UNESCO Global Geoparks are inspected every four years to ensure standards are being 
maintained and improvements made.  The English Riviera's last inspection occurred during 2015.  
The area passed but several recommendations were made one of which was that visibility of the 
designation was lacking at key visitor points i.e. the three harbour areas.  The GMG note plans for 
improvements around the seafront and harbour area (pages 33 and 34) present an ideal opportunity 
to consider the importance of raising the profile of and Geopark though it's consideration and 
inclusion in the early planning stages of any developments.  This could be done though 
interpretation panels and signage, public art/sculpture or though integration of design inspired by the 
Geopark into the public realm.   Again, the Geopark would be happy to provide advice, help and 
support to the communities of Paignton with the above. 
 

Agreed.  Add a further item to the 
above to read: 
“y)  include interpretation panels, 
signage, public art/sculpture or 
integration of design inspired by the 
Geopark into the public realm” 

B104 Paignton 
Heritage 
Society 

Recognises the key role that our local heritage opportunities can play in the improvement of our 
local economy and environmental enhancement. 

Support and reason noted. 

B011 Persimmon 
Homes 
(South 
West) 

Part 3 Statement of Compliance and Conformity with Torbay Local Plan 
 
The Local Plan was adopted in December 2015 and given the delicate balance needed to try and 
attract employment growth in to the area, the plan proposes that annual monitoring of the strategic 
policies be carried out.  Paragraph 3.5 to 3.7 of the Neighbourhood Plan note this approach. 
Paragraph 3.13 states that the review of these ‘signals’ of a decline in job growth and oversupply of 
housing provision is a legitimate step to take into account in preparing the Neighbourhood Plan.  

Support and reason noted. 
 
Agreed this will be the main issue for 
consideration by the Local Plan 
Review required in 2020.  Whilst 
noting there have been no monitoring 
reports issued by the Council in 
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Accordingly the plan looks at housing land supply both in the immediate and medium term and notes 
that there is no need to identify further sites at this stage.  However whilst Torbay Council intend to 
publish housing monitoring information in the Summer of this year, which we note is later than 
required by the Local Plan and as had been advocated by the Local Plan Inspector, there is no 
information about the take up or loss of employment opportunities.  If there continues to be a 
mismatch between the rate of employment growth and the housing needs caused by in migration, 
then the basis of both the Local Plan and the neighbourhood Plan needs to be reviewed.  We are 
therefore of the view that to wait five years to carry out this review seems too long a period and 
would urge that the monitoring periods in the Neighbourhood Pan (NHP) to be reviewed to a shorter 
time period of two years given the lapse in employment this far. 
 

respect of the Local Plan, the 
Neighbourhood Plan has sought to 
support the Local Plan so far as it is 
possible to do so until at least the first 
Review period involved.  This is set 
out in detail in the Supporting 
Evidence and Basic Conditions 
documents that accompany the 
Neighbourhood Plan. 

  Part 4 Vision and Aspirations 
 
Paragraph 4.7 of the Plan states as an overall aim that “our community wishes to recreate our 
‘Garden Town’ appeal by improving and linking our green spaces and greening the streets and 
buildings that connect them (90% supported).  The Government’s aim behind Garden Towns is that 
land is publicly owed and we would suggest that if the land is in multiple ownership the ability to 
achieve this is somewhat impaired. 
 

 
 
Public ownership is not the only way 
to achieve the objective.  
Paradoxically of all LGS sites 
proposed, only those publicly owned 
have attracted objection from the 
public body only (see Appendix 11(g) 
Submissions C002, C003) 

  Section 6 Policies and Proposals Policy PNP 1 Annex 1 note c) 
 
Para 6.7 notes “The Local Plan proposes an additional 5,000-5,500 net growth in jobs over 18 years 
from a base of 59,000 in 2012 at a target of 275-300 net new jobs every year in Torbay.  At present 
(2016), four years into the Local Plan period, jobs in Torbay have steadily dropped to 57,000 instead 
of having grown to 60,100. 
 
Given the admission that there is a continuing drop in job growth we believe this adds further force 
to our comments above in part 3 about amending the plan review dates. 
 
There is clear evidence that Area Wide Policy PNP1 is not delivering the balanced growth intended 

 
 
The observation made (left) is correct. 
 
 
 
 
Comment noted. 
 
 
Leaving locations to become 
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as evidenced above.  Persimmon Homes therefore object therefore to Annex 1 of PNP1 c) which 
states that development sites that are unused for six months or more are to be made available for 
the local community for food growing until developed.  This is an unreasonable approach as the 
delays in site development may not be wholly in the developer’s control. 
 
Persimmon Homes also note that the policy for supporting local food production within Annex 1 need 
also to be balanced against the other Local Plan policy requirements and that whilst laudable the 
policies have to be balance against wider viability testing when the Local Planning Authority are 
balancing the requirements of policy against the individual case of a particular planning application.  
We would remind the council of the application of paragraph 173 of the NPPF in this regard. 
 

unproductive in contrast to meeting 
local need is the issue being 
addressed. 
 
 
Accepted that viability may be a 
consideration in some instances but it 
remains the case that NPPF173 is 
guidance from which departure can 
be allowed where appropriate to do 
so. 
 

  Part 6 Policies and Proposals Policy PNP 13 
 
Policy PNP13 Housing Opportunities within the Town Centre suggests key areas where residential 
development would be supported.  The areas include Paignton harbour, Crossways, Station Lane, 
Station Square, and Victoria Square.  However, PNP13 also states that a formal agreement will be 
required on the grant of planning permission that “restricts first occupation to purchasers of tenants 
who have lived in Torbay for more than 5 years, work in Torbay, or can demonstrate a confirmed 
offer of employment within Torbay”.  This is a sensible and appropriate approach permitting that 
restrictions that are applied do not significantly impact the viability of the site. 
 

 
 
Comment noted.  By including the 
requirement in the Plan it will help 
prospective developers to factor this 
into the land purchase costs when 
seeking to show local need will be 
met. 

B103 Stoke 
Gabriel 
Cycle Path 
Group 

Policy PNP12 Getting around. 
 
While acknowledging specific references to cycle paths, including NCN routes, connectivity to and 
from the NP area could be further improved, for instance by extending the proposed Totnes/Stoke 
Gabriel riverside path to Greenway and beyond, and the suggested cycle route via Litson Lane 
(Stoke Gabriel) to the White Rock area, including South Devon College. 
 

 
 
PNP12 relates to the town centre and 
seafront area.  The measures suggest 
are supported but appropriate to the 
Devon and Torbay Joint Local 
Transport Plan 

B102 Theatres 
Trust 

Policy PNP4 - Seafront    
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The Theatres Trust supports this policy and the aim to improve the appearance of the Vue Cinemas 
(former Apollo/ Festival Theatre) building.  In regards to the proposal to relocate the cinemas, the 
Trust would only support this if replacement cinemas are opened before the existing venue is 
closed, and that another suitable cultural/ community use is found for the existing building. This 
would reflect the guidance in para. 70 of the National Planning Policy Framework to ‘guard against 
the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services’.     With regards to the final paragraph, the 
Trust would normally object to the loss of a building that could be reused for another cultural use. 
While we recognise the benefits of opening up the sea front, and note the Princess Theatre in 
Torquay is to be upgraded which, together with the Palace Theatre, would likely provide for the 
theatrical needs of Paignton, it is important to ensure there is no other possible viable cultural use 
for the building before allowing its demolition. 
 
Policy PNP11 – Old Town 
 
The Theatres Trust supports this policy, particularly efforts to protect the ongoing operation of the 
Palace Theatre. Cultural, leisure and the arts play an important role in the local community, both for 
the benefits they provide to the local economy (and the visitor economy) and the social and 
community wellbeing of the people who live and work within the area. 

Support and reason noted, and the 
caveat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reason for support noted (see also 
Amendment Appendix 11(b) 
Submission A1158) 

B013 Torbay 
Green Party 

Torbay Green Party supports the plan for the following reasons: 
  

• It promotes the delivery of net job growth before housing provision to improve and help 
relieve local social and economic deprivation; 

• It safeguards and enhances green infrastructure and biodiversity along with the promotion of 
local food within the constraints of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the 
important exception of NPPF119 which mandates European birds and habitats directives in 
regard to the integrity of the South Hams Special Area of Conservation which covers two 
thirds of the Plan area; 

• It recognises the Residents Saving Victoria Park petition and the value of Victoria Park to 
local residents by designating  the area as Local Green Space; 

• It helps protect the natural world and prevent pollution by progressing South West Water 
and Torbay Councils recommendations regarding surface water runoff; and   

 
 
Support and reasons noted. 
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• It supports renewable energy in, and encourages improvement in the energy efficiency of, 
the residential built environment to help Paignton and its residents adapt to and mitigate 
climate change.  

 
  Changes we wish to see made to the plan 

 
Torbay Green Party`s comments are divided into two sections for each document of the plan we 
have responded to.   Where needed, suggested deletions are highlighted in pink and suggested 
insertions are highlighted in green 
 

 

  1.  Paignton Neighbourhood Plan (main document) 
 

 

Paragraph, Policy & Page 
 

Suggested 
Enhancement/Change 

Reason 
 

6.17 
Policy PNP1 – Area Wide 
Policy  
Paragraph e) 
Page 17 

Amend policy to: ‘…and 
encouraging community-led 
housing enterprises…’ 

Additional wording ensures that 
the power for change lies with 
Paignton residents of the 
Neighbourhood Area to accord 
with definitions in Appendix 1  
Glossary of Terms, page 98 

Appendix 1  Glossary of 
Terms Page 98 

Add Term: Community-Led 
Housing Enterprises; and  
Definition: Community-led 
solutions to housing need 
which let residents within the 
plan area take a stake in their 
home or co-op and keep the 
homes permanently affordable. 

As above 

  

6.45 
Annex 1 to Policy PNP1  
Local Green Space 

Amend paragraph: 
‘... this Neighbourhood Plan 
(Fig.6.1 2, Table 6.21 and 

to reflect correct table and 
figure on pages 24 & 25 
respectively. 

 
 
Agreed - the clarifies the Policy. At 
PNP1 add text to read 
“….and encouraging community-led  
housing enterprises…’ 
 
 
Agreed, add following text to 
Appendix 1 Glossary: 
“Community-led Housing Enterprises 
- Community-led solutions to housing 
need which let residents within the 
plan area take a stake in their home 
or co-op and keep the homes 
permanently affordable. 
 
Agreed, make correction to 
referencing error PNP1 Annex 1 
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Page 20 shown in Part 7 of this Plan)… ’ 
 
 
 
 
 

6.45 
Annex 1 to Policy PNP1  
Local Food 
Paragraph a) 
Page 20 

Amend paragraph:  
‘...at Little Blagdon Farm (and 
farmhouse) and, Great Parks 
and Parkfield delivered by a… ‘ 

To ensure the local food policy 
serves all Paignton residents 
across the Plan area. 

6.45 
Annex 1 to Policy PNP1  
Local Food 
Paragraph c) 
Page 21 
 

  
South Devon College, and 
Great Parks 
  

  
Improved readability 

6.51 
Annex 3 to Policy PNP1  
Water risks locally  
Page 29 

Suggest deleting 'In addition' 
and start sentence with 'The' 

Improved readability 

6.53 
Annex 3 to Policy PNP1  
Water risks locally  
Page 29 

Suggest deleting 'In addition to' 
and insert 'Besides' 

Improved readability 

6.45 
Annex 1 to Policy PNP1  
Rural Character Area 
Paragraph c) 
Page 20 

Amend policy to: small-scale 
food growing and rearing 
opportunities  

To avoid confusion or bias in 
regard to the method of food 
production and ensure arable 
and pasture are both included 
in the policy.  

under sub-heading “Local Green 
Space” to read correctly as: 
“ ….in this Neighbourhood Plan (Fig 
6.2, Table 6.1 and shown in Part 7 of 
this Plan)……” 
 
 
This would conflict with Parkfield 
being in the Core Tourism Investment 
Area of Policy PNP14 
 
 
Agreed, improves readability. Amend 
text of Annex 1 under Local Food at 
item c) to read: 
“    South Devon College, and Great 
Parks and Collaton St Mary …..” 
 
This would detract from emphasizing 
that two flooding reasons for care are 
involved, not just one. 
 
This would detract from emphasizing 
that two flooding reasons for care are 
involved, not just one. 
 
Agreed, amend PNP- Annex 1 under 
sub-heading “Rural Character Area” 
item c)  to read “…food growing and 
rearing ”  Also amend PNP23 f) to  
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Appendix 1 Glossary of 
Terms  
Page 102 
  

Amend Term  Small-Scale 
Farming’ to read: Small-Scale 
Food Growing And Rearing 

Change required to accord with 
related term used in the Policy 
6.45 (as amended above) 
Annex 1 to Policy PNP1  Rural 
Character Area 
Paragraph c) 
Page 20.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.45 
Annex 1 to Policy PNP1  
Local Food 
Paragraph c) 
Page 21 

Amend policy to: …in White 
Rock, Roselands, South Devon 
College, and Great Parks and 
Collaton St. Mary in accord with 
Policies PNP19, and 
PNP20;,PNP21, PNP24 and 
PNP27 
 
 
 

Improved readability and cross 
referencing. To accord with 
suggested changes below. 

read “…..small-scale farming food  
growing and rearing ….” 
 
 
 
This also impacts on PNP23 where 
the term “small-scale farming” is also 
used (see Appendix 11(a) Submission 
A151 above).  
 
Agreed keep heading in Appendix 1 
Glossary as “Small-Scale Farming” 
but with an amended text to read:  
“Small scale farms (food growing 
and or rearing) ,market gardens , 
agro forestry, allotments,  
underplanted orchards or horticultural 
holdings of 68 hectares or less.” 
 
 
 
 
Agreed, improves readability and 
cross referencing.  Amend text of 
PNP! Annex 1 under Local Food at 
para c) to read: 
“   in White Rock, Roselands, South 
Devon College, and Great Parks and 
Collaton St. Mary in accord with 
Policies PNP19, and PNP20;,PNP21, 
PNP24 and PNP27:……” 
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Collaton Village and its 
environs  
Objectives: 
  

Add objective: 
Provide safe, continuous, 
cycling and pedestrian 
pathways that link key locations 
that include school positions, 
community facilities, 
employment locations and 
strategic longer links across 
open countryside to Totnes 
working with local landowners, 
Devon County Council and 
other authorities.(Stage 2 
additional comments) 

To accord with Policy PNP22 – 
Western Corridor   
paragraph c) 
page 57 
  
N.B. See suggested policy 
change below. 

6.138 
PNP24 – Collaton St. Mary 
Village  
Page 61 

Add new paragraph to policy 
and amended punctuation: 
and 
j) gives priority at all times to 
meeting the needs of local 
resident.; 
k) add allotments and orchard 
spaces for community use; and 

To ensure Local Food policy is 
cross referenced and serves all 
Paignton’s residents  

6.138 
Policy PNP24 –Collaton St. 
Mary Village  
Page 61 

Add new paragraph to policy: 
l) the establishment of a 
strategic, continuous, separate 
cycling and pedestrian pathway 
across open countryside to 
Totnes working with local 
landowners, Devon County 
Council and other involved 
authorities. 

To accord with Policy PNP22 – 
Western Corridor   
paragraph c) 
page 57 

 
 
 
Unnecessary duplication of Policy 
PNP22 a) and c) especially and its 
supporting text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed add text (with amendment 
shown underlined) to read:- 
“k) add allotments and orchard 
spaces for community use where 
achievable, and “ 
 
 
 
Unnecessary duplication of Policy 
PNP22 a) and c) especially and its 
supporting text. 
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6.150 
Policy PNP27 – Preston  
Page 64 

Add new paragraphs to policy 
and amended punctuation: 
and 
d) increase the provision of 
community facilities in the top 
part of Preston, to include a 
community café. 
k) add allotments and orchard 
spaces for community use 
particularly at Parkfield; and 
l) provide modern stable 
facilities at Parkfield for 
community and tourist use. 

To ensure: Local Food policy is 
cross referenced and serves all 
Paignton’s residents; and make 
more of the tourist and 
community offer in regard to 
animal husbandry.  

6.48 
Annex 2 to Policy PNP1  
Design Guide  
Page 28 

Amend section to read: 
 
Residential and commercial 
facilities 
n) support in particular will be 
given to commercial or 
residential development that 
will achieve Passivhaus or 
EnerPHit, standards; and 
residential development that 
will achieve Lifetime Homes 
standards, subject to… 
 
 
 
 

Specific commercial 
development design policies 
are not covered in the Plan  
 

 
 
 
 
Agreed, except for allotments at 
Parkfield that would conflict with the 
intent of Policy PNP14 Core Tourism 
Investment Area. 
Add text to PNP27 to read:- 
“k) add allotments and orchard 
spaces for community use;  and 
l) provide modern stable facilities at 
Parkfield for community and tourist 
use……” 
 
 
Mixing two major land uses in the 
manner proposed is confusing.  
Agreed, by adding new sub-section 
after “Residential facilities” sub-
section, to read: 
“Commercial facilities 
 xx) support in particular will be given 
to developments that will achieve a 
high standard of energy use 
efficiency; and 
xx) provision of out of sight waste 
storage in seagull proof structures for 
not less than 1100 litre in size for 
each commercial unit proposed.” 
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6.48 
Annex 2 to Policy PNP1  
Design Guide  
Page 28 

Amend section to read:  
p) provide space for solid waste 
storage within each curtilage, in 
seagull proof structures 
sufficient to accommodate two 
wheelie bins of 240 litre size or 
in the case of commercial 
development 1100 litre size; 

As above 

6.48 
Annex 2 to Policy PNP1  
Design Guide  
Page 28 

Insert new section:  
  
Sustainable Transport 
 
xx) locate all car access at the 
periphery of the development 
with electric vehicle charging 
points  
xx) provide comprehensive 
direct networks for walking, 
cycling and public transport 
within and beyond the 
development 
xx) where on site roads are 
planned, utilised or provided 
schemes must include  
  

i) car-free areas within 
the development;  
ii) shared space streets 
and squares; 
iii) on street secure 
cycle storage; and 

To provide more climate-
friendly and healthy options for 
residents to get around, accord 
with the hierarchy of 
sustainability, and NPPF35. 

 
 
Included in amendment above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Too prescriptive as proposed. 
Agreed, insert new section with 
additional changes emboldened: 
 
“Sustainable Transport 
xx) wherever possible  locate all car 
access at the periphery……(then as 
wording proposed to left in green) “ 
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iv) dedicated space for 
car-club transport. 
  

6.53  
Annex 3 to Policy PNP1  
Water risks locally  
Page 29 

Add: ‘… the Western and 
Northern Areas of Paignton is 
an are areas…’  
  

Investigations by Torbay 
Council and South West Water 
in 2014 recognised that not 
only are both areas 
experiencing increasing 
flooding, spills and outflows as 
a result of insufficient spare 
capacity in the existing outlying 
network of combined (surface 
and foul) sewers but both 
western and northern Paignton 
‘should be identified for their 
potential to achieve more than 
sustainable drainage 
improvements.’ 
Reference: Torbay Council and 
South West Water (July 2014), 
Torbay 2032 An Assessment of 
Future Sewer Capacity in 
Torbay. Pages 20 & 25 

6.56 
Annex 3 to Policy PNP1  
Surface Water  
Page 29 

Add ‘Developments within the 
Rural Character Area and 
Preston defined in Policy 
Policies PNP19 and PNP27’ to 
first paragraph of policy. 

As policy improvement above. 

6.86 
Policy PNP11 – Old Town  
Page 41 

Add new paragraph to policy 
and amend punctuation 
accordingly: 

Ensure the wishes of Well 
Street residents, who have 
petitioned the council in this 

 
 
 
 
 
Agreed, makes the extent of the 
capacity problem more clear.  Amend 
text of para 6.53 to read: 
“….the Western and Northern  areas 
of Paignton are areas …….” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed and already covered by 
amendment Appendix 11(d) in 
response to Submission B002 above) 
 
 
Though supported as a justifiable 
need, specific highway changes of 
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and 
f) remove street clutter and 
eyesores that detract from the 
area. ;and 
g) stop off northern Well Street 
– Colley End junction and 
pedestrianise the Well Street 
area. 
 

regard, are embraced in the 
plan. 
N.B: a commodious alternative 
route to Church Street is 
available by provision of a right 
turn at Torquay Road to Hyde 
Road traffic lights.  

Table 6.1 Local Green Space 
locations  
Page 25 &26 

Add  
 
PLGS.63: Ramshill Copse  
 
CP Area B � 
 

Ramshill Copse is an important 
area of biodiverse ancient 
woodland central to the 
Ramshill County Wildlife Site 
and one of only 3 areas of 
ancient woodland in the Plan. 

Table 6.2: Local Green 
Spaces  
Page 24 

Add  
PLGS.63 
with relevant green triangle  
  

As policy change above 

Blatchcombe – Designated 
Local Green Space  
Page 91/92 

Add photo (see below) 

 
 
and map (c/o Plan authors) 

As policy change above 

this type are not within the remit of a 
Neighbourhood Plan. 
Agreed, amend PNP11 d) by adding 
text to read: 
“ …..and improvement of residential 
amenity in Well Street; …..” 
(see similar request Appendix 11(a) 
Submission A083) 
 
 
Agreed (if Forum satisfied LGS 
criteria met, if so, add as “PLGS.63 
Ramshill Copse” with corresponding 
additions required to the Plan and 
Supporting Evidence documents. 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
As above 
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PLGS.63 – Ramshill Copse, 
Higher Ramshill Lane  
  

Appendix 1  Glossary of 
Terms  
Page 98 

Term 
Code for Sustainable 
Homes 
Definition 
More energy efficient, use less 
resources, power, water. 
  

Term not used in text of the 
plan policy document to which it 
refers therefore remove. 

Appendix 1  Glossary of 
Terms  
Page 101 

Term 
Net job growth 
  
Definition 
An increase in the jobs 
provision within Torbay, using 
ONS data, above the Local 
Plan 2012 baseline of 59,000. 
Within The Paignton 
Neighbourhood plan area all 
jobs provision, irrespective of 
the baseline, is required, by 
Policy PNP1, to be permanent 
full time and well paid. 
N.B. To calculate net additional 
jobs growth over a given period 
of time: 

1.    record job numbers at 
start of period 
2.    over the same period  

This important definition not 
included in the Draft Glossary  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed, remove as redundant text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The meaning of “net growth” already 
in the Plan is sufficient (page 101).  It 
applies both to the measurement of 
dwelling numbers as well as jobs and 
is easier for the reader to understand. 
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�         deduct total 
number of 
redundancies, 
closures, retirements & 
other job losses; and 
�         add total jobs 
created and vacancies 
filled  

3.    The result is the net 
additional jobs if greater 
than 1) or  the net loss of 
jobs if less than 1) 

  
1.  Supporting Evidence (Document 3) 
 

Paragraph, Policy & Page  
 

Suggested 
Enhancement/Change 

Reason  
 

Figure 2.5.3: SSI`S and other 
Nature Conservation Sites  
Page 23 

Insert box with arrow for 
Ramshill Copse (as those for 
Occombe Woods and Clennon 
Valley) 

Ramshill Copse is an important 
area of biodiverse ancient 
woodland central to the 
Ramshill County Wildlife Site 
and one of only 3 areas of 
ancient woodland in the Plan. 

Ancient Woodland 
Page 24 

Amend to: There are 2 3 within 
the designated Pan Plan Area 
  

�         Ramshill Copse 
  

Increase number to show the 
total number of Ancient 
Woodland sites within the plan. 
Correct typo and add Ramshill 
Copse 

2.5.11 
Page 24 

Amend to: ...location of both all 
three are... 

As change above 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed, adds to understanding of the 
site location. Amend Fig 2.5.3 as 
proposed. 
 
 
 
 
Agreed, accuracy improvement. 
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Wetlands 
Page 24 

Amend to: ...and ditces ditches Correct typo 

Listed Buildings 
second line 
Page 24 

Amend to: ...including 1 Grade 
1 Ι building 

Correct typo 

Listed Buildings 
third line 
Page 24 

Amend to: ...and 4  7 Grade 
ΙΙ*... 

To accord with number of 
Grade ΙΙ* listed buildings  
shown in Table 2.5.1 Listed 
Buildings and other heritage 
features, page 25 

A5.16 
References: 
Page 106 

Add a reference: 
(9) Reference: R. Angell, 
February 2015, Statutory & 
non-statutory sites within 1km 
of road widening (Devon 
Biodiversity Records Centre), 
Kings Ash Road (Ramshill 
Road to Churscombe Cross), 
Paignton,  Ecological Appraisal 
for Torbay Council, Devon 
Wildlife Consultants, p 64. 

As change above 

Table A5.3 Local Green 
Space designations 
proposed  
Page 106 and 107 

Add  
 
PLGS.63: Ramshill Copse  
 
CP Area B � 
  

As change above 

A5.19 
Page 107 

Amend paragraph in regard to 
suggested addition of Ramshill 
Copse as Local Green Space. 

As change above 

Agreed, accuracy improvement. 
 
Agreed, accuracy improvement 
 
Agreed, accuracy improvement 
 
 
 
 
Agreed, accuracy improvement 
 
 
 
Agreed, information improvement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed, (subject to LGS) amended 
above 
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The calculations will need 
alteration to account for the 
size (and percentage) of this 
change  

Schedule A5.1: Stage 1 
Summary  
Page 116 

Insert Column: PLGS.63 
Ramshill Copse, Higher 
Ramshill Lane and amend the 
schedule accordingly 

As change above 

Schedule A5.2: Stage 1 
Summary  
Page 140 

Amend Local in Character  
paragraph to: ‘1 of only 2 3 
areas of...’ and insert space 
after ‘...Natural England)’  

To update schedule as a result 
of PLGS.63  Ramshill Copse 
addition and improve legibility 

Schedule A5.2: Stage 1 
Summary  
Page 148 

Amend Local in Character  
paragraph to: ‘...Valley 1 of only 
2 3 areas...’ 

To update schedule as a result 
of PLGS.63  Ramshill Copse 
addition 

Schedule A5.2: Stage 1 
Summary  
Page 117-178 

Add PLGS.63  Ramshill Copse, 
Higher Ramshill Lane  
with photo (see above) and 
map(c/o Plan authors) 
Size: Abt 3 ha 
Ownership:  Private 
Community Partnership 
Area:  Blatchcombe 
In reasonably close proximity 
to the community served: 
Serves surrounding residential 
areas and bay-wide tourist 
centres 
Why demonstrably special to 
the community served:  
Visual wooded beauty from 

As policy change above 

Agreed, as amended above – plus 
writing to the land owner as required. 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 
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distant vantage points situated 
within key landscaped valley 
used for nature conservation, 
food production, amenity, 
relaxed leisure and countryside 
pursuits  
Local in character:  
Tranquil attractive biodiverse(1) 

(4) local green space at centre of 
Ramshill County Wildlife site(1). 
1 of only 3 areas of ancient and 
semi-natural woodland 
(considered by Natural England 
to be the highest value for 
nature conservation) within 
Paignton(9).  
Other relevant information:  
Recognised under Local Plan 
Policy C1 Countryside and 
located within County Wildlife 
Site. No other designations. 

  Conclusion 
  
Thank you for considering the views of Paignton`s residents over the five years it has taken to 
produce this development plan and for all the dedicated work, time and knowledge invested in 
drafting and producing the pre-final set of 6 documents.  
  
Torbay Green Party looks forward to the upcoming local referendum to mandate the Final Paignton 
Neighbourhood Plan and a further chance to give our support.    
 
 

 
Support and reason noted. 
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B004 Torbay & 
South 
Devon 
Trades 
Council 
(TUC) 

A very comprehensive piece of work. 
 
PNP15, 6.93, 6.94  Flooding & Sea Defences 
 
There should be a defined planning arrangement (Dated Town Centre Sewer Network) for these 
issues to be addressed at the completion of the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
We do not wish for this document sitting on a shelf getting dusty. 
 

Support and reason noted. 
 
The policy will come into effect 
following approval at Referendum and 
‘making’ of the Plan in accordance 
with the timetable defined by the 
Regulations. 

B108 Whitehill 
Country 
Park 

We own Whitehill Country and fully support the proposed plan to make the Yalberton Valley a 
Country Park for tourist and locals to enjoy. 
 
The red line on plan 6.130 includes our woodland and also a development of our glamping pods. We 
feel the red line is too close to our shower block and extends beyond the edge of the woodland on to 
existing pitches on the campsite.    Also, as our glamping pods are very popular and co-exist 
harmoniously with the woodland extremely well, we would like to have the option to further develop 
our eco glamping pods sympathetically on the edge of the woods whilst retaining all the woodland 
environment. 

Support and reason noted. 
 
 
Boundary line excludes shower block 
and existing pitches as sought. 
 

Total 9 Respondents  
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B009 Boyer, on 
behalf of 
Bloor 
Homes 
(South West 
Ltd) 

On behalf of our client, Bloor Homes Ltd, Boyer is instructed to submit representations in response 
to the Pre-Submission consultation on the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan (PNP). 
 
Our comments are provided in the context of land to the north and south of Totnes Road, Collaton 
St. Mary, which is under the control of Bloor Homes (see enclosed Site Plan provided below). This 
area forms part of the Paignton North and West Area Future Growth Area in the adopted Torbay 
Local Plan (December 2015), Collaton St Mary Masterplan Supplementary Planning Document 
(SPD) (February 2016) and is identified as Area D and B respectively at Figure 7.5 of the PNP. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Subsequent enquiry of the 
respondent confirmed that the 
“control” of the land referred to is in 
the form of an option to purchase. 
 
Relevant to note the Future Growth 
Area boundary shown in the Local 
Plan (and referred to left) has been 
corrected in the Neighbourhood Plan 
in discussion with the Council to 
reflect the Masterplan quantum that 
was amended from 800 to 460 
dwellings as a result of the Local Plan 
Examination in Public (see Appendix 
4 Basic Conditions Statement and 
Document 7 referred to).  The bulk of 
the land shown left no longer forms 
part of the development area 
identified in the Masterplan SPD 
adopted by the Council in February 
2016. 
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Adopted Local Plan and Masterplan Context 
 
Our comments seek to ensure that the PNP provides an appropriate, flexible and positive local 
policy response, which facilitates development in accordance with the provisions and objectives of 
the adopted Torbay Local Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (March 2012).  
Upon adoption, the PNP will form part of the statutory Development Plan, therefore, it is essential 
that the PNP supports the wider objectives, in terms of the delivery of sustainable patterns of 
development, of the spatial strategy established in the adopted Local Plan. 
 
The Paignton North and West Future Growth Area comprise five broad areas. The land at Totnes 
Road (SDP3.3) is identified to deliver 460 dwellings over the Plan period in line with the following 
delivery profile (See Table 16: SDP3: Paignton North and Western Area – Key sites for housing): 
No. Dwellings 

 
 
 
In February 2016, the Council adopted the Collaton St. Mary Masterplan SPD (which does not form 
part of the Development Plan but is a material consideration). The Masterplan is intended to help to 
deliver a robust and coherent long term development for the village in a manner that meets the 
objectives of the adopted Local Plan. 
 
However, the Masterplan is clear in its purpose in that it demonstrates how the village can evolve in 
a sustainable way but that there are also likely to be other means of achieving its strategy through 
the implementation of different details by other parties when delivering the various aspects of the 

 
 
 
The requirements expected of the 
Neighbourhood Plan are those 
defined by the Basic Conditions, 
which have been met in full as 
evidenced in detail in the Basic 
Conditions Statement that 
accompanies the Neighbourhood 
Plan. 
 
 
 
 
It must be noted that Table 16 
(referred to left) is identified in the 
Local Plan as an “estimated delivery” 
profile, not an absolute one. 
 
 
 
 
 
The Masterplan as adopted no longer 
includes the same area for potential 
development as assumed in the Local 
Plan at SPD3.3.  The Neighbourhood 
Plan takes account of this in the 
review undertaken and published, 
with no objection from the local 
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masterplan. 
 
It is therefore not an approach which developers are expected to strictly adhere to; rather it aims to 
guide and influence how development could be brought forward. Nonetheless, it demonstrates that 
the scales of growth set out in the adopted Local Plan for Collaton St. Mary can be achieved in a 
manner that is consistent with the objectives of the Local Plan. 
 
The delivery of new homes within Paignton, and specifically, Collaton St Mary must be considered in 
this context. 
 

planning authority. 
 
Both the Local Plan and Masterplan 
SPD make it clear that substantial 
constraints of infrastructure and 
habitat protection must first be 
resolved as also explained in the 
Neighbourhood Plan documentation. 
  

  Compliance with the Local Plan and Masterplan 
 
The NPPF is clear that local planning authorities should plan positively to boost significantly the 
supply of housing, based on an understanding of Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) (Paragraph 47) 
and that planning should proactively drive and support sustainable development and respond 
positively to wider opportunities for growth, ensuring that sufficient land which is suitable for 
development is available (Paragraph 17). 
 

 
 
Court decisions have made it clear 
that this narrow view of NPPF47 is 
not correct. 

  In these terms, the Local Plan is required to deliver about 8,900 new homes over the Plan period, 
equating to an average annual requirement of 495 new homes per year. It should be noted that the 
Inspector’s Report on the Examination of the Local Plan acknowledges that the full OAN for Torbay 
is in the order of 12,300 homes. However, due to environmental constraints, the Inspector accepted 
that it was pragmatic to plan for 8,900 additional dwellings over the Plan period. This is an important 
consideration given the role that Neighbourhood Plans have to play in implementing Local Plan 
policy within Torbay.   Accordingly, the PNP should implement a sufficiently positive and flexible 
policy framework so as not to hinder and/or delay the delivery of sustainable housing growth in line 
with Local Plan requirements (which are less than OAN). 
 

The Local Plan and its Examination in 
Public established that the figure of 
8,900 is based on significant 
uncertainty requiring formal Review at 
not more than 5-yearly intervals.  The 
next Review date is 2020.  The 
Neighbourhood Plan has correctly 
taken this into account. 

  In this regard, the PNP should clearly reference the Collaton St. Mary Masterplan given that it 
demonstrates how the Local Plan requirement for new housing could be achieved around Totnes 
Road whilst also setting out a flexible approach to development where such opportunities would 

The document set already contains 
the reference sought in numerous 
places.. 
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represent sustainable patterns of growth. 
 
However, worryingly, there is no reference in the PNP to the need to provide for flexibility to respond 
positively to new residential development, or specifically, how this could be delivered around 
Collaton St Mary (as set out by the Masterplan). 
 
It is therefore suggested that subsequent drafts are amended to reflect to the context set by the 
Local Plan, the requirement to adopt a positive and flexible approach to new residential development 
to help meet OAN and the guidance provided by the Masterplan. 
 

 
 
The review conclusions set out 
comprehensively why there has been 
found no need to identify further sites. 
 
As above. 

  Phasing 
 
The PNP (Table 8.1) sets out a programme for phasing of development in Collaton St. Mary. It 
states that 90% of the proposed number of homes (418 homes) in Collaton St Mary should be 
delayed until 2027-2030. 
 
These phasing conclusions are justified on the basis that job growth across the Torbay Plan area 
has failed to deliver the annualised increase in jobs. It references Local Plan Policy SS1, which 
identifies that the objective is to create around 275-300 net additional jobs per annum over the Plan 
period to 2030. 
 
Whilst the objective to seek balanced growth is understood, the approach suggested by the PNP is 
reliant solely on the fact that new homes and jobs must be fully in alignment. This is overly simplistic 
means of considering this matter. 
 
Reference to this is made in the Local Plan Inspector’s Report at Paragraph 26, which states: 
 
‘Realistically, however, it is not possible to get such a clear and direct link. Clearly there is a 
relationship between jobs and homes in an area but it is not one that lends itself to precise 
calculation.’ 
 

 
 
Table 8.1 is not as stated, nor has it 
been assembled solely on the basis 
stated  It sets out phasing conclusions 
reached from the review undertaken 
as evidenced comprehensively in the 
document set, which also included 
taking properly into account the 
significant infrastructure and legally 
protected habitat requirements 
identified in the Local Plan and it’s 
supporting documents.  To have 
approached the review in any other 
way would have been deficient. 
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The Inspector continues by advising that: 
 
‘Critically, in an area like Torbay where economic performance has been poor in recent years, there 
is a danger that firms would be reluctant to move to the area or expand in the area if they fear that 
housing to support job creation will not be provided in a timely fashion.’ 
 
Accordingly, the Inspector recognised and supported Torbay Council’s approach to housing delivery 
in that there was a need to provide for new residential development notwithstanding the economic 
performance of the Torbay area.  Indeed, the Council’s strategy as set out in the Plan, was based on 
the assumption that net job growth would not pick up until 2016, and that ‘the recent lack of 
substantial net job growth does not negate the Council’s strategy’. The Inspector acknowledged 
that: 
 
‘The danger of housing growth not being matched by jobs growth is outweighed by the advantage of 
support for the Council’s growth strategy and the confidence the strategy may bring to those looking 
at the area for investment opportunities. 
 
Thus, it was accepted that job growth up to 2016 would not meet the annualised requirement, but 
that this was anticipated during the Examination in Public to the Local Plan with the Council’s 
response being not to delay housing delivery but rather emphasise the early delivery of sites as part 
of the wider growth strategy. 
 
The approach put forward by the PNP runs contrary to the approach adopted by the Local Plan, 
which clearly identified the need to bring forward housing in advance of job creation/opportunities.  
By delaying any housing growth around Collaton St Mary until the end of the plan period could 
therefore mean that any possible employment growth would be limited given the lack of housing 
supply. This would mean that the Council’s growth strategy would not be achieved. 
 
This PNP proposed approach to phasing severely undermines the Council’s strategy and defies the 
wider objectives of the adopted Local Plan, the Masterplan SPD and the NPPF in terms of boosting 
significantly the supply of housing and economic growth. 

 
 
 
As observed by another nationally 
recognised house builder, the 
imbalance between jobs and homes 
that now exists locally requires urgent 
review of the Local Plan. (Persimmon 
Homes South West, Appendix 11(d) 
Submission B011 above (page XX). 
 
 
 
The selective approach to quotations 
from the Inspector’s report masks the 
full picture which included the 
Inspector recognizing that if net job 
growth failed to materialise it would 
be appropriate to reduce housing 
provision to ensure a sustainable 
balance. 
 
The provision of housing in advance 
of job growth has now been achieved 
as comprehensively document in the 
Neighbourhood Plan document set. 
 
 
As above 
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Indeed, it is counter intuitive to the key objectives set out in the PNP in terms of delivering new jobs 
and economic growth.  As currently proposed, the PNP is not considered to provide a sufficiently 
positive framework within which it can deliver its aspirations for both new homes and job growth. 
 

As above 

  Housing Land Supply 
 
Moreover, to delay housing delivery as suggested by the PNP has wider implications. The NPPF 
(paragraph 47) requires that local planning authorities maintain an adequate supply of housing to 
ensure that it can provide five years’ worth of housing against their requirements. The Future Growth 
Areas represent a key component in the planned delivery of housing and form a central plank of the 
strategy to ensure that the Council is able to satisfy its five year land supply obligations. 
 
However, the phasing delay suggested by the PNP would undermine the ability of Torbay Council in 
meeting its five year housing land supply requirement. The consequences of not doing so may result 
in speculative planning applications for development premised on unmet need. This will result in 
sites coming forward for development on land, which is not allocated for development unlike the 
Future Growth Areas. It also means that the significant work undertaken by the Council in terms of 
the Local Plan and Masterplan becomes defunct. It is therefore critical that the Neighbourhood Plan 
positively considers, rather than constrains, development and respond with sufficient rigor to support 
proposals that are consistent with the objectives of the Local Plan (and the supporting SPD) in order 
to maintain an adequate supply of housing. 
 

 
 
As above.  Table 8.1 has been 
misconstrued as already noted above. 
 
 
 
 
As above.  The Neighbourhood Plan 
does not propose a delay.  It 
concludes with evidence that delay is 
arising because the lack of job 
growth, infrastructure problems and 
protected habitat requirements are 
proving to be far more important than 
previously assumed at the Local Plan 
examination stage. 
 

  Housing Affordability 
 
A constrained housing delivery programme in the short term also fails to address, and will actually 
compound, affordability issues.  A review of the ‘Supporting Evidence’ document (Doc 3) for the 
Local Plan fails to provide or consider matters related to housing affordability. It should be noted that 
the updated Exeter and Torbay Housing Market Assessment 2011 identified a need for 820 
dwellings a year in Torbay of which 60% were identified as needing to be affordable. Whilst it is 
acknowledged that achieving such levels of growth is likely to be unrealistic, it does reinforce the 

 
 
As evidenced in the document set, 
the primary problem is the lack of jobs 
locally, not housing, that is driving the 
affordability problem.   The 2011 
Assessment referred to was 
superseded by the 2013 Assessment. 
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urgency and responsibility of the Development Plan (including Neighbourhood Plans) to address as 
far as possible the affordability crisis and ensure that policy requirements/objectives do not result in 
scenarios whereby matters of affordability are exacerbated. 
 
This is recognised by the PNP, which includes a stated objective to ‘increase the amount of local 
housing and meet local need’ (Page 16). However, the proposed delay in bringing forward housing 
critical to addressing affordability will only exacerbate this problem. 
 

 
 
 
 
Table 8.1 has been misconstrued as 
previously explained above. 

  Local Plan Review 
 
There is also a concern that the PNP is seeking push back the delivery of the Future Growth Area 
beyond the Local Plan review dates in the hope that by deferring the release of sites it will mean 
that, as part of the review process, land currently identified in the adopted Local Plan, could be 
reviewed and potentially de-allocated. In this regard, we note that paragraph 2.4.7 of the Evidence 
Paper states: 
 
‘If net job growth exceeds expectation, the plan enables an increase in pace of housing provision 
within Torbay’s remaining environmental capacity. Conversely, if net job growth is less successful, 
the plan enables revisions of housing growth downwards to ensure a sustainable balance is 
maintained (Local Plan 1.1.15 and 7.5.17)’ 
 
The PNP - as currently prepared - appears to be predicated on the conclusion that job growth 
between 2012 and 2016 has failed to meet expectation and therefore housing delivery should be 
delayed until it aligns with job growth. We have already set out why we consider that this is an errant 
approach in terms of economic growth. 
 
This approach is also inconsistent with the NPPF and the need for positive plan making. 
 
The PNP should provide a positive, flexible policy framework to deliver the objectives of the Local 
Plan and to provide a delivery mechanism for site delivery, guided by the adopted Collaton St Mary 
Masterplan. At present, it does not facilitate growth in a timely manner nor does it provide any scope 

 
 
As above. 
 
 
 
 
 
It appears not to be understood that 
this is what the adopted Local Plan 
correctly says, and which the 
Neighbourhood Plan rightly has 
regard to. 
 
 
As above 
 
 
As above. 
 
 
As above 
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in terms of flexibility to support wider opportunities for development, where such opportunities would 
support the objectives of the Local Plan, the adopted Masterplan and those set out in the PNP. 
 

  Conclusions 
 
In summary, it is considered that the overarching objectives of the adopted Local Plan have not 
been met by the current draft of the PNP. Its approach to delay development in the Future Growth 
Area until the final stages of the plan period is contrary to local policy and national guidance.  This is 
because: 
 

• It fails to recognises and respond positively to the requirements to maintain an adequate 
supply of housing land to ensure that Torbay is able to satisfy its land supply obligations; 

• It does not provide sufficient flexibility to engender economic growth; and 
• It does not to respond to identified affordable housing needs thereby exacerbate affordability 

issues. 
 
Given this, we question whether it can be genuinely demonstrated that the PNP, as currently 
drafted, satisfies the basic conditions upon which the Plan will be assessed as set out at paragraph 
8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) 
 
By failing to plan positively for housing growth, and by proactively seeking to delay the delivery of 
new homes, the PNP runs counter to the principle objectives of positive plan making set out in the 
NPPF relative to sustainable economic development and the supply of housing. 
 
The PNP is reliant upon its assumption that alignment in new homes and jobs is key determinant in 
the phasing of growth, yet in doing so it fails to recognise that such an approach can in fact be 
counter-productive if it fails to deliver new homes in a timely manner, as this may deter economic 
investment in the area. 
 
In addition, the PNP is silent on matters relating to housing land supply and affordability. The 
overriding emphasis appears to be on reflecting environmental constraints thereby limiting the 

 
 
In accordance with all requirements, 
the document set has evidenced in 
detail that it is in general conformity 
with the strategic policies of the 
adopted Local Plan and all other 
‘basic condition’ requirements – no 
change is appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
As above. 
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opportunity for development. However, such an approach fails to recognise that the three 
dimensions of sustainable development as defined in the NPPF are mutually dependent. This casts 
further doubts as to whether the PNP satisfies the Basic Condition to contribute positively to the 
achievement of sustainable development as set out in the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as 
amended) (Paragraph 8(2)(d)). 
 
The adopted Local Plan places significant weight in Neighbourhood Plans within Torbay, as the 
delivery mechanism for its growth agenda. Such an approach is therefore dependent on the 
Neighbourhood Plans adopting a positive, flexible approach to ensure sustainable development can 
be delivered. 
 
It is clear, however, that this is not the case with the currently drafted Paignton Neighbourhood Plan.  
As such, our client suggests that significant amendments are made to ensure that the Plan: 
 

• Aligns with the adopted Local Plan 
• Adopted a timely and expeditious approach to the timing and phasing of housing sites within 

the Future Growth Areas; 
• Recognises that there is a need to provide housing in advance of additional job creation to 

encourage the right conditions for economic growth; 
• Acknowledges that housing delivery in the early stages of the Neighbourhood Plan will help 

to address affordability issues; and 
• Does not rely on any future Local Plan Review as a potential means of de-allocating 

adopted Local Plan sites. 
 
We therefore look forward to reviewing the revised version of the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan, 
which we hope will reflect a more positive and flexible approach to plan making than the current 
draft. 
 

 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All of these matters have been taken 
fully into account as evidence in the 
Basic Conditions Statement and 
Supporting Evidence documents in 
particular – no change is appropriate 
 

B008 Origin 3, on 
behalf of 
Taylor 

These representations are submitted to Paignton Neighbourhood Forum on behalf of Taylor Wimpey 
Homes (Exeter) in respect of its site at land north of Totnes Road, Collaton St Mary.  Please refer to 
the enclosed Site Location Plan.  

It is understood the link with the site 
referred to continues to be one of an 
option to purchase. 
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Wimpey 
Homes 
(Exeter) 

 

 
 
As you’ll be aware from our meeting in July 2016, Taylor Wimpey intend to submit a planning 
application for the development of circa 99 dwellings this year.  This follows the adoption of the 
Torbay Local Plan in December 2015 where the site is included within the Totnes Road/ Collaton St 
Mary (SDP3.3) Future Growth Area to accommodate a total of 460 dwellings over the plan period 
(2012-2030) and the subsequent adoption of the Collaton St Mary Masterplan SPD in February 2016 
which provides greater guidance on an appropriate distribution strategy for growth within Collaton St 
Mary. 
 
Land north of Totnes Road, Collaton St Mary also contributes towards Torbay Council being able to 
demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites. The Council expects Taylor Wimpey’s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As discussed at the meeting referred 
to there are significant infrastructure 
and protected habitat requirements 
which the Local Plan clearly identifies 
must first be met before any 
development of the land can be 
approved. 
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site (referred to in Torbay’s latest housing trajectory (2015/16) as “Taylor Wimpey Site (car boot)”) to 
deliver 80 dwellings within the five-year period 2018/19 – 2020/21. In order for this to materialise, 
factoring in the planning application process and lead-in times, a planning application will need to be 
submitted this year. 
 
With this in mind, we have set out below our comments to the Neighbourhood Forum relating to the 
draft Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 14). Our comments relate to the following key matters: 
  

• The Neighbourhood Plan’s approach to housing delivery; and  

• The proposed Local Green Space (LGS) designation at Little Blagdon Sunday Car Boot 
Field, Totnes Road (PLGS60).  

 
 Please find overleaf (below) our response to the Neighbourhood Forum’s consultation questions 

 
 
As above 
 
 
The first bullet item (list left) is 
substantially the same as Submission 
B009 above and the same response 
applies. 
 
The second bullet point is addressed 
below. 

   
1) Do you support the draft plan proposed?  
 
Policy PNP1 – Area Wide Policy 
 
Draft Neighbourhood Plan Policy PNP1 sets out that “priority will be given to securing job led growth” 
(p17) [underlined for emphasis], part of which will involve ensuring a balanced provision of new 
development at all times through “regular (annual) reviews”. 
 
The strategic approach to housing delivery was scrutinised at length during the Torbay Local Plan 
Examination, prior to the Local Plan being adopted in December 2015. Whilst we would all agree an 
ideal scenario would be to have a coordinated and direct link between job creation and house 
building, realistically it is not possible to get such a clear and direct link. The main concern raised by 
the Local Plan Inspector in his report dated 12th October 2015 was that a job-led approach in an 
area like Torbay where economic performance has been poor in recent years would not work. There 
is a danger that firms would be reluctant to move to the area or expand in the area if they fear that 
housing to support job creation will not be provided in a timely fashion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See response to B009 which applies 
equally here. 
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Consequently, he set out in his final report that “it is unrealistic to rely on a jobs led approach in an 
area where the local economy has been struggling and there is a clear need to strongly encourage 
local employers to expand or new employers to move to the area…the danger of housing growth not 
being matched by jobs growth is outweighed by the advantage of support for the Council’s growth 
strategy and the confidence the strategy may bring to those looking at the area for investment 
opportunities.” (p9). 
 
Thus, the adopted Local Plan Policy SS12 (Housing) sets out that provision will be made for 8,900 
homes over the plan period or beyond, so long as these can be provided without harm to the 
economy or environment, including sites protected under European Legislation. 
 
In light of the above, the Neighbourhood Plan should look to boost housing in years 6-10 to ensure 
that housing delivery is on track to provide at least 8,900 dwellings. As set out above, it is expected 
that a boost in housing delivery would provide a catalyst for job creation. By reverting back to a job-
led growth strategy the Neighbourhood Plan would not be in general conformity with the principles of 
the adopted Local Plan and would be at risk of being found unsound in the context of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 184. 
 

 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 
 

  Table 8.1 - Housing sites phasing conclusions  
 
The adopted Local Plan (paragraph 4.5.49) makes clear that the role of the Neighbourhood Plan is 
to allocate land to assist meeting housing needs after the first five years – i.e. expected 
requirements from April 2017. The Neighbourhood Forum’s role is therefore not to re-open the 
debate on the required housing figure but to conform with the policies of the adopted Local Plan and 
positively support them. Neighbourhood plans should not promote less development than set out in 
the Local Plan nor undermine the Local Plan’s strategic polices (NPPF paragraph 184). 
 
If the Neighbourhood Plan does not positively address housing delivery in line with the strategic 
policies of the Local Plan the Council will produce a Site Allocations DPD to allocate land to meet 
housing needs later in the plan period (Local Plan paragraph 4.5.51, p94). This process was due to 

 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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commence by the 31st March 2016 in light of the Neighbourhood Plans not coming forward by this 
date (Local Plan paragraph 4.1.29). We understand that Torbay Council are allowing the 
Neighbourhood Plans to continue (in effect granting extended time) however this puts added 
pressure on the Neighbourhood Plan to come forward in a timely manner. 
 
The Neighbourhood Plan is therefore required to allocate sites for the delivery of housing in years 6-
10 (2017/18-2022) in accordance with the Torbay Council five-year supply trajectory and for a rolling 
five year period until the end of the plan (2030) to ensure that the Council does not have to produce 
a Site Allocations DPD. In our experience the production of such a document is rarely a quick 
process and would put the Council at risk of not being able to demonstrate a rolling five-year supply. 
 
Given the above, the Neighbourhood Plan needs to clearly allocate sufficient sites for Years 6-10 of 
the plan period. Years 6-10 of the plan period are in effect Years 0-5 now and therefore represent 
immediate need. At present, the draft Neighbourhood Plan’s trajectory does not clearly set out a 
housing supply specifically for this period (2017/18 – 2021/22) in line with the Local Plan which 
requires the delivery of 1,190 dwellings (Local Plan Policy SS12). 
 
The Local Plan (Policy SS12) requires the provision of at least 4,285 dwellings at Paignton over the 
plan period (2012-2030). For Paignton alone, the minimum requirement set out in the housing 
trajectory (Local Plan Table 4) is as follows: 
 

• Years 1-5 (2012/13 – 2016/17) – 960 dwellings  
• Years 6-10 (2017/18 – 2021/22) - 1,190 dwellings  
• Years 11-15 (2022/23 – 2026/27) – 1,330 dwellings  
• �Years 16-18 (2027/28 – 2029/30) – 800 dwellings [underline for emphasis].  

 

 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 

  Our concerns at present relate to the Neighbourhood Plan’s focus on deterring development at 
certain sites (including Taylor Wimpey’s site) until after the anticipated Local Plan five-year reviews 
have taken place in 2020/21 and 2025/26 rather than seeking to boost housing delivery and 
maintain a five-year supply trajectory which includes Taylor Wimpey’s site at land north of Totnes 
Road. Particular reference is made to Table 8.1 (Housing sites and phasing conclusions) of the draft 

As above 
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Neighbourhood Plan (p94) where it is stated development at Taylor Wimpey’s site (referred to as 
“FGA SS2 Area E” in Table 8.1) is only suitable to come forward after the second Local Plan Major 
Review in 2025/26 and as such is at the back end of the Neighbourhood Plan’s housing trajectory 
for delivery in Years 2027/2030. Furthermore, the Neighbourhood Plan’s trajectory accounts for only 
40 dwellings at the site compared with Torbay Council’s trajectory which expects the site to deliver 
circa 100 dwellings (80 within the next five years (2018/19 – 2020/21)). 
 

  Reference is made to the adopted Collaton St Mary Masterplan SPD which supplements the Torbay 
Local Plan. In relation to Taylor Wimpey’s site at land north of Totnes Road (referred to as “Phase 4” 
in the Masterplan), the Masterplan SPD states the following: 
 
“The areas highlighted in this phase are not necessarily most suited for delivery towards the end of 
the life of the masterplan. Instead, they are standalone projects that can be delivered earlier without 
negatively impacting upon the other phases should the need or desire to develop these areas 
sooner arise”. 
 
The adopted Masterplan SPD expects the delivery of 105-110 dwellings at Phase 4 which comprises 
Taylor Wimpey’s Site and a smaller site to the north of the village centre. 
 

As above 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 

  Adopted Local Plan Policy SS13 (Five year housing land supply) states that where Neighbourhood 
Plans do not identify sufficient sites to meet Local Plan requirements in years 6-10 of the housing 
trajectory (see above), the Council will either: 
 
1. “Bring forward additional housing land from later stages of the Plan, working closely with land 
owners, developers and Neighbourhood Forums; or  

2. Identify additional sites through new allocation development plan documents; or  
 
3. Consider favourably applications for new housing, consistent with Policy SS2, H1 and other 
Policies of this Plan.”  
 

As above 
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  The housing trajectory detailed in the adopted Local Plan should not be viewed as a target but as a 
minimum requirement. Policy SS13 goes on to say that new housing leading to the five-year supply 
figure being exceeded will be permitted where: 
 
i. “The proposal would bring social, regeneration or employment benefits, including through the 

provision of funding of infrastructure;  

ii. The proposal would not lead to serious infrastructure shortfalls; and  

iii. The proposal is consistent with other Policies in the Local Plan.” 
 

As above 
 

  Proposed Local Green Space (LGS) designation - PLGS60 
 
In total the Neighbourhood Forum seeks to designate sixty-two areas of Local Green Space (LGS) in 
the draft Neighbourhood Plan, including the ‘Little Blagdon Sunday Car Boot Field’ (PLGS60) 
adjacent to Taylor Wimpey’s site. 
 
By designating land as LGS local communities will be able to rule out new development other than in 
very special circumstance (NPPF paragraph 76). Thus, the Government makes clear that  
 
“Identifying Local Green Space should therefore be consistent with the local planning of sustainable 
development and complement investment in sufficient homes, jobs and other essential services.” 
(NPPF paragraph 76, p18). 
 
The effect of a site’s designation as LGS is very significant. It is therefore essential that the 
designation is applied properly and for its intended purpose. 
 

 
 
The boundary of PLGS.60 has taken 
fully into account the Collaton St Mary 
Masterplan SPD, the previous appeal 
proposals withdrawn and all 
subsequent discussions.  Appendix 5 
of the Supporting Evidence document 
that accompanies the Neighbourhood 
Plan sets out comprehensively how 
the site meets the criteria required of 
LGS designations.  No change is 
appropriate. 

  With reference to the adopted Torbay Local Plan Policies Map (Sheet 23), the entirety of the 
proposed LGS site PLGS60 lies within the Council’s identified Future Growth Area (Local Plan 
Policy SS2) which sets the strategic growth direction for development in Collaton St Mary. Whilst 
development at land proposed as PLGS60 (the site adjacent to Taylor Wimpey’s site) is not 

As above 
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expected to come forward within this plan period (with reference to the Collaton St Mary 
Masterplan), in the context of the NPPF paragraph 76 the Neighbourhood Plan’s proposed LGS 
designation at this location is clearly not consistent with the Council’s local planning strategy for 
sustainable development as the land is earmarked as a Future Growth Area. 
 

  Furthermore, the land covered by proposed LGS designation PLGS60 is privately owned land that is 
not accessible to the public. There is some level of discretion as to what spaces would be regarded 
as suitable for LGS designation however the common denominator is that the general public benefit 
from access to the site . NPPG paragraph: 013 (Reference ID: 37-013-20140306) provides 
examples of the type of location LGS designation would be appropriate, this reads as follows: 
 
“…green areas could include land where sports pavilions, boating lakes or structures such as war 
memorials are located, allotments, or urban spaces that provide a tranquil oasis.” 
 
As such, in addition to the proposed designation not conforming to the strategic vision of the 
adopted Local Plan we do not consider the proposed designation site PLGS60 to be a suitable 
location for LGS designation on its merits in the context of the above national guidance. 
 
In any event, it should be noted that the proposed LGS designation PLGS60 has not been worked 
up in accordance with the Taylor Wimpey’s development proposals for the adjacent site. At the very 
least, this should be addressed if the Neighbourhood Forum do opt to progress with proposed LGS 
designation. 
 

As above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 

  2) Are there any changes you wish to see made to the plan?  
 

 

  In our view based on the above comments, the Neighbourhood Plan does not currently conform to 
the Local Plan strategic policies particularly in relation to the phasing of housing delivery and in 
relation to the proposed LGS designation PLGS60. 
 

See response to B009 which applies 
equally here. 
  

  Torbay Council is now somewhat reliant on the Neighbourhood Plan coming forward in a timely 
manner in order to ensure it can sustain a rolling five-year land supply. Thus, making it even more 

As above 
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important that the Neighbourhood Plan is considered to be in compliance with the basic conditions 
set out in paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 
 

  In order to ensure the Neighbourhood Plan meets the basic conditions we suggest the following 
changes are made: 

• The Neighbourhood Plan should look to complement the strategic vision of the Local Plan by 
encouraging a boost to housing supply in Years 6-10. As set out by the Local Plan 
Inspector, a housing-led approach would likely encourage more investment in job creation.  

 

 
 
As above 

  • The Neighbourhood Plan should not discourage development at the identified Local Plan 
Future Growth Areas in the earlier part of the plan period. The adopted Collaton St Mary 
Masterplan SPD makes clear that providing properly supported infrastructure is put in 
place, particularly drainage and flood prevention measures, it would be acceptable for 
development to come forward sooner.  

 

As above 

  • The proposed LGS designation at PLGS60 should be removed as it is not consistent with 
Policy SS2 (Future Growth Areas) in the adopted Local Plan (refer to Policies Map Sheet 
23).  

 

As above 

B010 Stride 
Treglowan 
Town 
Planning, 
on behalf of 
Deely 
Freed/ 
Abacus 

We have been engaged by DF/AP since 2008/09, providing town planning and masterplanning 
design services in respect of their land holdings in the Torbay area. 
 
Since 2014, we have represented DF/AP in respect of their land holding to the south of land locally 
referred to as White Rock. During this time we took an active role in the examination of the Torbay 
Local Plan 2012 to 2030 (the Local Plan). During the Local Plan examination, the Council 
recommended that our client’s landholding south of White Rock (the Site) be allocated for 
development under a Main Modification. 
 
The proposed allocation was aligned with the identification of surrounding land within a Future 
Growth Area and in order to support the Council’s need to identify capacity to accommodate long 
term housing needs. The Inspector concluded that the site has merit in meeting strategic housing 

The Submission received is 
essentially the same as Submission 
B009 above. 
 
The site lies just outside of the 
Neighourhood Plan boundary.  
However, development of the land 
referred to in the Submission would 
constitute a formal “Departure” from 
the adopted Local Plan which applies 
other policies to the site and conflicts 
with the Appeal decision by the 
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needs and the agreed that it can be delivered in a comprehensive manner. However, at the time of 
the Examination Hearings (which are now some two and a half years ago), there was insufficient 
ecology and landscape survey data/assessment so as to be able to confirm an allocation and it 
therefore did not proceed to the final adopted Local Plan. 
 

Secretary of State in 1997.  
 

  1. Recent Work  
 
Since the Inspector’s report on the soundness of the Local Plan we have been actively engaged in 
preparing baseline assessment work to underpin decisions on how to bring forward development 
proposals to meet long term housing needs. This has been predicated on the basis of what, in our 
view, are clear indications from the Inspector that the Site has potential to be considered for 
allocation / a grant of planning permission, subject to satisfying concerns relating to ecology and 
landscape impacts. 
 
In support of this strategy, Torbay Council have adopted (16th February 2017) an Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) Scoping Opinion for the Site, confirming the scope of any future EIA and 
Environmental Statement. This opinion clarifies, amongst other matters, the scope of Landscape 
and Visual Impact Assessment work (including key viewpoints to be assessed) and the scope of 
survey, and likely mitigation required, in respect of ecology. 
 
We have also been engaged in early pre-application discussions with Officers of Torbay Council, 
South Hams District Council and the office of the South Hams Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB). 
 
Most recently, we have undertaken public consultation on emerging proposals. This was launched 
on 11th May 2017 with two key stakeholder sessions and a public event together with a further 
public event on 13th May 2017. A website which hosts the consultation material together with a link 
to a feedback survey was launched on 11th May 2017. The consultation period closed at 23:59 on 
26th May 2017. 
 

 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
As above 
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  2. Neighbourhood Planning Policy  
 
The basic premise of Neighbourhood Planning is summarised in Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) 
which notes that: 
 
Neighbourhood planning gives communities direct power to develop a shared vision for their 
neighbourhood and shape the development and growth of their local area. They are able to choose 
where they want new homes, shops and offices to be built…Neighbourhood planning provides a 
powerful set of tools for local people to ensure that they get the right types of development for their 
community where the ambition of the neighbourhood is aligned with the strategic needs and 
priorities of the wider local area . (our emphasis) (ref. 001 41-001-20140306) 
 

 
 
As above 
 

  PPG continues, noting that “a neighbourhood plan should support the strategic development needs 
set out in the Local Plan and plan positively to support local development (as outlined in paragraph 
16 of the National Planning Policy Framework). (ref. 004 41-004-20140303). Paragraph 16 of the 
NPPF confirms that this relates to policies for housing and economic development and further that 
neighbourhoods should, "plan positively to support local development, shaping and directing 
development in their area that is outside the strategic elements of the Local Plan". 
 

As above 
 

  Specific policy in relation to neighbourhood planning is set out in paragraphs 183-185 of NPPF. In 
particular, paragraph 184 states that: 
 
The ambition of the neighbourhood should be aligned with the strategic needs and priorities of the 
wider local area. Neighbourhood plans must be in general conformity with the strategic policies of 
the Local Plan… Neighbourhood plans should reflect these policies and neighbourhoods should plan 
positively to support them. Neighbourhood plans and orders should not promote less 
development than set out in the Local Plan or under mine its strategic policies. (our emphasis) 
 

As above 
 

  This context is important in all neighbourhood plan areas, but particularly so in Torbay due to the 
unique situation where the proposed neighbourhood plans for Torquay, Brixham and Paignton cover 
the entire area of the local planning authority. 

As above 
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  Local Policy Context  

 
The strategy set out in the adopted Torbay Local Plan (December 2015) places great emphasis on 
the role of the three proposed neighbourhood plans in the detailed delivery of the Local Plan's 
policies. This role is encapsulated in both the strategic policies in section 4 of the Local Plan and the 
delivery area policies in section 5 (in relation to Paignton, section 5.3 specifically.) These policies 
establish clear expectations for how each neighbourhood plan will meet needs within its respective 
Forum area, including those relating to the supply of land for housing and employment. 
 

 
 
As above 
 

  The following policies are directly relevant to the proposed PNP:  
 
• SS1 – "In years 6-10 of the Plan (2017/18-2021/22), development will come from completion of 

committed sites and developable sites identified in Neighbourhood Plans."  
 

4.1.29 – "…neighbourhood plans…only need to identify sufficient sites to maintain a rolling 
five year housing supply from 2017"  

 
• SS2 – "Major development outside of [Future Growth Areas] will only be permitted where the site 

has been identified by the relevant Neighbourhood Plan…"  
 
• SS4 – "The Local Plan supports the creation of at least 5,000-5,500 net additional jobs by 2030."  
 

4.2.18 – “detailed mechanisms for delivering employment-led development, including the 
quantum, layout and phasing, will be determined through a combination of neighbourhood 
planning, masterplanning, and supplementary planning documents.”  

 
• SS5 - “Specific sites will be identified through Neighbourhood Plans… The Council, in 

conjunction with Torbay Development Agency and Neighbourhood Planning Forums, will use 
Local Enterprise Areas and Local Development Orders to encourage provision of high quality 
employment space, environmental improvements, and better facilities serving employment 

As above 
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within existing and proposed employment areas, so long as this is consistent with other Policies 
in this Plan”.  

 
  • SS13 (Table 4 – Local Plan phasing and housing trajectory): 

 

 

 

  5.1.2 – "Emerging Neighbourhood Plans are already identifying sites and projects for future 
development. One of the roles of Neighbourhood Plans is to identify sites for employment and new 
homes to come forward over the medium to long term… Neighbourhood Plans will add detail to the 
way in which these sites might come forward."  
 
 

As above 
 

  • SDP1 – Source of Employment and Housing Land  
 
(Extract of Table 11) 
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  (Extract of Table 12) 
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  Local Plan Examination 

 
The adopted Local Plan has already been subjected to independent scrutiny through the 
Examination process, which provides important context for the rationale behind the strategy and 
policies in the Local Plan and how these operate together to meet the test of soundness. In this 
respect, we feel that two aspects of the Inspector's findings in particular must be borne in mind. 

 
 
As above 
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  Firstly, he noted that there was a likelihood that jobs growth would not begin until after 2016 
(paragraph 22, Inspector’s Report on the Torbay Local Plan). Whilst this is clearly a challenge for the 
local economy, the Inspector endorsed the Council’s proposed tandem strategy of linking housing 
and jobs delivery, specifically noting that: 
 
“with a plan based on a strong growth agenda it would be illogical to have a strategy that did not 
support increases in both housing and employment. Critically, in an area like Torbay where 
economic performance has been poor in recent years, there is a danger that firms would be 
reluctant to move to the area or expand in the area if they fear that housing to support job creation 
will not be provided in a timely fashion” (para 26 Inspector’s Report on the Torbay Local Plan). 
 

As above 
 

  The second point relates specifically to the role of PNP and others. Whilst not repeating in full those 
matters discussed during the Examination Hearing sessions, it is important to recognise that the 
Inspector had specific concerns about the overall strategic approach to delivery, insofar as it relates 
to Neighbourhood Planning. 
 

As above 
 

  Whilst paragraph 28 of the Inspector's Report notes that the principle of leaving medium term 
planning, and in particular allocation/identification of sites, to the Neighbourhood Plans is a sound 
one, which accords with Government commitments to the function of Neighbourhood Planning, this 
was with caveats, including: 
 
“[To ensure that the Plan is in accordance] with paragraph 184 of the NPPF, the Plan must contain a 
clear strategic framework for the NP to work within”;  
 
“In the case of Torbay this will need to quantify the scale and timing of the development needed to 
fulfill the Council’s housing growth ambitions”, and,  
 
“the Plan needs to include a clear policy commitment that the Council will undertake the necessary 
development work if the neighbourhood planning process does not successfully deliver the Local 
Plan strategy”. 
 

As above, noting also that the Council 
as local planning authority has not 
progressed a site allocation DPD as 
provided for in the adopted Local 
Plan. 
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  The adopted Local Plan addresses these points, albeit further development plan work has not been 
taken despite the fact that the March 2016 deadline for submission of the Neighbourhood Plans has 
been missed by each Forum. 
 

As above 
 

  3. Representations  
 
We have reviewed the draft PNP, supporting documents and evidence base, with particular 
reference to the draft Basic Conditions Statement and the associated summary at Part 3 of the draft 
PNP itself. 
 

 
 
As above 
 

  At the outset, we must note that neither the draft PNP nor the draft Basic Conditions Statement refer 
directly to paragraph 184 of NPPF, a policy specifically aimed at neighbourhood plan-making. 
Moreover, although the effect of a number of the policies in the draft PNP is ambiguous, our 
understanding of the overall position is that the draft PNP does in fact promote less development 
than set out in the local plan in direct contravention of paragraph 184. 
 

As above 
 

  Our view is, therefore, that the draft PNP is fundamentally flawed and could not be made in its 
current form. It is also so fundamentally flawed that the defects are not capable of rectification by 
modifications that would be within the power of an Examiner to recommend. It needs to be 
completely redrafted. We say this for the reasons set out below. 
 

As above 
 

  Paragraphs 3.11 and 3.12 of the draft PNP refer to trends in employment numbers, planning 
consents, housing new starts/completions and vacant homes since the Local Plan period started in 
2012. Paragraph 3.13 then states that, "Review of these 'signals'… is a legitimate step to take into 
account in preparing the Neighbourhood Plan”. 
 

As above 
 

  We understand that this refers to the work set out at A4.2 of the draft Basic Conditions Statement. 
This appears broadly to take the position previously proffered by the Paignton Neighbourhood 
Forum at the Examination of the Local Plan, namely that the level of need is lower than that which 
has been identified and therefore it should not be met. In effect, the draft PNP appears to be 
undertaking a review of the Local Plan strategy in this respect and adopting the Neighbourhood 

As above 
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Forum's position that was rejected by the Inspector in the Local Plan Examination. 
 

  It is our view that such an approach is fundamentally flawed. Whilst the PNP Forum may be in 
receipt of evidence on the current local circumstances, this does not negate the requirements to be 
in conformity with the Development Plan. As the draft PNP itself sets out in a number of places (for 
example at Paragraph 3.7) mechanisms for review of the Local Plan strategy are already in place 
elsewhere and are the responsibility of the Council. 
 

As above 
 

  In respect of delivery, the PNP Forum argument appears essentially to be one which suggests that 
additional housing is not required within the draft PNP because the anticipated jobs growth has not 
occurred. The lack of jobs growth is not disputed, but it is important to recognise that the local jobs 
position in this century has fluctuated from a low of 55,000 in 2000 to a peak of 60,000 in 2001 and 
2003. Given this long term position, the Inspector’s conclusion set out above that without housing 
growth job creation will not materialise, must still be the correct approach. 
 

As above 
 

  In this context, the implicit conclusion of the "review" that a reduction in the new start/completion rate 
is a signal that land supply should be reduced is clearly illogical. Moreover, it is contrary to emerging 
policy in the Housing White Paper which clearly points to a future position where low completion 
rates will lead to a requirement for higher, and not lower, land supply levels. 
 

As above, noting also that the 
“review” has not reduce the land 
supply. 
 

  Whatever the basis of the "review", it leads to the statement in paragraph 3.13 of the draft PNP that, 
"[The Review] has led to the conclusion that the supply of land in the Local Plan together with 
planning consents already granted will last for longer than the Plan period to 2029/30." This is simply 
wrong. It does not in any way reflect the status of sites listed in the Local Plan and the mechanisms 
set out in the Local Plan for ensuring adequate supply of land in this period, and does not give any 
indication of how the rolling 5 year housing land supply will be maintained by the PNP. As a result, 
the draft PNP inevitably promotes less development than set out in the Local Plan in contravention 
of paragraph 184 of NPPF. 
 

As above, noting also that the 
quotation referred to accords entirely 
with the references in the adopted 
Local Plan. 
 

  As set out above, the Local Plan also sets out expectations in respect of the neighbourhood plans 
identifying employment land to support job creation. As with housing, the draft PNP also fails to meet 

As above. 
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this Torbay Local Plan strategic aim; we do not believe that the statement at A4.2.25 is borne out by 
the contents of the draft PNP itself. For the reasons set out by the Local Plan Inspector, no reliance 
can be placed on job growth in the period 2012-16 to conclude (as the draft PNP does) that the 
Local Plan strategy in this respect has failed. Accordingly, the draft PNP's lack of provision of 
employment land also constitutes promotion of less development than set out in the Local Plan in 
contravention of paragraph 184 of NPPF. 
 

  4. Summary  
 
We are conscious that the Basic Conditions only require "general conformity" with local and national 
policies and that it is not a requirement that there be no tension whatsoever between the 
Neighbourhood Plan and other plan documents. Nevertheless, we feel that the items set out above 
reveal consistent and repeated failures by the draft PNP to conform with the strategic policies of the 
Local Plan. It is therefore so fundamentally flawed in its current form that it should not be permitted 
to proceed to the next stage in the neighbourhood plan-making process. 
 

 
 
The Basic Conditions Statement and 
Supporting Evidence documents 
show comprehensively how the Plan 
complies fully – no change is 
appropriate 
 

B105 Torbay 
Action for 
Art 

The document on art and culture was submitted some time ago by TAA who have engaged to a 
significant degree with local artists and groups engaged with art and culture. That group have never, 
to my knowledge received any feedback from the PNP. 
 
The submission on art and culture needs to be included in the Plan. I would like someone from the 
Forum to contact me to discuss please. (Representatives subsequently attended Forum meeting 15 
June 2017). 
 

The Plan is geographically based, not 
topic based.  This meets community 
wishes throughout the preparation 
stages.  No priority is given of any 
one site over another that might prove 
suitable for an Art Centre, though 
location in the town centre is 
potentially capable of assisting 
achievement of Policy PNP2. 
 
Agreed add to text of PNP2 (Town 
Centre) to read 
 “      a) improve the vibrancy, cultural 
experience , appearance and layout 
of the area;…..” 
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See also above at Appendix 11(b) 
Submission A158) 

B106 Torbay 
Action for 
Art 

Policy PNP6 is very limited and lacks ambition. 
Policy PNP6 is very limited.   Please see :-  
http://www.torbay.gov.uk/DemocraticServices/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=163&MId=4678&Ver=4  
Torbay Art Centre  Torbay Council’s publication “On the crest of a wave” A Strategy for the Arts and 
Creative  Industries in Torbay 2006-2016 page 19, states “Develop a multi-purpose centre with  
particular emphasis on the visual arts for permanent and temporary exhibitions “ ( This  ambition 
was also in the Councils earlier strategies ). 
 
To address this and other cultural questions, the Council together with the Arts Council  called a 
meeting at the Riviera International Centre on the 17th Oct. 2012 “What could  Torbay’s cultural 
future look like? “  The wish of the majority of attendees was to facilitate the Councils stated aim of 
an Arts Centre.  To that aim a group was formed “Torbay Action for Art -TAA “and formally 
constituted.  This group  identified Parkfield House as being a highly suitable Council owned  
property that would meet the Councils stated objectives. 
 
The TAA committee had discussions with Steve Parrock, Adrian Sheen, Marissa  Wakefield, Cllr 
Dave Butt, Cllr Darren Cowell, and have had valuable assistance from  Brian Roberts of Number 
One Consulting .  Cllr Dave Butt Executive Lead for Culture and the Arts referred to the possibility of 
an arts centre in his article in the Herald dated 24th April 2013.  As the project develops we would 
look for ongoing advice and support from the above as well as those we have had informal contact 
with:-  Carolyn Custerson English Riviera Tourism Company, Tracey Cabache Community  
Development Trust: Anna Gilroy Torbay Council Arts Officer, Mischa Eligoloff Cultural  Partnerships 
Officer, et al.  TAA’s committee sees the Council’s stated aim as admirable and of benefit to all ages 
and  groups in Torbay and tourists alike and have submitted our suggestions to be included in  the 
three towns Neighbourhood Plans.  The added benefit of providing this cultural facility is that Torbay 
could earn the reputation  of “ Coast, Countryside and Culture”, thus raising the nature and number 
of its visitors. 
 
It is recognised that thriving economies in the towns and cities of the UK invariably also  have a 

As above (Submission B105) 
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thriving art scene.  Bodies such as the Arts Council and the United Kingdom Arts and Design 
Institutions  Association (Ukadia) have acknowledged this in several publications by highlighting the  
£60bn the creative industries contribute to the economy and demonstrate why sustaining  that 
contribution with continued investment, will become increasingly important to  economic recovery.  
 
The TDA have addressed aspects of the situation with their Innovation Centres, they are  also giving 
guidance on writing a business plan (currently at draft stage) for the use of  Parkfield House as 
Torbay’s Art Centre. 
 
 

B107 Torbay 
Action for 
Art CIC 

The art aspects of our culture are inadequate. 
 
Policy PNP6  Art and Culture Policy  Artists have been involved in the life of Paignton for centuries. 
Whether its masons carving ornate stone for its buildings, painters and sculptors capturing the town, 
its people and coastline, musicians playing in the harbour, a performance in the theatre or simply 
someone photographing a view. Art enhances the quality and richness of the town and is an integral 
part of its cultural wellbeing. 
 
These policies aim to promote and support economic, environmental and social development by 
attracting tourists and business, by enhancing the design of the buildings and spaces and by 
encouraging pride in the town.  The outcomes, support, material and narrative of public art can vary 
considerably. However, the consistent quality of public art is that it is site specific and relates to the 
town and the bay. It may include new buildings, architectural features and spaces, landscaping, 
materials, sculpture, landmarks, images, events and decoration. It may be small or large scale, 
permanent or temporary, internal or external. 
 
It is also recognised that art and culture are major contributors to education, health and social well-
being. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) also promotes this approach:  ‘take account 
of and support local strategies to improve health, social and cultural well-being for all, and deliver 
sufficient community and cultural facilities and services to meet local needs.’ (Paragraph 17)  The 
new Torbay Local Plan (2012 – 2030) includes Aspiration 4: Create more sustainable communities 

As above (Submission B105) 
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and better places. One of the objectives states:  ‘To create more enjoyable, creative built and natural 
environment using heritage assets, public art and revitalisation of the public spaces to attract events, 
exhibitions and festivals which celebrate and enhance the culture of Torbay.’  Also, reference is 
made more specifically in Policy TC1 Town Centres:   ‘The use of heritage assets, public art and 
public space, events, exhibitions and festivals to provide more enjoyable, creative environment in 
town centres.’  
 
The following policies will help establish Paignton as a major cultural destination and inspirational 
place for people to live, work and visit:   Arts activity  Support, develop and fund opportunities for the 
people of Paignton to take part in and experience a wide range of arts activity and to share in the 
social, economic and environmental benefits the arts can bring. Support the development of an 
environment where artists can flourish.   Dedicated places  A dedicated art and cultural hub will be 
provided in the town. Indoor and outdoor space will be provided throughout Paignton for cultural and 
art projects to inspire, engage and encourage residents and visitors.   Offering support, guidance 
and incentives  Support, guide and fund local initiatives, including art markets, pop ups, art trails, 
performance, street theatre and visual displays.  Incentives will be offered to businesses to become 
patrons and mentors for local artists through an ‘Art for Rent Scheme’. Space will be provided in 
business premises for the placement of art in order to support the gallery and artist.  Heritage and 
Cultural Assets  Promote Paigntons heritage by encouraging the positive use of buildings and 
spaces, and by recognising places valued by the community. 
 

Total 3 Respondents  
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B101 Big Barn 
College and 
Holy Days 
School 

Fernham Village and Sands is important historic and cultural heritage as it is part of the rural area 
which Brunel's Great Western Railways opened for visitors and trade, thus leading Isaac Singer and 
his family creating their dream homes now to be restored and renamed Paris Singer Gardens, 
Oldway Mansions, and Palace Globe as the focal point of Peynton Rural Park Torbay, Devon, 
England, U.K. to be celebrated during the reign of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second and her 
Heirs forever in the protected 'Grass Belt' of the West Country, Great Britain. Submitted by Melvyn 
Paul Newbery Brunel Chartered Engineer. 
 
As protected by covenants, and local people for the safety and health of children, animals, farm 
land, Village greens, beaches, waters, Geo Park and now Rural Park designation. 
 

Support shown for the Plan protecting 
heritage assets is welcome and 
noted. 

B003 Devon & 
Cornwall 
Police 

My role as the Police Designing out Crime Officer (DOCO) (formerly Police Architectural Liaison 
Officer – ALO) is to act as the single point of contact for the planning authority, architects and 
developers, in providing appropriate and relevant advice and recommendations on designing out 
opportunities for crime, fear of crime, antisocial and unacceptable behaviour (ASB) and conflict in 
the built environment. This is achieved by reviewing planning applications, as per protocol below in 
conjunction with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Local and 
Neighbourhood Plans to ensure the aims and objectives of this concept have been considered by 
the applicant. 

Police Designing out Crime Officer Protocol with Pl anning Authority:-  

• Major housing schemes of 10+ dwellings  
• Major commercial office, industrial, retail or leisure schemes  
• New neighbourhood or district community facilities  
• Relevant shop front improvements  
• Proposals which include significant areas of open space/landscaping as part of a 

development, including linkage footpaths  
• Proposals incorporating significant off street car parking provisions  
• Proposals involving transport interchanges or other significant highway infrastructure  

Support shown for the Local Plan 
policy is welcome and noted. 
 
Agreed, add new sub-heading and 
text at the end of PNP1-Annex 2 to 
read: 
 
“Designing out crime 
  
(xx) all development proposals will be 
expected to show how crime and the 
fear of crime have been taken into 
account in the proposals submitted for 
planning approval having regard to: 
 
• Access and movement  - Places 

with well-defined and well used 
routes with spaces and entrances 
that provide for convenient 
movement without compromising 
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• Improvements such as cycle lanes and new or improved footpaths  
• All applications for Class A3, A4 and A5 food and drink uses  
• New or redeveloped schools/education premises  
• Where the intended occupants are particularly vulnerable and may require a higher standard 

of security to ensure their personal safety e.g. care homes and drug rehabilitation centres  
• Gypsy and Traveller sites  
• ATM’s  
• Solar Farms 

It is pleasing that the role of the DOCO and designing out crime etc. is firmly embedded in the 
Torbay Plan but as Neighbourhood Plans are also referred to in the planning decision process and 
‘crime and the fear of crime’ are material planning considerations, therefore a determining factor in 
planning consent, it is considered that there should be specific policy written into the PNP for new 
development. 
 

security.  
• Structure  - Places that are 

structured so that different uses 
do not cause conflict.  

• Surveillance - Places where all 
publicly accessible spaces are 
overlooked.  

• Ownership - Places that promote 
a sense of ownership, respect, 
territorial responsibility and 
community.  

• Physical protection -  Places 
that include necessary, well-
designed security features.  

• Activity  - Places where the level 
of human activity is appropriate to 
the location and creates a 
reduced risk of crime and a sense 
of safety at all times.  

• Management and maintenance 
- Places that are designed with 
management and maintenance in 
mind, to discourage crime.   

  It would also assist if there was mention that applicants should be able to demonstrate the following 
principles of Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPtED) and where this has been 
implemented in the design and layout of their proposed development:-  
 

• Access and movement  - Places with well-defined and well used routes with spaces and 
entrances that provide for convenient movement without compromising security.  

• Structure  - Places that are structured so that different uses do not cause conflict.  
• Surveillance - Places where all publicly accessible spaces are overlooked.  

 
 
 
 
As above 
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• Ownership - Places that promote a sense of ownership, respect, territorial responsibility 
and community.  

• Physical protection -  Places that include necessary, well-designed security features.  
• Activity  - Places where the level of human activity is appropriate to the location and creates 

a reduced risk of crime and a sense of safety at all times.  
• Management and maintenance - Places that are designed with management and 

maintenance in mind, to discourage crime.   
 
The above considerations will ensure compliance with the following legislation and planning 
policies:- 
 

• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)  at paragraph 7 makes a clear statement that 
sustainable development is at the heart of its planning policy, defining three fundamental 
dimensions: economic, social and environmental . Crime and the fear of crime, as well as 
conflict and acts of antisocial and unacceptable behaviour, can directly impact on all three of 
these dimensions.  

 
This has been reinforced throughout the NPPF, specifically at point 58 (Requiring good 
design) & 69 (Promoting healthy communities), which requires local authorities to produce 
‘Local and Neighbourhood plans’ with a specific aim to create:- 

 
Safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not 
undermine quality of life or community cohesion; and 

 
Safe and accessible developments, containing clear and legible pedestrian routes, and high 
quality public space, which encourage the active and continual use of public areas. 
 

• Crime and Disorder Act 1998, specifically section 1 7 which directs that we must have 
community safety embedded into our planning, our policy and our operational day-to-day 
activity. It states ‘Without prejudice to any other obligation imposed on it, it shall be the duty 
of each authority to exercise its various functions with due regard to the likely effect of the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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exercise of those functions on, and the need to do all that it reasonably can, to prevent, 
crime, fear of crime and disorder in its area’. 

 
• Torbay Plan - DE1 Design & SS11 Sustainability  

 
• Secured by Design (SBD) - SBD is a crime prevention initiative owned by the Mayor’s 

Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) on behalf of the UK police services. SBD aims to 
reduce crime, the fear of crime and opportunities for antisocial behaviour and conflict within 
developments by applying the attributes of CPtED in conjunction with appropriate physical 
security measures. 
 

• And all other relevant local planning policies rela ting to the creation of safe, secure and 
sustainable communities.  

 
B006 National 

Grid 
An assessment has been carried out with respect to National Grid's electricity and gas transmission 
apparatus which includes high voltage electricity assets and high pressure gas pipelines, and also 
National Grid Gas Distribution's Intermediate and High Pressure apparatus.  National Grid has 
identified that it has no record of such apparatus within the Neighbourhood Plan area.  Gas 
Distribution - Low / Medium Pressure  Whilst there is no implications for National Grid Gas 
Distribution's Intermediate / High Pressure apparatus, there may be Low Pressure (LP) / Medium 
Pressure (MP) Gas Distribution pipes present within the proposed development sites.  If further 
information is required please contact plantprotection@nationalgrid.com 
 

Confirmation noted – no change 
necessary. 

B012 Network 
Rail 
Property 

Thank you for providing us with this opportunity to comment on this document.  This email forms the 
basis of our response to this consultation request.  
 
Network Rail is a statutory undertaker responsible for maintaining and operating the country’s 
railway infrastructure and associated estate.  Network Rail owns, operates, maintains and develops 
the main rail network.  This includes the railway tracks, stations, signalling systems, bridges, tunnels, 
level crossings and viaducts.  The preparation of development plan policy is important in relation to 
the protection and enhancement of Network Rail’s infrastructure 

Information noted – no change 
necessary. 
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Level Crossings 
 
Councils are urged to take the view that level crossings can be impacted in a variety of ways by 
planning proposals: 

• By a proposal being directly next to a level crossing  
• By the cumulative effect of development added over time  
• By the type of  crossing involved  
• By the construction of large developments (commercial and residential) where road access 

to and from site includes a level crossing  
• By developments that might impede pedestrians ability to hear approaching trains  
• By proposals that may interfere with pedestrian and vehicle users’ ability to see level 

crossing warning signs  
• By any developments for schools, colleges or nurseries where minors in numbers may be 

using a level crossing. 
 
The Council have a statutory responsibility under planning legislation to consult the statutory rail 
undertaker where a proposal for development is likely to result in a material increase in the rail 
volume or a material change in the character of traffic using a level crossing over a railway:- 
 

• (Schedule 5 (f)(ii) of the Town & Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) 
order, 2010) to  requires that … where a proposed development is likely to result in a 
material increase in the volume or a material change in the character of traffic using a level 
crossing over the railway (public footpath, public or private road) the Planning Authority’s 
Highway Engineer must submit details to both Her Majesty’s Railway Inspectorate and 
Network Rail for separate approval”. 

 
Developer Contributions 
 
The Neighbourhood Development Plan should set a strategic context requiring developer 
contributions towards rail infrastructure where growth areas or significant housing allocations are 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Information noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PNP6 and PNP12 include this. 
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identified close to existing rail infrastructure. 
 
Many stations and routes are already operating close to capacity and a significant increase in 
patronage may create the need for upgrades to the existing infrastructure including improved 
signalling, passing loops, car parking, improved access arrangements or platform extensions.   
 
As Network Rail is a publicly funded organisation with a regulated remit it would not be reasonable 
to require Network Rail to fund rail improvements necessitated by commercial development.   It is 
therefore appropriate to require developer contributions to fund such improvements. 
 
Specifically, we request that a Policy is included within the document which requires developers to 
fund any qualitative improvements required in relation to existing facilities and infrastructure as a 
direct result of increased patronage resulting from new development. 
 
The likely impact and level of improvements required will be specific to each station and each 
development meaning standard charges and formulae may not be appropriate.   Therefore in order 
to fully assess the potential impacts, and the level of developer contribution required, it is essential 
that where a Transport Assessment is submitted in support of a planning application that this 
quantifies in detail the likely impact on the rail network. 
 
To ensure that developer contributions can deliver appropriate improvements to the rail network we 
would recommend that Developer Contributions should include provisions for rail and should include 
the following: 
 

� A requirement for development contributions to deliver improvements to the rail network 
where appropriate.  

� A requirement for Transport Assessments to take cognisance of impacts to existing rail 
infrastructure to allow any necessary developer contributions towards rail to be calculated.  

� A commitment to consult Network Rail where development may impact on the rail network 
and may require rail infrastructure improvements.  In order to be reasonable these 
improvements would be restricted to a local level and would be necessary to make the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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development acceptable.  We would not seek contributions towards major enhancement 
projects which are already programmed as part of Network Rail’s remit. 

 
Planning Applications 
 
We would appreciate Paignton/Torbay Councils providing Network Rail with an opportunity to 
comment on any future planning applications should they be submitted for sites adjoining the 
railway, or within close proximity to the railway as we may have more specific comments to make 
(further to those above).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
A requirement for the Council to 
undertake in accord with the 
legislation referred to in the 
Submission received 

B001 South West 
Water 

I refer to the above (NP) documents the content of which is noted and upon which South West 
Water has no specific comments at this time. 
 

Response noted, see also response 
of Environment Agency below 
(Appendix 11(f) Submission C001) 

B014 Transition 
Town 
Totnes 
Cycling 
Group, 
Totnes 
Neighbourh
ood Plan 
Transport 
Task Group. 

Introduction 
 
The Forum has been able briefly to review the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan (PNP), paying 
particular attention to the transport provisions for the Western Corridor. 

We have noted the substantial housing growth planned for the areas around Great Parks and 
Collaton St Mary. We would like to express our concern at the likely growth in motor traffic which 
these developments would occasion and believe that the impact may be unsustainable but certainly 
requires mitigation. We have expressed this concern before. 

The Forum wishes our two communities to work together on this issue in as many ways as are open 
to us.  Mitigating the congestion ( noted in the PNP as already a problem) would minimise the 
economic damage to both our communities; minimising increases in pollution caused by motor traffic 
would help to protect our health. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Concern noted and which the Local 
Plan and Collaton St. Mary 
Masterplan SPD make clear would 
need to be addressed before approval 
could be given to planning 
applications.   Working together is 
welcomed. 
 

  Comments on Particular Sections: 

p 43 Getting Around 

Should additional housing be approved around Great Parks and Collaton St Mary the (Totnes) 

 
 
 
Supported noted. 
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Forum welcomes this section as a whole, and in particular the following: 

Objectives: 

In the short term: 

• Promoting transport connectivity 

• Improved signage for visitors 

• Improved surface connection for visitors with disabilities 

• Review the way traffic uses the Town Centre and how it interacts with pedestrians 

• Small scales changes that collectively improve pedestrian connection 

• De-clutter the town centre and make it easier to move around on foot 

• Ensure that parking within the town supports the viability of the Town Centre 

• Plan public transport better to meet user’s needs 

  Policy PNP 12  Integrated transport  in the town centre and seafront area …..is encouraged. 
For development to proceed, financial contributions will be required…..to fund, in full, necessary 
active travel, public transport and highway infrastructure. 
 
Community priorities in terms of additional local facilities. 
The (Totnes) Forum welcomes all community facilities a) to j) …and also 
 
“Proposals that prevent a) to j) from being achieved will not be approved” 
 

Supported noted. 

  p 57 Western Corridor King’s Ash Road/Brixham Road  and (PNP22) 

The (Totnes) Forum welcomes this section as a whole, and in particular the following:- 

6.118  The major bottleneck ….is at Tweenaway Cross.   Unsatisfactory provision exists in the area 
for safe, enjoyable active travel…. 

 
Supported noted. 
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  Objectives: 

 
• Further development should only take place if there are developer contributions that meet 

the road improvement costs [and S106 contributions for the mitigation of impact along the 
A385 including Totnes] 

• Provide safe, continuous cycling and pedestrian pathways that link to key locations…and 
strategic longer links across open countryside to Totnes….. 

 

Supported noted. 

  Policy PNP 22  Active travel in the Western Corridor area is encouraged. 
 
Financial contributions will be required …from each developer to fund in full necessary active Travel, 
public transport and highway infrastructure. 
 
Community priorities in terms of additional local facilities…….. 
 
The (Totnes) Forum welcomes all community facilities a), b), c), d), e), f) and also 
 
Proposals that prevent a) to f) from being achieved  will not be approved. 
 

Supported noted. 

Total 8 Respondents  
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C004 Brixham 
Peninsular 
Neighbourh
ood Forum 

The Brixham Peninsula Neighbourhood Plan forum working group has considered in detail your draft 
Paignton Neighbourhood Plan.  We support your plan and commend those involved for the 
extremely high level of supporting information and the clear and logical way things are presented.    
We note your plan proposes to repeat for information purposes Torbay Council's identification of 
Local Plan sites.   This is a similar approach to that followed by the Brixham Peninsula 
Neighbourhood Plan at regulation 14 consultation stage in relation to Employment sites.   As your 
plan's approach is relevant to the approach we take in our own plan we would request being kept 
appraised of the situation should this change. 
 

Support noted.  Any change made 
will be notified as requested. 

C001 Environmen
t Agency. 

In our previous consultation letter dated the 10th May 2016 we were pleased to note that the main 
aims and objectives of the plan referenced the improvement of the towns flood and sea defenses 
together with the protection of green space and ecological features.  
 

Support noted –also see 
amendment above in Appendix 
11(b) Submission B002. 

  We requested that the plan considers policy which would contribute towards the enhancement of the 
water environment in general, with particular reference to designated bathing waters.  Our aim was 
to ensure that surface water from new development would be kept out of the combined sewer 
system.   
 

Support noted 

  Paragraph 6.51 of the draft plan references the findings of South West Water's 2014 Sewer Capacity 
Assessment.  The assessment identifies the necessity to reduce the surface water load from the 
combined sewers. 
 

Support noted 

  The SWW assessment provides the evidence to support the approach set out in Annex 3 to Policy 
PNP1.  Whilst the policy doesn't explicitly mention the potential for the protection of bathing water 
quality by not overloading the combined sewer system it ensures the actions required to protect the 
current standard of bathing water quality will be implemented as and when development proposals 
come forward. 
 

Support noted – no change 
necessary. 

C005 Historic 
England 

Thank you for your Regulation 14 consultation on the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
In fact there are few comments that we wish to make.  We note that no sites are allocated for 

 
 
Support noted. 
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development.   We are impressed by the extent to which the Plan identifies and draws upon the 
area’s distinctive local identity to inform policies and proposals intended to address locally relevant 
issues.   The scope and nature of these is extensive and comprehensive and demonstrates a holistic 
understanding of how the Plan area could be improved to generate social, economic and 
environmental wellbeing. 
 
We are particularly pleased that the area’s historic character and suite of heritage assets are 
identified as important defining qualities which it is desirable to protect and enhance, represented in 
un such forms as the Picture House (policy PNP5) and specific proposals for the Old Town (policy 
PNP11). 
 
We therefore only need to congratulate your community on its Plan and wish it well in pursuing the 
remainder of the plan making process. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Support noted 
 
 
 
 
Support noted - no change 
necessary..   

C006 Natural 
England 

We are pleased to see that the richness of the local environment is highlighted and valued in the 
Plan. The local environment’s importance for rare and protected species, such as greater horseshoe 
bats and Cirl Buntings is an asset to Paignton and this comes across in the Plan. 
 
As noted in the Plan, a large area in the west and south is covered by the greater horseshoe bat 
(GHB) sustenance zones and strategic flyways as defined in the South Hams Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC) GHB consultation zone planning guidance. 
 

Support noted. 
 
 
 
Support noted. 
 

  Natural England would recommend that you include reference to all designated sites within your 
local area; this includes Saltern Cove Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Roundham Head 
SSSI and the adjacent Lime Bay and Torbay Marine Special Area of Conservation (SAC). Preferably 
these sites and those of local importance (i.e. Local Nature Reserves) would also be clearly 
identified on an OS map. See MAGIC for authoritative geographic information about the natural 
environment from across government. 
 

Agreed, insert a plan and schedule 
into the main Plan document that 
identifies on an OS base all sites 
referred (left). 

  Policy PNP1– Area Wide Policy  
We are pleased to see that biodiversity enhancement is mentioned in this key overarching policy but 

 
Agreed, add to text of PNP1 to read: 
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feel that it could be strengthened to apply to all aspects of the policy rather than only in reference to 
jobs and local identity. 
 
We note that the policy seeks to safeguard key areas of rural landscape, local green spaces and 
food production and we suggest that this could re-worded to specifically promote biodiversity 
enhancement as all of these assets contribute to community wellbeing and the tourism offer. We 
note that specific named areas for Local Green Space and key areas of rural landscape are 
identified on plans. It appears that areas for local food production (i.e. allotments) are mapped as 
Local Green Space. 
 

 
In first paragraph: 
 
“In all parts of the Paignton 
Neighbourhood Plan Area a 
balanced delivery of growth and 
biodiversity enhancement  will be 
supported by:…..” 
 
In first paragraph under sub-heading 
of “More homes:” add text to read: 
 
“Housing growth appropriate to meet 
local needs and biodiversity 
enhancement , including affordable 
housing, will be supported 
through…..” 
 

  Annex 1 to PNP1  
This draws strongly on the benefits of growing food locally in terms of encouraging healthy lifestyles 
and community cohesion. We are pleased to see that the plan seeks to build upon the existing 
biodiversity and landscape assets by encouraging coherent ecological networks. 
 
We are pleased see measures aiming to reduce the impacts of the construction and operation of 
new developments are outlined in the plan. Resource efficiency and the continual reduction in CO2 
emissions are vital in efforts to protect the natural environment and to avert the worst impacts of 
climate change. 
 
We support the requirement for new developments to achieve drainage improvements that will divert 
surface water away from the combined sewer network and improve water quality which will in turn 
benefit biodiversity. 

 
Support noted. 
 
 
 
Support noted. 
 
 
 
 
Support noted. – see also C001 
above from Environment Agency. 
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  Green Infrastructure and Priority Habitats  

It is encouraging to see the emphasis placed on the protection, enhancement and linking of green 
spaces (including the greening of streets) to enhance the local green infrastructure network that runs 
through many of the plan’s policies. The plan area contains numerous areas of Priority Habitats (see 
MAGIC), including traditional orchards, ancient woodland, broadleaved woodland and semi-
improved grassland. It would be good to ensure that these are linked through multifunctional green 
infrastructure, where opportunities arise. Information on Priority Habitats can be found in the UK 
Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP) - click here for more information.  
While we welcome the inclusion of the Torbay GI Delivery Plan map (page 23), the quality is poor 
and difficult to read. 
 

 
Support noted  
 
 
 
Agreed, attempt will be made to 
include a better quality of the GI 
map or reference link to it.. 
 

  Housing  
We note that the Plan states that no additional sites are allocated for development. Clarification on 
this matter is sought and the degree to which the Neighbourhood plan is compatible with the Torbay 
Local Plan. It is our understanding that the Local Plan anticipates that sites will be allocated within 
the Neighbourhood plan to meet housing delivery needs. It is suggested this issue is discussed with 
Torbay Council. 
 
If the Neighbourhood Plan changes and sites are to be allocated, these would need to be assessed 
through both a Habitats Regulations Assessment and a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA). 
 

 
Addressed in detail in Appendix 4 of 
the Basic Conditions Statement that 
accompanies the Neighbourhood 
Plan. 

  General comments  
Where policies refer to specific areas (such as in PNP13, PNP16 & PNP 21) these areas should be 
shown on an OS base map rather than by an indicative circle. This will ensure that decision makers 
are clear about the area to which the Neighbourhood Plan’s policies relate and enable the policies to 
be implemented effectively. 
 

 
Agreed, include an OS based map 
showing the boundaries and 
elements referred to (left). 

C103 Stoke 
Gabriel 
Neighbourh

The Plan is comprehensively researched, communicated, well presented and has gone through all 
necessary consultations. Writing on behalf of the Stoke Gabriel Neighbourhood Plan Group liaison 
has been excellent.  We particularly support the proposals for protected area designation for the 

Support noted. 
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ood Plan 
Group 

Yalberton Valley to Blagdon Valley.   The lower part of the Yalberton Valley includes the Mill Pool at 
Stoke Gabriel and River Dart and lies within the South Hams area and has been designated at 
national level as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). It is likely that this area will 
become at least 'local green space' in The Stoke Gabriel Plan, providing a green corridor from 
Blagdon to the Dart.   We also support particularly proposals relating to White Rock. 
 

C102 Stoke 
Gabriel 
Parish Plan 
Group 

PNP12 Getting around - a stated aim for increased connectivity both within the NP area and to/from 
adjacent areas should be included. 
 

This is already covered to the extent 
considered necessary by Policy 
PNP22. 

C002 Torbay 
Council as 
Local 
Planning 
Authority 

Thank you for preparing the pre-submission Consultation Draft of the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan 
and suite of supporting documents.  These clearly represent a great deal of time, effort and 
dedication by the Neighbourhood Forum. 
 
As has been set out a number of times previously, Torbay Council has a number of overarching 
concerns. The Draft Neighbourhood Plan does not make site allocations and is therefore not in 
general conformity with the Adopted Torbay Local Plan (2012-2030).  In addition, the 
Neighbourhood Plan appears to seek to re-assess Torbay’s objectively assessed need, with a view 
to reducing housing numbers or postponing development on some sites until after the Local Plan 
review in 2020.  In the Council’s view this is likely to be tantamount to promoting less development 
than required by the Local Plan, contrary to paragraph 184 of the NPPF. 
 

 
 
 
 
Both of the concerns have been 
addressed comprehensively in the 
document set produced.  The 
Council’s conclusion on general 
conformity is based on an assertion 
that does not fit with the facts and 
legal requirements involved. 

  Notwithstanding these concerns, the Neighbourhood Plan is clearly written and concise.  I have  
included a detailed table of comments at appendix 1, which builds on David Pickhaver’s comments 
sent by email on 16th March 2017 relating to Draft Version 14-2 of the Plan.   Key points that I would 
alert the Forum to are;  
 

 

  • That the Plan would be significantly more legible if accompanied by a Policies Map;  
 

Part 7 of the Plan is intended to 
function as the “Policies Map”  
Enhancement will be included in the 
final Plan to assist with the concern 
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raised. 
  • Some policies, particularly some Local Green Spaces conflict with development aspirations; 

 
See later below where the specific 
sites are referred to. 
 

  • The restriction of occupation of town centre dwellings in PNP13 (c) will impact on viability 
and the delivery of town centre regeneration.  

 

The prospect of securing “viability” is 
enhanced by alerting developers to 
local requirements in advance. 
 

  • As a general point, the phrasing “Proposals that prevent...will not be approved” may be 
better phrased in the positive i.e. “proposals that achieve...will be approved 

 

The Plan’s policies all commence 
with positive phrasing.  Where any 
negative words are used (as with the 
NPPF and Local Plan), they help 
developers to know what the 
material considerations will be in any 
departure that may arise.  Without 
such clarity, wasted developer effort 
and resources result. 
 

  The Torbay Development Agency (TDA) will be submitting comments on behalf of Torbay as a 
landowner and development agency. This letter is on behalf of Torbay in its role as local planning 
authority.  Other Council departments may wish to provide additional comments.  
 

Clarification noted and welcome in 
view of the findings later below (see 
TDA submission C003). 

  However, I would highlight that a need has been identified for two primary school sites in Paignton, 
although the site currently being considered for one of these schools is within the Brixham Peninsula 
Neighbourhood Plan area.  
 

This has come too late and with very 
little information.  Inevitably it is a 
matter now for future planning 
applications to address. 

  Objectively Assessed Need  
 
The Neighbourhood Forum was extensively involved in the Torbay Local Plan Examination.  It is fair 
to say that the Forum was a principal advocate of lower, or more phased, growth than promoted in 
the Local Plan. You presented extensive evidence to the Inquiry, as is of course your right to do.  In 

 
 
Comprehensively addressed in the 
Basic Conditions Statement and 
Supporting Evidence documents. 
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considering the evidence, the Inspector assessed that Torbay’s full objectively assessed need was 
around 11,000 - 11,500 dwellings between 2012-30 (Inspector’s Examination Report  October 
2015,paragraph 34); and that the policy-on requirement was 8,900 dwellings ( Inspector’s Report, 
paragraph 41).  Whilst the Inspector expressed some doubt about the Council’s Economic Strategy; 
he rejected an approach that restricted homes until jobs had been delivered (paragraph 27). 
 

  The Draft Neighbourhood Plan acknowledges the Local Plan requirements for homes and 
employment space (p10-11); but the following text in paragraphs 3.10 et seq. suggests a skepticism 
on the part of the Forum about the level of housing need in Torbay. This is expanded upon in 
Appendix 4 (pages 23-29) of the Basic Conditions Statement and section 2 (pages 6-19) of the 
Supporting Evidence document.   Whilst the housing trajectory at Table A4.2.12 of the Basic 
Conditions Statement sets out a housing trajectory, it seems to postpone the delivery of some sites 
for reasons un-related to infrastructure.  These include sites already allocated in the Local Plan 
under Policy SS2. 
 

As above. 

  It is appreciated that the Forum’s view is honestly held. However, we would respectfully point out 
that the Neighbourhood Plan is not a re-run of the debate about overall housing requirements that 
took place through the Local Plan.  This was the subject of a full consultation process and a 
resolution provided by the Inspector’s Report dated October 2015.  There is a requirement for 
Neighbourhood Plans to support the strategic development needs set out in the Local Plan and to 
plan positively to support local development (NPPF 16, 184 and Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) 
41-004-20140306).  
 

The review has been unavoidable 
because annual monitoring reports 
have not been produced by the 
Council as required by the Local 
Plan and its ‘plan, monitor and 
manage’ approach (LP para 7.5.10). 

  The Local Plan Inspector’s findings are relatively recent.  However, the subsequent 2014 based 
DCLG Household Projections (published in 2016) indicate a slight increase from the 2012 based 
projections (to 8,200 additional households over the Plan period).  Moreover, the recent Housing 
White Paper “Fixing our broken housing market ” clearly seeks to build more homes and sees 
Neighbourhood Plans as a mechanism for increasing housing supply (paragraph 1.41-4).  The 
purpose of this paragraph is not to re-open the debate about the Local Plan’s housing requirement, 
but to set out that it is too early to assume that a review will reduce numbers in the face of a clear 
Government intention to increase housing supply.  Moreover, the Council would not support a 

The slight increase is an estimate 
and still shows negligible growth 
even though additional homes have 
been approved and built. 
 
As evidenced in the document set, 
the phasing takes consideration of 
infrastructure referred to. The 
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phasing of housing sites if this is not related to the provision of Infrastructure (which is the basis for 
the assessed phasing in the “SD” policies in the Local Plan).  Such a rationing of sites is unlikely to 
accord with the Local Plan’s growth strategy, or the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development.  
 

conclusions are not rationing-led as 
implied. 

  Site Allocations  
 
The above concerns lead to a related point that the Neighbourhood Plan is not making site 
allocations.  The Local Plan relies on neighbourhood plans for the allocation of housing and 
employment sites shown in Appendix C of the Local Plan.  This is set out in Policies SS1 and SS13 
of the Local Plan for housing, and Polices SS4 and SS5 for employment.  I acknowledge that the 
word “identify” in Policies SS1 and SS13 would have been better drafted as “propose/allocate”.  
However the context of the Policies is clear that the Council looks to neighbourhood plans to provide 
certainty on sites for years 6-10 of the Local plan (i.e. 2017-22). This context is also provided by 
Polices SDP1, SDP2 and SDP3 of the Local Plan. 
 

 
 
As above.   
 

  The Local Plan Inspector clearly expected that Neighbourhood Plans would contribute towards 
Torbay’s housing supply and noted that if Neighbourhood Plans are not put in place then the five 
year supply position will be uncertain (paragraph 47, 49 and 56 of the Inspector’s report).  The 
Inspector indicates that the disadvantages of not having a five year supply should not be 
underestimated.  Because the Neighbourhood Plan does not make site allocations, I am afraid that I 
must reiterate the objection that it is not in general conformity with the strategic policies of the Local 
Plan, and promotes less development than the Local Plan, contrary to Paragraph 184 of the NPPF.   
 

As above. 

  The Neighbourhood Plan does show the “identified sites” from the Local Plan Appendix C in part 7 
and Appendix 2 of the Supporting Evidence.  However this is unlikely to be sufficient to meet the 
Local Plan requirements or provide sufficient certainty that these sites are deliverable within the 
definition of footnote 11 of the NPPF.  In the Council’s view, this could be remedied relatively easily 
by making these sites clear proposals and identifying them on a policies map.   The Council has 
carried out HRA screening of these sites and is satisfied that mitigation measures can be put in 
place to avoid them requiring Appropriate Assessment (please see Appendix 2).  Should the Forum 

As above 
 
Also noting that Natural England’s 
response (Submission C006 above) 
takes a materially different view to 
the Council regarding the HRA 
position and ‘certainty’ sought. 
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need to identify additional or alternative sites, the Council has offered to assist with the additional 
HRA/SA work that would be required.  This may be necessary, as I note that some of the Local Plan 
Appendix C sites are designated as Local Green Spaces in the Draft Neighbourhood Plan (e.g. 
PLGS 20 Oldway Mansion Gardens and PLGS 05 Queens Park).  
 

 
Full account has been taken of the 
LGS designated sites referred to. 

  If the Forum chooses to maintain its current position, then the Independent Examiner will need to 
consider whether a lack of site allocations renders the Neighbourhood Plan incapable of being 
made.  If the Examiner does agree with the Forum that the Neighbourhood Plan cannot be required 
to allocate sites, this is likely to leave Torbay without a five year housing land supply.  The Forum 
will be aware that the Supreme Court has now provided a definitive view on the impact of a lack of 
five year land supply (Suffollk CDC vs Hopkins Homes ( [2017] UKSC37).  In addition I would point 
out that the protection provided by the Written Ministerial Statement of 12th December 2016 will not 
apply if the Neighbourhood Plan does not allocate sites for housing. 
 

It is agreed the decision of the 
Supreme Court (10 May 2017) is 
relevant, which confirmed that if 
there were not to be a 5-year supply, 
it does not make other policies and 
considerations obsolete. 

  In paragraph 49 of the Examination Inspector’s Report, the Council confirmed its intention to prepare 
site allocation documents if Neighbourhood Plans did not allocate sufficient sites.  In addition, Policy 
SS13 of the Local Plan considers a range of measures that the Council will need to adopt in order to 
maintain a 5 year housing supply.  
 

It is of important note that the 
Council has not implemented the 
DPD undertaking given nor offered 
any explanation as to why. 

  Policies Map 
 
Whilst the Neighbourhood Plan is generally a well set out and legible document, its legibility is 
significantly constrained by the lack of a policies map.  This point relates in part the Council’s wish to 
see site proposals. However it also relates to the wider usability of the Plan, which currently requires 
one to read through the entire document to ascertain what polices are relevant to a specific site.  
The Neighbourhood Plan is for use by the general public and as a development management tool.  
The Plan should assist applicants, case officers etc, and where sites are particularly complex, there 
is a risk that key policies may be overlooked.  
 

 
 
Enhancement to Part 7 will be made 
as previously referred to.  The issue 
behind the comment is understood 
as it applies equally to the adopted 
Local Plan. 

  Accordingly, the Council strongly urges the Forum to produce a policies map to be included in the 
Plan. The Council continues to offer assistance with the additional mapping work at a fixed price of 

Further discussion on the offer will 
be taken forward with the final 
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£1,000, which is a discounted rate representing the cost price.  
 

details submitted. 

  Detailed Comments on Policies  
I have set out detailed comments on the Neighbourhood Plan policies in Appendix 1 to this letter. 
They are confined to the upper case Policies, although the issues noted above also apply.  I 
recognise that the Government has given significant latitude to neighbourhood forums in setting 
neighbourhood plan policies (e.g. set out in PPG 41-001-21040306). Accordingly, the bulk of these 
comments are intended as advice rather than as objections.  I have sought to make it clear where 
the Council objects to the Plan in the main text of this letter above.   
 

Clarification noted together with the 
position taken by the Council since 
the Forums were designated 
(Council Minute Appendix 2 Basic 
Conditions Statement) 

  As I have acknowledged, the Neighbourhood Plan is well written, which reflects the huge effort that 
the Forum has put into the document.  Whilst the Council must object that the Neighbourhood Plan 
cannot be made (adopted) in its current form, the issues are in my view capable of resolution.   
 

Extensive discussion over many 
meetings has confirmed why the 
Council’s objection remains not 
valid. 

  There are a number of aspects which I feel would benefit from further discussion.   With this in mind, 
I would like to offer the opportunity of a workshop style event with a couple of Forum Members and 
members of my team.   We have carried out a workshop with Torquay and Brixham Peninsula 
Neighbourhood Forum members which we thought, and I believe they did too, was helpful to both 
parties.   It helps us to understand why certain policies are included and what the intention of the 
policy is, and if necessary we can have an open discussion about how it might be improved upon. 
 

The meeting took place on 30 June 
2017 and did not resolve the 
fundamental issues involved. 

  Once the consultation responses to the Neighbourhood Plan have been considered, and the plan 
amended where appropriate to take account of those comments, as a Forum you may also find it 
useful to undertake a ‘Health Check’ service which is available through the Neighbourhood Planning 
Independent Examiner Referral Service (NPIERS).  Further details are available from NPIERS 
(npiers@rics.org).   In our view using an independent examiner to undertake a Health Check before 
submitting a plan will give you an insight as to whether the draft plan meets the basic conditions and 
can give you the confidence to proceed. 
 

As made clear to the Council in 
writing, the problem will be that such 
‘health-checks’ always carry the 
caveat that they are not able to be a 
substitute for the Assessment itself, 
and the principle objection from the 
Council is that the Plan does not 
allocate sites.  It must now be for the 
Assessor to consider this aspect of 
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I look forward to working with you to continue advancing the Paignton Neighbourhood Plan. 
 

the Plan so that developers are not 
left in a vacuum about this part of 
the development plan any longer 
than is justified. 

  Appendix 1 Detailed Comments on Paignton Neighbourh ood Plan Policies   
  Policy  Comment   
  General phrasing  As a general point, the Council would suggest that policies should be worded 

positively i.e. “permission will be granted where….” Since this is more in 
accordance with the Presumption in favour of sustainable development.   

See responses given above. 

  PNP1 More Jobs  Support the positive emphasis of this policy.  Under Point C the employment 
sites should be allocated. 

See responses given above. 

  PNP1 More 
Homes  

Note the overarching comment above.  The Council would prefer a reference to 
a housing target retained at point (e). Under Point (e) Housing sites should be 
allocated. 

See responses given above. 

  PNP1 Point F: 
HMOs 

Support the intention and wording of point (f).  As a point of information, the 
Article 4 Direction on Class C4 HMOs has not been implemented and would not 
in any event affect large HMOs (which need planning permission). 
 
It is noted with thanks that the wording of point (f) has been amended in line 
with earlier suggestions,  

Noted, thus increasing the need for, 
of importance of, the Policy. 

  PNP1 (h) and (i) Keeping jobs, homes and retail in balance is supported; but it may not be 
practical to review accurately on an annual basis, particularly as NOMIS figures 
are several years behind the present.  Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 
data may not be particularly accurate at a small area level.  
 
As noted above, the policy should not be used to ration housing delivery for 
reasons other than infrastructure constraints.  

See responses given above. 

  Annex 1 to PNP1 Local Green Spaces, Rural Character Areas and the proposals for Local Food 
are substantive issues and consideration should be given to whether they would 
be better placed in their own policies rather than an annex to PNP1.  
 

As the Plan is geographically based 
in accordance with the Local Plan 
strategy, they sit better together as 
mutually inter-related matters. 
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   The designation of Rural Character Areas is a sensible way of providing a level 

of protection less than LGS to wider rural character areas.  
This Policy should be considered in the Light of Local Plan Policy C1 and 
development considered suitable to the ‘Countryside area’. Reference to the 
Torbay Landscape Character Assessment  would be helpful.   
 

Supported noted. 
 
Reference to the Landscape 
Character Assessment is already 
shown in Table 6.2. 

   The Rural Character Areas policy should not impose a level of protection akin to 
a “green belt” and the comment above about positive phrasing of policies in 
relevant.  
 

The Policy is fully compliant with 
NPPF109. 

   Local Green Spaces  (LGS) have a weight akin to green belts (NPPF 78) and 
should therefore be used sparingly.    LGS should not be applied to land that 
has development potential.  
 

Appendix 5 of the Supporting 
Evidence document defines how the 
sites have been identified and are in 
accord with requirements. 
 

   The Torbay Development Agency will comment specifically on LGS that impact 
on Council landholdings.  Oldway Mansion’s designation as a LGS conflicts with 
proposals for the site.   
 

The sites identified by the TDA 
would all conflict with the policies of 
the adopted Local Plan.  It is noted 
they have not been discussed 
individually with the Council as local 
planning authority.  The Council has 
made clear to the community its 
wish not to progress development at 
Oldway following the collapse of the 
previous approach adopted. 
  

   There is a slight difference in protection afforded to LGS in this Policy verses 
other Policies e.g. PNP9 Victoria Park point (a) 
 

PNP9 is the result of a petition from 
more than 5,000 residents at an 
early plan making stage which the 
Plan correctly reflects. 
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   With these caveats, the policy wording for LGS is sensible.    

 
Support noted. 

   The intention of the additional text on local food production and agriculture in is 
supported. It is noted that the wording has been re-phrased to relate largely to 
matters that require planning permission. 
 

Support noted. 

   Point (a) Little Blagdon Farm appears to conflict with the adopted masterplan for 
Collaton St Mary. You will also need to ensure that the additional allotments 
proposed in c) are deliverable. 
 

The Masterplan SPD does not have 
the weight of the statutory 
development plan as implied.  c) is 
deliverable by S106 in due course 
where necessary. 

   Whilst the intention behind point (d) is noted, it is likely to encounter legal 
difficulties. It may also militate against the aspiration in the NPPF and Housing 
White Paper to expedite development.  
 

It is a positive proposal that enables 
interim use to be made of unused 
land which accords fully with the 
general thrust of national policy.  
This compares with the alternative of 
disuse and potential eyesore of no 
benefit. 
 

  Annex 2 The issues covered in this Annex are substantial and may be better placed as 
separate policies rather than an Annex.  
 

This would detract substantially from 
the integrated approach of the plan. 

   Design: The intentions of this section are supported. They need to be 
proportionate to the scale of the proposal.  
 

Support noted. 

   Biodiversity and Treescape  Seeking net biodiversity gains is supported.  The 
Forum should consider the viability impacts of the required residential facilities, 
but this is intended as a general observation and not an objection to this policy.  
 

Support noted. 
See also Natural England 
Submission above (C006). 

   Residential facilities (including low carbon sectio n).  The intention of these Livability has been the principle 
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criteria is supported.  Again, a general comment, the Forum should consider the 
impact on development viability. 

consideration. 

   Criteria (O) Homezone design is in principle supported, but where possible 
applications should make provision for sufficient off street parking (Local Plan 
Policy TA3 refers).  
 

Both are mutually compatible 
policies. 

  Annex 3 The emphasis on sustainable drainage is supported.  Given the importance of 
the issue of surface water, consideration should be given to whether it should 
be a dedicated policy rather than an annex.  

The use of the Annex structure 
helps with the integrated 
overarching approach of the Plan. 
 

  PNP2 Support the positive tone of the policy.    Reference to improving permeability 
between thee Garden Town, seafront and Old Town is supported.   

Support noted. 

  PNP2-11 The inclusion of design led policies for town centre locations is supported.   It is 
recommended that you liaise with the TDA/Council to ensure that these help 
deliver Policy SDP2 and town centre masterplan. 
 
The Council is likely to support funding of some urban realm proposals through 
CIL, should s106 prove to be an inadequate funding mechanism.  The 
Regulation 123 list would need amending to include specific items. The Forum 
may also consider including some urban realm items to spend the 
Neighbourhood Portion of CIL on.   
 

The ‘twin-tracking’ approach will be 
continued as suggested. 
 
 
Support noted. 

  PNP4 (i) No objection to the long term aspiration to relocate the Vue cinema from the 
Esplanade. Consideration should be given to whether the location should be to 
a town centre location. 

As the Policy states, it is a long term 
matter. 

  PNP5 and PNP6 Particularly support the intention to bring the Paignton Picture House back into 
use, improve links to the seafront and make more of Torbay Road’s potential.  

Support noted 

  PNP7 Victoria 
Square 

Whilst the intentions of this policy are supported, it should not prejudice more 
comprehensive redevelopment schemes should proposals arise for 
redevelopment.  
 

The policy emanates from 
community views strongly held 
throughout the Plan preparation 
which must also be factored in to a 
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Policy PNP7 (b). The Council would prefer this to refer to a proper review of 
parking, rather than requiring equivalent replacement of parking.  Both Victoria 
Square and Crossways car parks are under-utilised and provide a poor visitor 
experience. A reduced size car park which provides a more pleasant 
environment may well meet the objectives of PNP7.   
 

Neigbourhood Plan in a different 
way to a Local Plan. 

  PNP8 Crossways Whilst the intentions of this policy is supported, it should not prejudice more 
comprehensive redevelopment schemes of these sites should proposals arise 
for redevelopment.  
 
Consideration should be given to making the policy more flexible to allow for a 
range of potential regeneration options for Crossways. For example, criteria (a) 
could relax the retention of primary and secondary frontages if this achieved a 
more successful redevelopment.  Criteria (c) could seek to retain the pedestrian 
link where possible. 
 

Support noted. 
 
PNP8 b) provides for a range of 
mixed use as suggested. 
 
Potential loss of the pedestrian link 
goes directly against community 
views and would not be acceptable. 

  PNP9 Victoria 
Park  

Noted.  See general comments about LGSs above.  No change appropriate as previously 
indicated above. 

  PNP11 Old Town  Policy is supported. In particular the improvement of accessibility and 
permeability through sustainable modes of travel is supported.   
The list of financial contributions at (a)-(f) will need to be sought in accordance 
with the CIL Regulations Test of Lawfulness.   
 
The use of contributions to help fund urban realm improvements is supported. 
The note above about providing flexibility between S106/CIL/Neighbourhood 
Portion is relevant here, subject to the need to avoid “double dipping of s106 
and CIL.   

 
Support noted. 
 
 
 
Support noted. 
See also Historic England support 
Submission above (C005).  

  PNP10  Queens 
Park 

Noted. It is no surprise that the Forum do not wish to promote this site for 
development (PNPH17), but you will need to show how housing can be 
provided in general conformity with the Local Plan (see main comments).   

See Appendix 4 of Basic Conditions 
Statement and Supporting Evidence 
documents and Plan Table 8.1. 

  PNP12 Getting Support policy.   This encourages permeability between the seafront, Garden  
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Around  Suburb and Old Town and is fully supported.    
 
Thank you for reinserting “separated” in criteria (d) (rather than “autonomous”).  

Support noted. 

  PNP13 Housing 
Opportunities 

Fully support the provision of housing opportunities in the town centre.  
 
It may be an issue for the development industry, rather than the Council, to 
comment on in detail, but point (c) restriction of first occupation to local 
residents or employees may not be supported at Examination, for example if it 
goes beyond the scope of the NPPF.  It may be more appropriate to require a 
proportion of homes to be provided as starter homes to people living in the area 
for 5 years or with other strong local connections.  It is appreciated that the St 
Ives High Court Ruling is relevant. However it is not clear whether an equal 
justification exists in Paignton.  In any event, criteria (c) will impact on the 
viability of town centre development.  
 

Support noted. 
 
See response above regarding the 
reference to viability. 
 
The alternative suggested would still 
entail requiring a prior residency 
term. 

   There is also a potential anomaly of imposing more stringent occupancy 
conditions on town centre housing than elsewhere, given that town centres are 
generally sustainable locations for housing.  
 

The point is recognised, though 
experience shows that high quality 
schemes can displace local need 
unable to afford the new build. 
 

   The inclusion of criteria (d) on flood risk is fully supported.  
 

Support noted. 

  PNP14 Core 
Tourism 
Investment area 

Support thrust of Policy PNP14.  The Council considers that the policy strikes a 
fair balance between allowing flexibility in the use of accommodation, whilst 
safeguarding the holiday character of the area.   
 
I note that Criteria (b) has been amended to incorporate a “reasonable 
prospects test”, which is supported.  
 

Support noted. 

   The boundaries of the Neighbourhood Plan CTIA are wider than for the Local 
Plan and encompass some of the areas formerly designated as Principal 

There is no need to make the 
change suggested. as the Plan 
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Holiday Accommodation Areas (PHAAs) in the former Torbay Local Plan 1995-
2011.  
 
To avoid confusion Policy TO2 of the Local Plan, I would recommend that the 
area is renamed, for example to Paignton Seafront Holiday Area or similar.  
 
However, I consider that the policy is in general conformity with Policies TO1 
and TO2 of the Local Plan.  

boundary will take precedent over 
this part of TO2  
 
 
 
 
Support noted. 

  PNP15 Flood and 
Sea Defences  

Support Support noted. 

  PNP16 Victoria 
Street  

Support Support noted. 

  PNP17 Transport 
Gateway 
improvement 

Support Support noted. 

  PNP18 
Supporting 
Independent 
Traders 

This policy would be better titled “ Supporting the Vitality and Viability of the 
Town Centre”.  Whether traders are local or not is unlikely to be a material 
planning consideration, and the policy wording refers (correctly) to retail use 
rather than the user.  
 

The policy emanates from 
community views strongly held 
throughout the Plan preparation 
which must also be factored into a 
Neighbourhood Plan in a different 
way to a Local Plan. 
 

   The intention of this policy is supported, however the policy may need to be 
clarified to specify what the Forum view as primary and secondary facilities, 
possibly in the explanatory text.   I consider you probably mean Primary: A1 
Shops; Secondary: A2, A3 and compatible D1 and D2 uses (etc). 

Agreed, add into Appendix 11 
Glossary of Terms to read: 
“Primary and Secondary retail areas 
– means A1 class shops 
predominate in the former and class 
A2, A3 and compatible D1 and D2 
uses in the latter.” 

   Consideration should be given to allowing as wide a range of uses as possible 
to enable the town centre to remain viable and vital in the face of the threats 

 
As above 
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facing town centres.  
 

  PNP19 
Safeguarding 
open countryside 

Support in principle.  See comments on PNP1 Annex 1. The policy will need to 
be consistent with Local Plan Policy C1, and provide a level of protection 
proportionate the landscape character or other strategic considerations such as 
maintaining green wedges etc.  

Fully compatible. 

  PNP20 Great 
Parks 

Support  Support noted. 

  PNP21 White 
Rock and nearby 
areas.  

Support in principle.  Employment may also come from smaller employers as 
well as major organisations.  This policy should be read in the context of the 
comment that the Local Plan Inspector rejected a rigid phasing of new homes to 
follow increases in jobs numbers.   

No incompatibility found. 

  PNP22 Western 
Corridor 

The encouragement of active travel is fully supported.   The Policy Explanation 
should recognise that the Western Corridor is also a key highway network. 
 
The replacement of “autonomous” with “separate” cycle paths is supported.  
 

Support noted. 
 
For key road role, see para 6.117 
and Fig 1.2) 

  PNP23 Yalberton 
to Blagdon Valley 

No objection, subject to this not encroaching on Future Growth Areas in Local 
Plan Policy SS2/SDP3. 

No conflict found. 

  PNP24 Collaton 
St Mary Village 

This Policy should not conflict with the realisation of Policies SS2 and SDP3 of 
the Local Plan, as well as the adopted Masterplan.   The area would benefit 
from being indicated on a Policies Map.   

Agreed, better map to be provided 
(see also Appendix 11 (b) 
Submission A144 above) 
 

  PNP25 Clennon 
Valley 

Support policy, but it should make reference to providing sport and recreation 
 facilities as well as tourism facilities.  
 
Criterion (a) could refer to the ecological value of the waterway.  

The policy purpose is to widen the 
tourism offer.  
 
Agreed add text to PNP25 a)  to 
read: 
“….retain and enhance the natural 
landscape character of the valley, 
biodiversity and water flowing 
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through;…..” 
 
 

  PNP26 Clifton with 
Maidenway 

Support Support noted 

  PNP27 Preston  The Torbay Development Agency, acting on behalf of Torbay Council’s assets will 
provide detailed comments on Oldway Mansion, and are likely to raise objections to point 
(b).  
The range of facilities in points (c) and (d) are supported, but may require some form of 
additional funding.   

Comment noted. 

  Appendix 2 Paignton Housing Sites Habitats Regulati on Assessment   
  Site Category European 

Site 
affected 

Outcome of the screening Mitigation / avoidance 
measures 

Is AA 
required ? 

This Appendix is materially different 
to, and less comprehensive than, 
the schedule contained in the HRA 
Screening of the Plan previously 
agreed with the Council 

  PNPH1- 
PNPH6 

B N/A No negative effects N/A No  As above 

  PNPH7 C2 South 
Hams 
SAC 

The site lies within the 
sustenance zone and a 
strategic flyway for GHBs 
and, without appropriate 
design and mitigation, is 
likely to have a significant 
effect on the integrity of the 
South Hams SAC both alone 
and in combination with 
other projects. 

Greater horseshoe bat 
Mitigation objectives for 
Great Parks should be 
implemented as 
recommended by the HRA 
Site Appraisal Report of 
Torbay Local Plan 
Strategic Delivery Areas 
(Proposed Submission 
Plan) 2014. 

No  As above 

  PNPH8 B N/A No negative effects N/A No  As above 
  PNPH9 – 

PNPH22 
C2 Lyme Bay 

and 
Torbay 
Marine 

Development in flood risk 
areas.  
The level of growth could 
potentially have negative 

The Local Plan Policies 
W5 and ER2 restrict 
development that could 
have negative impact on 

No  As above 
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SAC  impacts on water quality 

from contaminated run-off. 
the Lyme Bay and Torbay 
Marine SAC. 

  PNPH23 C2 South 
Hams 
SAC 

The site lies within the 
sustenance zone and a 
strategic flyway for GHBs 
and, without appropriate 
design and mitigation, is 
likely to have a significant 
effect on the integrity of the 
South Hams SAC both alone 
and in combination with 
other projects. 

Greater horseshoe bat 
Mitigation objectives for 
Yalberton Industrial State 
should be implemented as 
recommended by the HRA 
Site Appraisal Report of 
Torbay Local Plan 
Strategic Delivery Areas 
(Proposed Submission 
Plan) 2014. 

No  As above 

  PNPH24 
and 
PNPH25 

C2 South 
Hams 
SAC; and 
Lyme Bay 
and 
Torbay 
Marine 
SAC 

Development that results in 
loss of semi-natural 
vegetation and/or 
introduction of new light 
sources in Clennon Valley 
should be subject to HRA. 
 
Development in flood risk 
areas.  
The level of growth could 
potentially have negative 
impacts on water quality 
from contaminated run-off. 

Mitigation measures 
should include: provision of 
landscape buffers between 
development and areas of 
semi-natural vegetation in 
the valley; control of light 
spill; mitigation for the loss 
of potential foraging and 
commuting habitat to 
ensure retention of 
connectivity along the 
valley; retention, where 
appropriate, of features 
through development that 
are likely to be used by 
GHBs; and developer 
contributions towards the 
provision of bespoke 
purpose-built roosts in 
appropriate locations along 
the valley. 
 

No  As above 
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The Local Plan Policies 
W5 and ER2 restrict 
development that could 
have negative impact on 
the Lyme Bay and Torbay 
Marine SAC. 

  PNPH26  South 
Hams 
SAC 

Brownfield site lies within the 
GHBs sustenance zone. 
Without appropriate design 
and mitigation, it is likely to 
have a significant effect on 
the integrity of the South 
Hams SAC both alone and 
in combination with other 
projects. 

GHBs survey would be 
required to inform the HRA 
process. 

No As above 

  Paignton Employment Sites  As above 
  Site Category European 

Site 
affected 

Outcome of the screening Mitigation  measures Is AA 
required ? 

As above 

  PNPE1 – 
PNPE5 

C2 Lyme Bay 
and 
Torbay 
Marine 
SAC  

Development in flood risk 
areas.  
The level of growth could 
potentially have negative 
impacts on water quality 
from contaminated run-off. 

The Local Plan Policies 
W5 and ER2 restrict 
development that could 
have negative impact on 
the Lyme Bay and Torbay 
Marine SAC. 

No As above 

  PNPE6  C2 South 
Hams 
SAC 

Development of Yalberton 
Industrial Estate is likely to 
cause increased disturbance 
and/or severance of the 
linear features through the 
estate, or of the wooded 
margins, would therefore be 
a ‘likely significant effect’ 
(LSE) that would require 

Greater horseshoe bat 
Mitigation objectives for 
Yalberton Industrial State 
should be implemented as 
recommended by the HRA 
Site Appraisal Report of 
Torbay Local Plan 
Strategic Delivery Areas 
(Proposed Submission 

No  As above 
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HRA. Detailed GHB surveys 
will therefore be required to 
inform the HRA process. 

Plan) 2014. 

  PNPE7 C2 South 
Hams 
SAC 

Development of Claylands is 
likely to cause loss of some 
semi-natural woody 
vegetation and is also likely 
to increase levels of 
disturbance e.g. through 
increased level of light. 
Development may also 
represent a future barrier to 
GHBs commuting in and out 
of the Clennon Valley in an 
east-west direction (and vice 
versa) over the A3022. 
A detailed GHB survey will 
be required to inform the 
HRA process. 

Retention of the wooded 
margins and control of light 
spill from new development 
will be required to mitigate 
for likely effects GHBs. The 
amount of semi-natural 
habitat to be retained 
should be informed by 
detailed bat surveys – that 
should also establish 
whether a local flyway 
should be retained through 
or around the site to 
enable movement back 
and forth across the A3022 
to the west 

No  As above 

  PNPE8  C2 South 
Hams 
SAC 

Development of White Rock 
employment site is likely to 
cause loss of some potential 
foraging habitat within the 
SAC Sustenance Zone and 
also loss or disturbance to 
hedgerows likely to be used 
by locally commuting GHBs. 
A detailed GHB survey will 
be required to inform the 
HRA process. 

By following a similar 
approach of sites that have 
granted approval in this 
area, it should be possible 
to provide adequate 
mitigation for new 
development. This should 
be informed by full detailed 
bat surveys (consistent 
with NE SAC guidance) 
and should address 
adverse effects arising 
from loss of roosts, 
foraging habitat and likely 
local flyways and 

No   
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commuting routes. 
The provision of such 
measures should be 
designed to be consistent 
with the four principles set 
out in the Local Plan Policy 
NC1. 

C003 Torbay 
Developme
nt Agency, 
for Torbay 
Council 

Please find attached the TDA’s response as agent for Torbay Council in relation to the Draft 
Neighbourhood Plan, specifically Housing and Local Green Space Designations. 
 
Housing  
 
Due to the acute level of housing need (over 1,800 households on the waiting list for affordable 
housing) and to ensure that Torbay is a sustainable place to live and work TDA on behalf of Torbay 
Council would have to raise objections to the lack of residential schemes that have been proposed in 
the Neighbourhood plan.  It is unclear how the Paignton SDP1 – NP total figure of 3,080 homes was 
arrived at or that the strategy would deliver the Local Plan Policy number of 4,290 homes in 
Paignton. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Full details of the NP sites review 
are shown in the Basic Conditions 
Statement and Supporting Evidence 
document, which includes how the 
total figure of 3,080 has been arrived 
at – no change is necessary. 

  

Furthermore Table A4.2.13 which shows the possible housing sites PNPH1 and PNPH2 as phase 3 
and for delivery post 2027, we would object to the delivery timeframe for both these sites, both are 
unencumbered and from a delivery timeframe we believe they should both be in years 0 – 5. 
Likewise with site FGA2.2 we would object to the delivery timeframe of 2027 and would also like to 
see this in years 0 – 5. 
 

PNPH1and PNPH2 are not 
“unencumbered”.  Both are subject 
to resolving known SSSI and 
protected habitat needs.  Similarly 
with site FGA2.2, as confirmed by 
the Council’s Masterplan for the 
Collaton St Mary area.  Plus period 
0-5 has already passed.  No change 
is appropriate. 
 

  
PNP13 Part C – ‘To help ensure the additional homes meet local needs and remain occupied 
throughout the year, formal agreement will be required on the grant of planning permission that 
restricts first occupation to purchasers or tenants who have lived in Torbay for more than 5 years, 

Giving clearly stated priority to 
meeting local need in the Town 
Centre will aid ensuring the right 
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work in Torbay, or can demonstrate a confirmed offer of employment within Torbay’. Whilst it is 
encouraging to see the support for town centre regeneration there is some concern with regards to 
Policy PNP13 part C. By creating an occupation restriction this could have an impact on housing 
supply and build which would result in insufficient supply of the right size and type of housing and so 
the Council would have to object to this policy and the limitations that this sets. 
 

size and type of housing is provided 
that meets local needs – no change 
is appropriate. 

  

Local Food 6.41 – ‘1 publically owned 43 acre farm and farmhouse at Little Blagdon, Collaton St 
Mary’.  The Council would wish to object to the proposals for Little Blagdon Farm.  Within the 
Collaton St Mary Masterplan the Little Blagdon site is shown as vehicular access for the wider 
residential development.  To use this site as the alternative use suggested could cause substantial 
issues with regards to the wider scheme. 
 

The alternative use is realistically 
achievable, at the very least until 
such time as the land (and derelict 
farmhouse) are approved for other 
use – no change is appropriate. 

  

Local Green Space Designation  
The attached form (below) sets out the TDA’s response for each of the sites identified as Local 
Green Space in public ownership. 
 

Important : 
The submission (left) uses wrong 
site reference numbers (which are 
shown correctly where necessary in 
the response below):- 

  Ref No. Location Size Ownership TDA Comments  

  PLGS.01 Paignton Green North, 
Central and South 

Abt 5 ha Public No objection to Local Green Space (LGS) 
designation 

Support noted. 

  PLGS.02 Victoria Park, Torquay 
Road 

Abt 7 ha Public No objection to LGS designation Support noted. 

  PLGS.03 Torbay Park and 
Gardens, Esplanade 
Road 

< 1 ha Public No objection to LGS designation Support noted. 

  PLGS.05 Palace Avenue Gardens < 1 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.06) Support noted. 

  PLGS.06 Burma Star Garden, Cliff 
Road 

< 1 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.07) Support noted. 

  PLGS.07 Roundham Head Park, 
East of Roundham Ave. 

Abt 3 ha Public Objection to part of LGS designation.  Land 
fronting Roundham Avenue. 

(PLGS.09) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, C4, 
C5, NC1, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
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  PLGS.08 St Michaels Field, Derrell 
Road and r/o St Michaels 
Road 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.10) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, SS11, 
C4, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.09 Oakleigh St. Michaels 
Allotments, St Michaels 
Road. 

< 2 ha Public Allotments – no objection to LGS 
designation 

(PLGS.11) Support noted. 

  PLGS.10 Derrell Road Allotments, 
St Michaels 

< 1 ha Public Allotments – no objection to LGS 
designation 

(PLGS.12) Support noted. 

  PLGS.11 Preston Green, Marine 
Drive 

Abt 3 ha Public No objection to LGS (PLGS.13) Support noted. 

  PLGS.12 Parkfield, Lower Polsham 
Road, South of Parkfield 
BMX facility 

< 2 ha Public No objection to LGS designation – however 
must not interfere with alternative uses of 
adjoining Myplace. 

(PLGS.14) Myplace not included – no 
change necessary. 

  PLGS.13 Coombe Valley Park, 
South West of Coombe 
Road, Preston 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.15) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, C4, 
NC1, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.14 Hollicombe Cliff Park, 
east of Torquay Road, 
Preston 

< 1 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.16) Support noted. 

  PLGS15 Holicombe Park (part of), 
Torquay Road 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of part for 
café/ cycle hub – no objection to wider 
designation 

(PLGS.17) Support welcomed, if no loss 
of LGS role – no change necessary. 

  PLGS.16 Wills Avenue Playground, 
Wills Avenue 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.18) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, SS11, 
C4, NC1, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.17 Preston Gardens, 
Torquay Road 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.19) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, C4, 
NC1, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.18 Oldway Mansion 
Gardens, Oldway Road / 

Abt 8 ha Public Objection to overall LGS designation as 
this may cover future possible development 

(PLGS.20) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, SS10, 
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Torquay Road areas. C4, NC1, HE1, SC2 – no change 

appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.19 Shorton Valley Woods, 
Shorton Valley Road 

Abt 1 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.21) Support noted. 

  PLGS.20 Hollacombe Allotments, 
Hollacombe Lane 

< 1 ha Public Allotments – no objection to LGS 
designation 

(PLGS.22) Support noted. 

  PLGS.21 Sandringham Gardens, 
Preston 

< 1 ha Public Possible future residential infill site – object 
to LGS designation 

(PLGS.23) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS8, SS9, 
C1, C4, NC1, SC2 – no change 
appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.22 Occombe Valley Woods, 
off Preston Down Road 

Abt 37 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.24) Support noted. 

  PLGS.23 Lower Penns Road 
Allotments, Lower Penns 
Road 

< 2 ha Public Allotments – no objection to LGS 
designation 

(PLGS.25) Support  noted . 

  PLGS.24 Scadson Woods, Duchy 
Drive 

Abt 9 ha 
(within 
PNP area) 

Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.26) Support noted. 

  PLGS.25 Stanley Gardens, off 
Marldon Road and Barton 
Road 

Abt 1 ha Public Possible residential development site – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.27) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, C4, 
C5, NC1, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.26 Ailescombe Road 
Allotments, Ailescombe 
Road 

Abt 1 ha Public Allotments – no objection to LGS 
designation 

(PLGS.28) Support noted. 

  PLGS.27 Monastery, Winner Hill Abt 1 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.29) Support noted. 

  PLGS.29 Paignton Cemetery, 
Colley End Road 

Abt 4 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.31) Support noted. 

  PLGS.30 Clennon Valley Abt 67 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.32) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS8, SS9, 
C1, C4, C5, NC1, SC2, ER1, W5 – no 
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change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.31 Clennon Valley 
Allotments, Dartmouth 
Road 

Abt 1 ha Public Allotments – no objection to LGS 
designation 

(PLGS.33) Support noted. 

  PLGS.32 Quay West Corner, 
Brixham Road 

Abt 1 ha Public Possible future development site – object 
to LGS designation 

(PLGS.34) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS8, SS9, 
C4, C5, NC1, SC2 – no change 
appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.33 Young’s Park rec. and 
wetland area SW of 
Young’s Park Rd, 
Goodrington 

Abt 3 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.35) Support noted. 

  PLGS.34 Oyster Bend Field, east 
of Oyster Bend 

Abt 2 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.36) Support noted . 

  PLGS.35 Goodrington Community 
Orchard, Goodrington 
Road 

< 1 ha Public No objection to LGS designation (PLGS.37) Support noted . 

  PLGS.36 Goodrington Village 
Green, Grange Road 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.38) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS8, SS9, 
C4, NC1, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.37 Claylands Cross Park – 
Brixham Road, North of 
Harbourne Avenue 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.39) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS8, SS9, 
SS11, C4, NC1, SC2 – no change 
appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.38 Gibson Road Playground, 
Gibson Road 

< 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.40) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, SS11, 
SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.39 White Rock Recreation 
Ground, Brixham Road 

Abt 2 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.41) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, SS11, 
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SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.40 York Road Allotments, 
York Road 

Abt 2 ha Public Allotments – no objection to LGS 
designation 

(PLGS.42) Support noted. 

  PLGS.41 Hookhills Playground & 
Park, Freshwater Drive 

Abt 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.43) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS8, SS9, 
SS11, C4, NC1, SC2 – no change 
appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.42 Primley Park, South of 
Westleat Avenue 

Abt 2 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.47) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS8, SS9, 
SS11, C4, C5, NC1, SC2 – no change 
appropriate. 
 

  PLGS.43 Redwell Road < 1 ha Public Possible future development of all or part – 
object to LGS designation 

(PLGS.48) The suggestion conflicts with 
adopted Local Plan Policies SS9, SS11, 
C4, NC1, SC2 – no change appropriate. 
 

Total 6 Respondents  

 
 
End of Appendix 11 


